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LT COL ANTHONY C. CAIN, EDITOR 

AIR AND SPACE Power Journal 
(ASPJ) welcomes Lt Col Malcolm 
Grimes, who steps in for Lt Col 
Scott Wierschke as senior editor. 

Colonel Grimes recently completed a tour 
as professor of air and space studies at 
Grambling State University in Grambling, 
Louisiana. 

Congratulations to Mr. Al Lopes, editor 
of ASPJ in Portuguese, who recently re
ceived the Medalho do Mérito Aeronáutico 
(Aeronautical Medal of Merit) from the 
Portuguese government. This award, the 
equivalent of the US Legion of Merit, rec
ognizes Mr. Lopes for his years of excellent 
work as editor and for his selfless service as 
host to international students and their 
families at the Air War College and Air 
Command and Staff College, Maxwell 
AFB, Alabama. Congratulations, Al! 

Throughout the coming year, we will 
devote several pages of each issue of ASPJ 
to the history of air and space power as 
part of our preparation for the winter 
2003 issue, which will commemorate the 
centennial of powered flight. If you have 
an article or would like to write one re
lated to the history, doctrine, technologi
cal development, or future of air and 
space power, please let us know! 

We also have plans to feature articles 
on counterproliferation, emerging air 
and space power technologies, regional 
security issues, the war on terrorism, and 
special operations, as well as on leading 
air and space power professionals. Send 
E-mail to us at aspj@maxwell.af.mil for in-
formation on how to go about getting 
your work published. ■ 

It is difficult to say what is impossible, for the dream of yesterday is the 
hope of today and the reality of tomorrow. 

––Robert H. Goddard 
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LT COL ANTHONY C. CAIN, EDITOR 

The Best in Professional Air and Space

Power Thought 

RECENTLY, THE ASPJ staff received 
comments from readers, both offi
cers and enlisted members, from 
all over the Air Force. Although we 

found all of the comments useful and appre
ciate the time and effort it took to complete 
the survey, the remarks contain recurring 
themes that the editorial staff must address. 

“Let’s face it—almost nobody reads Air and 
Space Power Journal. The articles are generally 
written by students doing some project; they are all 
full of academic rigor and written to get a decent 
grade, but people who have something to say in the 
field don’t have time for that nonsense.” Although 
this type of sentiment did not pervade the com
ments we received, it occurred often enough to 
communicate a general lack of understanding 
about the Journal’s role in the professional 
growth of our service. ASPJ began with the 
foundation of the Air Force in 1947 as the Air 
University Quarterly Review. Gen Muir S. 
Fairchild, one of the founders of the modern 
Air Force and commander of Air University, en-
visioned a journal that would publish “the best 
professional thought concerning global con
cepts and doctrines of air strategy and tactics.” 
Thus, ASPJ is the professional journal of the Air 
Force. Airmen—using the term in its broadest, 
most inclusive sense—should turn to the pages 
of the Journal to find provocative, innovative, 
and informative material about operational 
matters, evolving doctrine, cutting-edge tech
nology, leadership, global strategy, and any-
thing else that members of the air and space ex

peditionary force want to understand. In keep
ing with General Fairchild’s original vision, 
today’s Journal seeks to become a unique forum 
for dialogue, education, mentoring, debate, 
and professional development. 

“But I don’t write like a PhD.” That’s okay— 
most people don’t, and it’s not necessary to 
be a “natural born writer” to succeed as an 
ASPJ contributor. What matters is that, as con
scientious members of the service, you have 
valuable ideas to contribute to our profes
sion. This turns into a “win-win” situation for 
both you and the Journal, which gets a wide 
range of sources to add to the evolving debate 
about how best to develop and employ air 
and space power. In the process of refining 
articles from initial submission through the 
final published version, many of our authors 
learn how to articulate ideas more effectively, 
how to organize, and how to convince some-
one “on paper” without the advantage of face-
to-face conversation or PowerPoint slides. 

“In the operational Air Force, we just don’t have 
the time to sit down and write articles.” This com
ment is the most common knock against con
tributing to ASPJ. Believe me, I understand 
the pressures of deployments and ops tempo 
(been there, done that, have multiple T-
shirts). But the lessons that operators learn 
today must spread to the rest of the force as 
quickly as possible. ASPJ can help get the 
word out so that the air and space expedi
tionary force will continue to evolve as a 
learning institution. We encourage authors to 
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contribute “thought pieces” that may not be 
fully formed, that may not be doctrinally 
pure, and that may not have enjoyed the full 
benefit of months of refinement—in other 
words, we want to publish state-of-the-art 
thought on air and space power! Take the 
time to get your ideas, procedures, and tactics 
on paper so that those who are preparing to 
join you on the “pointy end of the spear” can 
benefit from your invaluable experience. 

“No one has time to read the entire Journal. . . . 
No one gets a personal copy.” This remark includes 
two separate but related issues. The first con
cerns a perception that the Journal contains 
too much information to digest in a single sit
ting. The second addresses individual access 
to its contents. If you get a copy of the Journal, 
read the editorial abstract that appears at the 
beginning of each article to help you decide 
whether to continue or move on to the next 
feature. One of the great benefits of our for-
mat is that we place few constraints on our au
thors—we solicit articles that reach across the 
strategic, operational, and tactical range of 
military employment. If you find a particular 
article uninteresting, go on to the next one— 
somewhere in the pages of ASPJ you will most 
likely discover something of value to someone 
who employs air and space power. If you can’t 
find a copy of the Journal, go to our Web site 
at http://www.airpower.au.af.mil, where, in 
addition to the current issue of ASPJ, you will 
find the entire text of issues dating back to 
the 1980s. We are working to place every edi
tion of the Journal and Review, back to 1947, 
on the Web for readers interested in using 
these valuable sources to understand how 
their profession has grown from its inception 
to the present. You can browse the contents 
of each issue on-line and choose to print only 
those articles that most interest you. Addi

tionally, you will find a section called “Chron
icles Articles,” which contains feature articles 
that we could not fit into the printed version 
of the Journal. Thus, you have several options 
for accessing the information in ASPJ—you 
don’t have to search for a copy in your 
squadron, and you don’t have to read every 
article at a single sitting. 

“There’s never anything interesting or applicable 
in the Journal—it doesn’t relate to what I do in the 
‘real world.’” The ASPJ staff can address most of 
the preceding reader comments, but this one 
remains the responsibility of Air Force mem
bers. This publication is the professional journal 
of the United States Air Force—not a “bully pulpit” 
for the ASPJ staff. Its articles reflect the interests 
and professionalism of authors who care 
enough to write and submit their work for pub
lication consideration. The content, therefore, 
reflects the operational and intellectual rigor 
and integrity of the people who make up the in
stitution. If you find the articles in the Journal 
boring or irrelevant, write better ones and 
watch them as they go through the publishing 
process. If you care enough to take this step, at 
least two things will happen: (1) you will be-
come a more sophisticated thinker and writer, 
and by doing so you will become a better am
bassador for our service in the joint and com
bined arenas; and (2) our Air Force will evolve 
toward becoming a more effective institution as 
your ideas contribute to the body of thought on 
air and space power. The editorial staff bears 
much of the responsibility for the content of 
the Journal. Professional airmen share an even 
greater degree of responsibility—if you don’t 
write it, we can’t publish it! Finally, take time to 
scan the contents and read the articles that 
strike a resonant chord; then contribute articles 
and thoughts, and offer constructive criticism 
to make your Journal useful to our Air Force. ■ 
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We encourage your comments via letters to the editor 
or comment cards. All correspondence should be 
addressed to the Editor, Air and Space Power 
Journal, 401 Chennault Circle, Maxwell AFB AL 
36112-6428. You can also send your comments by 
E-mail to aspj@maxwell.af.mil. We reserve the right 
to edit the material for overall length. 

BOOK REVIEW KUDOS 

I was happy to read Dr. David R. Mets’s review 
of Around the World in 175 Days: The First Round-
the-World Flight by Carroll V. Glines (summer 
2002). I recently read this book and enjoyed 
it tremendously. However, I gently take issue 
with Dr. Mets’s assertion that this book is 
primarily a recreational read. After reading 
Around the World, I reread portions of Maurer
Maurer’s Aviation in the U.S. Army, 1919–1939 
to confirm my impression that the real hero 
of the world flight was Gen Mason Patrick. 
During his tenure as chief of the Air Service, 
General Patrick sponsored a number of ex
periments and demonstrations—long-range 
flights, early experiments with aerial refueling, 
establishment of an airways system, commu
nications and navigation aids, and so forth— 
that foreshadowed the capabilities which make 
the US Air Force the world-spanning force it 
is today. The world flight was the most ambi
tious of these efforts. Its planning, prepara
tion, and execution provided lessons in logis
tics, meteorology, and navigation that proved
as important to the Army Air Forces’ World 
War II and postwar successes as Billy Mitchell’s 
bombing demonstrations and the later doc
trinal developments of the Air Corps Tactical 
School. With the current emphasis on global 
reach, air and space warriors should be able to 
return to the roots that make that reach possi
ble, and Glines’s book is a valuable addition 
to that objective. 

Maj Jamie Sculerati, USAFR 
Herndon, Virginia 

CORRECTION 

I would like to make a minor correction to 
your editorial in the summer 2002 issue of 
Aerospace Power Journal. The Christmas bomb
ings of Hanoi occurred in 1972, not 1973. I 
certainly appreciate all the hard work that 
goes into the production of such a great peri
odical. Although it’s been nearly 10 years 
since I last wore the blue suit or green bag, 
APJ and Chronicles keep me engaged. 

Chris Smith 
Eglin AFB, Florida 

RIVET JOINT CONFUSION? 

Dr. Benjamin S. Lambeth’s article “Kosovo 
and the Continuing SEAD Challenge” (sum
mer 2002) rehashes inaccurate snippets from 
his book The Transformation of American Air 
Power (Cornell University Press, 2000). He as
serts again that “another unconfirmed report 
suggested that the RC-135 Rivet Joint aircraft 
monitoring enemy SAM activity may have 
failed to locate the SA-3 battery thought to 
have downed the F-117 and may not have re
layed timely indications of enemy SAM activity 
to the appropriate C2 authorities” (12–13). 
Continuing, he assumes that Gen Richard 
Hawley’s comment “when you have a lot of 
unlocated threats, you are at risk even in a 
stealth airplane” (13) somehow equates to an 
admission of poor performance by the out-
standing Rivet Joint crews. 

As a contributor to the powerful chief of 
staff of the Air Force’s reading list and true air-
power advocate, Dr. Lambeth should consider 
focusing on accuracy rather than insinuation. 
For instance, although he mentions the “RC-
135 Rivet Joint” on two occasions early in the 
piece, within seven paragraphs he calls it the 

Continued on page 102 
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Alexander P. de Seversky 
COL PHILLIP S. MEILINGER, USAF, RETIRED 

Fighter ace, war hero, air-
craft designer, entrepre
neur, writer, and theorist, 
Alexander P. de Seversky 
was one of the best known 
and most popular aviation 
figures in America during 
World War II. His self-
appointed mission called 
for convincing the public 
that airpower had revolu

tionized warfare and become decisively important. Al
though people considered him a theorist, his ideas on 
airpower were not original; rather, he was a synthesizer 
and popularizer. At the same time, de Seversky was a 
prophet, using logic and his interpretation of history to 
predict the future of air warfare. 

Born in Russia in 1894, de Seversky exhibited an in
terest in flight, even as a child. During the Great War, he 
joined the Russian Imperial Navy and became a pilot. On 
his first combat mission, he was shot down, losing a leg as 
a result. Undaunted, he used a wooden prosthesis, 
learned how to fly again, and returned to combat, where 
he shot down 13 German aircraft. In 1917 Russia posted 
him to the United States as an attaché, but after the Rus
sian Revolution began, he elected to remain in America. 

Over the next two decades, de Seversky put his me
chanical and business talents to work by founding Sever-
sky Aircraft Corporation, designing not only aircraft, but 
also bombsights, instruments, and an air-refueling appa
ratus. In 1935 he designed and built the P-35—the first 
all-metal monoplane production fighter in the Air Corps. 
A strikingly beautiful airplane, the P-35 was extremely 
fast—it won the Bendix Air Race from 1937 to 1939—and 
had a significantly longer range than other fighter air-
craft of its day. It was the direct ancestor of the P-47 
Thunderbolt, one of the most important and successful 
fighter planes of World War II. Unfortunately, de Sever-
sky was a poor businessman, and as war approached, his 

board of directors voted him out of office and changed 
the company’s name to Republic. From then on, he 
turned his attention to writing about and publicizing air-
power. 

In 1942 de Seversky published the influential Victory 
through Air Power, which the Book of the Month Club 
chose as one of its featured selections and which Walt 
Disney made into an animated movie. As many as one of 
every seven Americans either saw the movie or read the 
book, and “victory through air power” became a house-
hold phrase. De Seversky continued to write for the next 
15 years, but his later books did not have the impact of 
his first one, and, in truth, as time went on he grew in
creasingly out of touch with technical developments. He 
simply did not understand nuclear power, jet propulsion, 
or the new space age. 

Nevertheless, Alexander P. de Seversky captured the 
essence of a new weapon of war—and peace—and then 
conveyed an understanding of that essence to millions of 
Americans in a way unmatched by anyone else. 

To Learn More . . . 
De Seversky, Alexander P. Victory through Air Power. New York: Simon and Schuster, 1942. 

———. Air Power: Key to Survival. New York: Simon and Schuster, 1950. 

Lee, Russell E. “Impact of Victory through Air Power.” Air Power History, summer 1993, 3–13. 

———. “Impact of Victory through Air Power.” Air Power History, fall 1993, 20–30. 

Meilinger, Col Phillip S. “Proselytiser and Prophet: Alexander P. De Seversky and American Airpower.” Journal of Strate
gic Studies, March 1995, 7–35. 
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We should be as careful of the books we read as of the company we 
keep. The dead very often have more power than the living. 

––Tryon Edwards 

Toward Defining Air Force 
Leadership 
DR. MIKE THIRTLE* 

PRIVATE-SECTOR COMPANIES envy the Air Force—in some ways, 
one might even call it a “quiet desire.” From an outsider’s perspective, 
the Air Force almost seems to have an endless supply of good leaders. 
In fact, some companies exist for the sole purpose of funneling 

young officers and enlisted service members from the Air Force into the 
private sector early in their professional lives. The same process occurs at 
senior levels as well. Although technical skills are likely an important 
consideration for such recruiting, the usual marketing language indicates 
that businesses aggressively seek these people because of their leadership 
aptitude.1 Similarly, Air Force members typically believe that they bring a 
significant commodity—their ability to lead—to the for-profit sector 
(post–Air Force experience). Why? The answer is that the private sector 
yearns for leadership and that the Air Force is a proverbial breeding ground 
for it. This rather amazing “supply meets demand” concept isn’t very well 
quantified but is implicitly understood by both seller and buyer. 

The for-profit sector uses this funneling because it realizes the benefits 
of having former military members employed in its organizations.2 Military 
experience translates into results such as discipline, steadiness, character, 
performance, integrity, and caring.3 I know this to be the truth. Having 
spent some time in both the private sector (outside the defense industry) 
and the Air Force as an officer, I have to say that some of the best leaders 
whom I have met are affiliated with the military—specifically, the Air 
Force. My discussions with colleagues in the for-profit sector have validated 
this impression. 

*Dr. Thirtle is a staff member at the RAND Corporation. 
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Amazingly, however, observers outside the Air Force don’t realize that 
for all of the great leaders we produce, we haven’t documented—at least 
yet—the secret recipe of what contemporary Air Force leadership is in a 
comprehensible, universally articulated way. We “do” leadership; we
sometimes talk about and debate it; and outsiders admire the “product”—
even certain parts of the “production process.” However, it is a challenge 
for anyone to point to a specific Air Force organization, document, 
doctrine, or comprehensive definition of what Air Force leadership is and 
how it is purposefully developed and articulated to that service’s people.
Simply stated, I don’t think it exists.4 

In Search of the Leadership Grail 

For the past two years, I have had more opportunity to study the Air
Force—more specifically, Air Force leadership—as part of my work in the 
Force Development Division of the Air Force Senior Leader Management 
Office, a task that I have relished. I left my for-profit, private-sector job to do 
this because of my desire to discover the secret recipe. In part, I have focused 
on assisting with the development of a new leadership core curriculum for 
training squadron commanders across the major commands; other activities 
have focused upon Air Force education and training. Every situation that I 
have encountered has justified my watching, listening, and assessing. I have
seen various corners of the institution that I didn’t know even existed; 
furthermore, I have had the opportunity to witness great examples of 
leadership and visit places where researchers and practitioners continue to 
pursue leadership truths. Whether one cites the great leadership talks
around “academic circle” at Air University, the National Character 
Leadership Symposium at the Air Force Academy, or the interaction with Air 
Force professionals on a daily basis, I have seen many situations that I would
characterize as “great” examples—examples that my colleagues in the private
sector probably haven’t seen. I have also realized, however, that we are a 
service in search of (and, I would contend, in need of) a unifying leadership
theme that is Air Force–centric; that embraces the concepts of “leading
airmen”;5 that is both pervasive across our entire development spectrum and 
consistent across our various operations; that embraces our history, culture, 
and mission—and that resonates. 

One can look around academic circle at the various professional 
military education (PME) programs or at our commissioning programs 
and realize that the institution does not have a comprehensive, cohesive 
concept of leadership that is uniquely singular and simultaneously well
articulated across the board. Whereas concepts such as “situational
leadership” are taught at Squadron Officer College, other methods are 
discussed at Air Command and Staff College and Air War College—our 
noncommissioned officer academies even talk about methods and 
approaches that differ from those learned by officers. The commissioning 
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sources—as well as basic military training, for that matter—also have 
different approaches to discussing leadership. In almost all cases, a void 
exists in our current education and training process for discussing what is 
unique about Air Force leadership. Instead, at the earlier and later part of 
the spectrum, one finds various speakers relating diverse stories about
what “worked” in their experience and what one “should do.” New
commanders are usually exposed to these anecdotes. Don’t get me wrong
here. I find such stories entertaining and meaningful—as well as necessary 
for passing along the lore of the organization. 

However, the diversity of messages that I have heard, coupled with the 
absence of fundamental truths based upon rigorous research of what it 
means to lead airmen, has both concerned and, at times, confused me. 
From what I have seen, our schools formally present most service members 
with academic models having no basis in Air Force experience and 
informally talk to them about Air Force stories. Sometimes the models 
support the stories; other times they do not. Many times the stories 
conflict with each other. At the end of the day, the service member must 
bridge the intellectual gap. During the midcareer years, one encounters 
more studies and readings concerning examples of leaders (interestingly
enough, most of these examples come from outside the Air Force—many 
from the private sector). In fact, one commonly finds a generic set of 
processes and methods taught across the board. Air Command and Staff 
College faculty, for example, teach many lessons about general types of 
leadership methods, such as conflict resolution, teamwork, and group 
effectiveness.6 I contend that these methods are more conducive to an 
MBA style of coursework than to one that fosters a deeper understanding 
of what it means to lead other airmen. Likewise, the foundations of these 
studies are typically grounded in private-sector data and situations in 
non–Air Force settings. 

Turmoil in the For-Profit Sector 

The recent demise of companies such as Enron and Arthur Andersen 
(as well as Tyco, WorldCom, and a host of others) reminds us that our 
friends in the for-profit sector need better leaders. It’s likely that in due 
time they will turn our way for examples.7 In polls that assess the public’s 
confidence, the military has topped the list for many years running. In 
fact, recent Harris Polls indicate that the military has received a favorable 
rating of 71 percent and that major companies have received a rating of 
only 16 percent.8 In other words, the American people trust us.9 Implicitly, 
they also trust our leaders and our leadership output. By way of 
comparison, however, they evidently do not trust many leaders of for-profit 
industry—as strongly indicated by the instability of the stock market (even 
in the light of good economic news) during the past year. Americans are 
wary of their investments due to uncertainty about the quality of 
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leadership in the private sector. One could say that we’re waiting for the 
other shoe (perhaps both shoes) to drop with respect to the next 
controversy swirling around corporate leadership. We have witnessed too 
many accounting scandals, cooking of books, and untruths told to 
shareholders. As with many other issues in our country, Americans tend to 
have a sixth sense for knowing what is right—and poor corporate
leadership isn’t sitting very pretty. 

From my perspective, the lessons from these business debacles are
relatively simple—an absence of quality leadership at the helm. In some 
cases, individuals took an outright and proactive approach to undermine 
leadership and character at all costs. In other cases, subordinates exhibited 
a significant lack of integrity, preferring to look the other way rather than
ask tough questions—the type of questions that leaders must ask. 

How could a company go from the seventh largest in America to a loose 
confederation of parcels at the bankruptcy fire sale in a matter of 
months?10 Yet, this happened to Enron—right before our eyes. Even after
the company’s downfall, many Wall Street analysts didn’t change their 
ratings.11 I contend that this example gets at the heart of the leadership
vacuum. And don’t confuse this collapse with a decrease in demand for
Enron’s product. It’s not a problem resulting from a lack of demand—it is
a problem of how a corporation’s leaders didn’t choose the right path. 
More specifically, they sought personal gain at the cost of their institution. 
Contrast this scenario to the case of Gen Ronald Fogleman, who put the 
institution before himself and retired as Air Force chief of staff.12 

A Need to Codify 

Interestingly enough, we probably spend more time (and money) 
looking outside the Air Force for leadership models than we do inside. 
Our PME programs use them almost exclusively in relation to the formal 
leadership models presented. Relative to what I stated earlier, this situation 
is very much a paradox: the for-profit sector values military leadership; however, 
we look to outsiders to provide us with the fundamental truths. It’s one thing to
ask outsiders for help in analyzing the data; it’s quite another to disregard 
the tending of our own garden in lieu of harvesting the neighbor’s. Why
do we do this? I contend that we haven’t taken the time to write down our 
thoughts—to challenge one another and reflect on what defines who we 
are as an Air Force. It appears that we have taken the concept of
“commercial off the shelf” to a new level when, in reality, we need to 
capture our own culture and identity—not someone else’s. 

Institutionally, too few people are working on legitimate research in this 
area, and even fewer organized groups are doing so. When was the last 
time we had people dedicated to researching, applying, recording, and 
writing their observations for others to consider? When was the last time 
we charged groups and organizations to do the same? When was the last 
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time we had significant, public Air Force debate on the subject? This issue 
of Air and Space Power Journal and the one for summer 2001 represent steps 
in that direction. 

As an example of this phenomenon, we should examine where our 
organizations’ discretionary leadership-training dollars are currently spent. 
I imagine that most of our money is allocated to leadership or 
management training that focuses on non–Air Force themes and models.
One popular course offering that comes to mind is Stephen Covey’s Seven 
Habits.13 Back in the 1980s and early 1990s, we focused on Philip B. Crosby 
and W. Edwards Deming’s principles of total-quality management but 
transitioned to Covey in the mid 1990s. He proffers good material as a 
supplement to a core study of Air Force leadership, but in many (almost 
all) cases, we have used these offerings as the main course instead of the dessert. 

Institutionally speaking, these offerings must add up to a nontrivial 
budget. I would like to support this supposition with a dollar figure, but
it’s virtually impossible to arrive at a number because this training is 
usually paid for by the commander’s discretionary funds on a base-by-base,
wing-by-wing, unit-by-unit basis. Headquarters doesn’t track these numbers 
in detail because it can’t reach down far enough into discretionary 
expenditures to determine how much is spent on what. A scan of base-
education offerings, however, supports the hypothesis that Covey is “in,” 
and an articulation of what constitutes “leading airmen” is not. The 
resident commander or education advisor has money to spend on 
leadership training and chooses from a set of private-sector offerings such 
as the Covey course. Why? He or she does so because they exist, because
they are well packaged, and because there aren’t any alternatives. Many of
these courses are good—some are not. None discuss the uniqueness of Air 
Force leadership in a manner that I propose we need. None discuss what it 
means to be an airman or, even more importantly, to lead airmen in 
today’s and tomorrow’s environment. When was the last time anyone saw
the base-education office offer training entitled “Principles of Becoming a
Better Airman”? 

As a former facilitator of Covey’s Seven Habits series, I must admit that I 
really enjoyed the material. It’s principled, concise, and well focused. But
it’s not focused on the Air Force and the unique problems that we 
encounter. I found Covey’s approach extremely helpful in my personal life 
as I developed methods for goal setting, prioritization, and vision. In the 
same vein, however, as an Air Force officer, I found myself yearning for 
more “Air Force” types of things. Seven Habits is good—but it doesn’t 
replace the need for codifying what is unique about Air Force leadership.
Covey’s is probably one of the more popular training courses that many of
us have attended in uniform—there are many others, I’m sure. The point 
is that we have typically defaulted to hiring outsiders or using non–Air 
Force models to train ourselves in leadership, when in reality our missions 
and operations—our Air Force people—require more definition of what it 
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means to lead in our unique environment. Our leadership models are 
right in front of us on a day-to-day, operation-to-operation basis. 

I propose that we attempt to codify airman leadership through a more
conscientious approach (research and organizational)—we need to define 
and articulate it in such a manner that we all speak the same language and 
play by the same book. Today, we do not. As our service continues to 
deploy and as our people continue to rotate from supervisor to supervisor 
and from theater to theater, it is clear that inconsistent models of 
leadership won’t work. This is not to say that this type of inconsistency and 
misunderstanding worked on previous occasions, but I contend that the 
deployment environment exacerbates this problem. 

Taking a Look at Ourselves First 

Precedent exists for this concept––in the Army, for example. Since the 
early twentieth century, that service has actively pursued research on 
leadership through the Army Research Institute (ARI), which investigates, 
researches, and documents what works for the Army in the realm of 
leadership.14 A perusal of ARI’s publications and research agenda reveals
that the Army does research—Army-focused leadership research. ARI 
proactively looks within its service to determine what works best and, most 
importantly, why it works. The institute’s material is first rate, and its 
highly dedicated staff and approach support the Army mission. A brief 
review of its research agenda for 2002 speaks for itself.15 ARI has dedicated 
itself to finding what works for the Army. 

From 1975 to 1986, the Air Force used an analogous but not identical 
approach with the initiation of the Leadership and Management 
Development Center (LMDC) at Air University. One of the primary 
responsibilities of this group involved traveling around the Air Force to 
consult with commanders on leadership topics and to conduct 
organizational assessments of entire units at the request of the unit 
commander.16 I was just coming on-line in the Air Force when the
program disbanded, so it’s difficult for me to make objective judgments on
the efficacy of LMDC, but from what I’ve read, it filled an important 
niche. A literature search on LMDC products indicates that interesting
research occurred during this time frame as well—on Air Force 
leadership, culture, and the effect on families. By the mid 1980s, however, 
the Ira C. Eaker College for Professional Development at Maxwell AFB, 
Alabama, absorbed this group, and its core missions evidently dissipated at 
that point.17 

I firmly believe that it’s time to reexamine the type of model that dedicates 
Air Force people to conducting rigorous research on topics of Air Force
character and leadership—the core issues of our service. This vision goes far 
beyond the essays produced as part of the graduation requirement at Air 
Command and Staff College or Air War College—I envision a much more 
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robust research process. This effort must support other activities, such as the 
development of coherent leadership doctrine, the establishment of operating 
procedures for commanders across the service, and the construction of 
principles that can be categorically used during all phases of PME as well as 
officer and basic training. This process also would encourage us to look 
inwards for the development of relevant base-level training that can support 
our institutional notions of leading airmen. 

Do Unique Airman-Leadership Traits Exist? 

My professional instincts tell me that they probably do. Why do I believe
this? Studies indicate that an organizational culture such as the Air Force’s 
probably has leadership models unique to how it conducts business. There 
almost have to be. ARI has found them for the Army. Private-sector 
organizations have found uniqueness in what they do and how they lead.18 

How could we recruit, train, operate, and interact as we do if it were 
otherwise? Very few professions do what we do—the only others are the 
Army, Navy, and Marine Corps, who have unique aspects to their 
operations, history, and, consequently, cultures as well. At the very least, I 
think we’ll find traits that may be similar in a general sense and that differ 
by the degree to which the airman operates. I think we have to give this
process a fair shake by examining who we are and how we lead—and 
document our findings in a meaningful way for our people. At the end of 
the day, by answering the question What is an airman? we will begin to define what 
is unique about who we are and how we lead. 

To date, people have proposed purposeful ideas on what is unique— 
concepts such as centralized control and decentralized execution, for one.19 

There may be many others. The key for us is to take the time and energy to 
begin to explore this issue further. Of course, history can be a starting point 
for developing our hypotheses for what we explore; both James Hooper and 
Dr. David Mets have made this point.20 Furthermore, we not only need to 
look more introspectively now, but also we need to project where we’re going 
with respect to our operating environment. If it is true that our Air Force is 
likely to transform itself more than it has since the Wright brothers began 
working in their bicycle shop,21 I also suspect that we will have to approach
the future in a more proactive way to define what our leadership model is— 
one that focuses upon what it means to lead airmen. ■ 

Round Lake, Illinois 
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Creating Strong Leaders and 
Strong Units 
Using Air Force History as a Leadership Tool 
JAMES T. HOOPER* 

MOST AIR FORCE leaders understand that they are responsible 
for mentoring airmen and building teamwork within their 
units. Leaders can draw upon numerous leadership theories 
and practices, from both military and civilian sources, that can 

help them meet these responsibilities. The purpose of this article, 
however, is to discuss why leaders should consider Air Force history an 
indispensable tool in their endeavors. Many of our officers and 
noncommissioned officers have not been taught to use history in such a 
manner. Often they are unaware of the full range of historical methods, 
techniques, and resources they can use, not only to learn about leadership, 
but also to teach it and to support their mission at the unit level. This 
article discusses the value of history for leading and developing airmen 
and provides an overview of possible applications for unit leaders in
today’s Air Force. 

History and the Education of a Leader 

In 1999 the Air Force initiated a comprehensive reexamination of its 
leader-development requirements and practices. As part of that work, it 
reviewed how leadership was taught throughout the professional military 
education (PME) system. Among other findings, the service discovered that 
much of the instruction in PME was based on a review of the academic and 
military literature on management, leadership, and command, as well as a 
presentation of major theoretical concepts and themes.1 

An understanding of theoretical concepts and a familiarity with relevant
literature are important elements of a leader’s education. However, if 
education entails “learning a discipline/subject that enables
understanding, extrapolations and application,” the Air Force needs a 
broader approach.2 Leadership theory is essential for providing context, 
but theory alone cannot enable an airman leader to draw salient 
conclusions, impart meaning, and act. Ultimately, leadership concerns
human relationships—more specifically, a leader and followers engaging 
and working to achieve a shared purpose or goal. Since leadership is about 
people, one should view the practice of leadership as an art to be 

*The author is a program manager in Science Applications International Corporation’s Strategic Analysis and 
Leadership Operation. 
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developed rather than a process to be mastered. Certainly, identifiable 
leadership principles and skills can be distilled into generalized theory 
that good leaders follow. However, these principles and skills exist only as a 
foundation, to be used by effective leaders as a guide to thought rather 
than a substitute for it. Because the practice of leadership is an art, the 
education of leaders should incorporate many dimensions, including a 
grounding in theory, practical exercises and applied experiences, training 
in the employment of leadership tools such as organizational climate 
surveys and psychometric instruments, and case-study analysis—all 
considered within the perspective provided by history and the reflections 
of other leaders, both current and past.3 

Gen Barry R. McCaffrey, USA, retired, recently observed that history is 
invaluable because it enables a leader to “gain perspective, maturity, and 
judgment from vicariously living the lessons of both inspired and failed 
leaders in other places and times.”4 It enables a leader to think about 
issues beyond his or her own individual experience and to take advantage 
of the wisdom of others. When the time comes to act, the leader draws 
upon a wider and deeper range of experiences and insights. For airmen 
leaders, the study of history can help provide insights and understanding 
in seven specific areas, each directly relevant to leadership responsibilities
in today’s Air Force: 

1.� Understanding Airmen. Since the publication of Dr. James MacGregor
Burns’s groundbreaking work Leadership (New York: Harper & Row, 
1978), leadership theory has emphasized the importance of followers 
and their relationships with leaders. Although the Air Force has 
benefited greatly from this theoretical work, most of it addresses
“followers” in generic terms. Clearly, significant differences exist 
between an airman follower and an employee in General Motors or a 
volunteer in the American Red Cross.5 Similarly, one sees identifiable 
differences between the expectations, values, beliefs, and typical 
behaviors of airmen and those of members of the other services. 
Historical study illuminates these differences and provides insights 
into approaches used to inspire and lead airmen successfully in the 
past. 

2.� Unit Dynamics. Air Force units are more than the sum of the 
individual airmen assigned. History can help leaders by showing 
them how strong units were formed and organized in the past, how 
organizational values were instilled in members, how successful 
leaders fostered teamwork and camaraderie, and how problems 
within units were solved/overcome. 

3.� Combat Conditions. Airmen are expected to operate under combat 
conditions characterized by isolation, high stress, danger, and fear. 
Historical study helps a leader understand the impact of combat 
conditions as well as leadership techniques that have enabled units to 
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fight and win in the past. Such techniques include setting a personal 
example, leading from the front, and implementing unit-training 
programs on discipline and teamwork. 

4.� War Fighting and Military Operations. Historical study is essential to an 
understanding of warfare at the strategic and operational levels of 
war, and to an appreciation for human reactions at the tactical level. 
Although the nature of air and space operations is constantly 
evolving, history can illuminate enduring elements and principles of 
war fighting. Leaders can use historical case studies to help them 
understand campaign planning, the use of military forces to achieve 
national objectives, the role of air and space power in joint and 
coalition operations, and the integration of different functional 
capabilities to achieve combat effects. Finally, the study of history 
helps shed light on current Air Force doctrine and practices. For 
example, the concept of centralized command and decentralized 
execution is firmly rooted in Air Force practices developed in the 
crucible of war and proven successful. 

5.� Operating Environments. Air Force units deploy daily in support of 
each of the geographic combatant commands. Air Force leaders not 
only routinely train, operate with, and lead foreign military forces, 
but also interact with foreign populations and work with local 
employees to accomplish their missions. An understanding of the
historical context that frames a unit’s operation, coupled with the 
concomitant cultural knowledge and insights into decision-making 
processes, is likely to prove very beneficial during coalition 
operations and expeditionary deployments overseas. 

6.� Leader Responsibilities and Challenges. By providing a forum for 
examining the actions of previous leaders, history also serves as a tool 
for thinking about leadership responsibilities and challenges. 
Historical case studies and biographies describe how other leaders 
solved problems, why they made specific decisions, how they 
addressed ethical demands and dilemmas, and how they coped with 
competing leadership responsibilities. 

7.� Enduring Aspects of Leadership. Although the technology of warfare has 
evolved significantly since the Wright brothers’ first flight in 1903, 
the foundations of human leadership have remained constant. 
History provides insights into the enduring aspects of leading people, 
such as the role of vision and shared purpose, the importance of 
building trust and teamwork, and the approaches for motivating 
followers to provide their best efforts for the good of the 
organization. In this regard, the leadership examples provided by 
Abraham Lincoln or Gen George C. Marshall are as applicable to Air 
Force leaders today as those provided by Gen Billy Mitchell and Gen 
Jimmy Doolittle. 
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How can an aspiring Air Force leader take advantage of the value that 
history offers? First, one must remember that history is about 
interpretation and thought. Not a simple recitation of facts and events, it 
entails a voyage of discovery followed by an attempt to impart meaning. 
Second, the ability to think critically about history does not happen by 
accident. Leaders should frame the study of history within a larger context 
of professional development, which involves both self-study and PME. 

Extensive reading and reflection are critical. The chief of staff of the Air
Force’s reading list provides a good starting point for Air Force leaders at 
all levels.6 It includes many historical and biographical sources with which 
leaders should become familiar. Local units and PME schools will often 
augment this list with additional readings. Leaders who care deeply about 
their profession should make the investment in time that is necessary not 
only to read and think about key historical works, but also to discuss them 
with others. They should also take advantage of the many opportunities to 
learn about Air Force history, such as elective coursework at PME and 
civilian universities, visits to Air Force museums and historical sites, and 
attendance at talks, lectures, and symposia. 

Although good Air Force leaders use history for self-study and 
education, the best leaders recognize that they are responsible for 
mentoring their followers. They consider the needs of the airmen directly 
in their care and think through an individualized approach for developing 
their subordinates and ensuring that historical study and reflection are 
integral components. They share books, articles, videotapes, and other 
materials with followers and discuss their importance and meaning. They 
create opportunities for their airmen to learn, whether by arranging visits 
to nearby museums and battlefields or by inviting retired leaders to talk 
about their personal experiences. They develop programs tailored to the 
needs of their airmen and the local situation. For example, a leader in a 
unit deployed in Korea may want to share books on the Korean War and 
arrange trips to nearby historical sites. In short, strong leaders take a 
proactive role, using a variety of approaches to help develop their airmen 
and pass along their heritage. 

Creating Strong Units 

The value of history is not confined to individual education and 
development. History is an important tool that leaders should use to help 
build teamwork, pride, and a sense of belonging in their units. The Air 
Force recognized the role of history in creating strong units at an early 
date. Air Force Manual (AFM) 35-15, Air Force Leadership, published in 
1948, offered practical guidance on how leaders could use history to 
inculcate a sense of belonging in the unit. For example, it advised leaders 
that “every man entering your unit should be told its history; told by you, 
preferably, in your welcoming talk.”7 Air Force leaders were encouraged to 
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hang photographs of previous unit members and pictures of the unit in 
action throughout the offices and barracks. The manual also 
recommended the maintaining of unit scrapbooks, ideally in a location 
where airmen could read them, and the writing of histories for members 
of the unit. Finally, AFM 35-15 highlighted the importance of the unit 
insignia and stressed the importance of ensuring that airmen understood 
its significance, history, and traditions.8 

Col David L. Goldfein, whose book Sharing Success—Owning Failure: 
Preparing to Command in the Twenty-First Century Air Force is now required 
reading in Air Force leadership training for squadron commanders, 
provides similar advice. He recommends that new leaders study their
squadron’s history prior to arriving for duty and highlights the importance 
of the squadron historian, advising that, if a historian is not assigned, the
commander should “hire one within.” Colonel Goldfein further 
recommends that previous squadron commanders and unit members help
relate the unit’s history. He emphasizes the importance of focusing on the 
airmen who previously served in the unit rather than on aircraft and 
machines. Ultimately, these efforts should seek to bring the “history of the
squadron to life.”9 

All of these techniques and methods illustrate potential approaches for 
using history to strengthen the unit. Each has merit and should be 
considered by Air Force leaders. However, two elements are often missing 
at the unit level: (1) a deliberate approach that relates history directly to 
unit objectives, values, and activities and (2) an understanding of the 
range of tools and resources available to support both leader and unit. 

The process of integrating and structuring history into unit activities 
begins with vision. The commander’s vision is informed by the unit 
mission and provides a statement of shared direction for the members of 
the unit. However, a good vision statement is more than a guide for future
actions—it should also serve to define unit values and accepted behaviors. 
Using desired values and behaviors as a starting point, the leader can
identify those elements in the unit’s history that support and bring them
to life. For example, one might illustrate the value of “selfless service” 
through citations issued to previous members of the unit. The commander 
should also use desired behaviors and values as the basis for creating or 
reinforcing unit traditions. History plays a critical role in this regard by 
assigning meaning to existing traditions and serving as a foundation for 
the creation of new traditions. 

With this understanding of “what” is needed and “why,” the leader 
should involve members of the unit in developing specific programs and 
events that make history meaningful. Air Force and unit history can be 
incorporated into a full range of activities, including the reception and
orientation of new airmen, commander’s calls, “rites of passage” 
ceremonies, unit-training events, mentoring of unit members, promotion 
ceremonies, and day-to-day events. The commander will lead many of 
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these events, but in a good unit, airmen of all ranks will also want to 
become involved. A smart leader will take advantage of their enthusiasm 
and ingenuity.10 

Making It Happen 

This article has mentioned thoughts and ideas about how leaders can 
use history. However, the Air Force operates in an environment 
characterized by high operations tempo and competing demands. Most 
units already have full schedules and many tasks to accomplish. Given 
these constraints, how can a leader put these ideas into action? What 
resources are available? 

It is important to remember that established channels exist for 
historical support in the Air Force. As far as possible, leaders should strive 
to leverage those resources. Most leaders have neither the time nor the 
training to function personally as unit historian. Simply assigning a 
historian, however, will not ensure that the job is accomplished. Only the 
commander has the perspective to understand the development and 
mentoring needs of airmen in the unit. Only the commander is personally
accountable for the unit’s mission and, thus, fully comprehends not only 
where the unit needs to go, but also the behaviors, values, and traditions 
that should be highlighted and reinforced. Most importantly, only the 
commander can incorporate history into unit ceremonies, commander’s 
calls, and other events; furthermore, by setting a personal example, the 
leader can make history a meaningful and living part of the unit. 
Consequently, the commander should provide the unit historian with 
sufficiently detailed guidance on how he or she intends to use history so 
that the historian can support the commander’s objectives in a meaningful 
way. 

Within the context provided by this guidance, the historian and other 
airmen in the unit can work together to identify relevant historical 
materials and sources. The range of materials that may prove useful is 
nearly endless, including primary documents (e.g., original reports, 
memoranda, correspondence, and transcripts); secondary sources (e.g., 
books, monographs, and journal articles); annotated bibliographies and 
other reference works; videotape and audiotape recordings and 
presentations; photographs, paintings, prints, and artwork; and historical 
objects (e.g., memorabilia, patches, and items of equipment). 

The range of potentially relevant sources for historical support and 
information is nearly as large; a full listing would take volumes to publish 
and would soon become outdated. However, for the purposes of using 
history as a leadership tool, the Air Force History and Museums Program 
usually provides the best starting point. In addition to the Air Force 
History Support Office (Bolling AFB, Washington, D.C.), the Air Force 
Historical Research Agency (Maxwell AFB, Alabama), and the Air Force 
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Museum (Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio), history offices and museums at 
major commands and bases are often excellent sources. 

The history programs of joint organizations and the sister services may 
also be useful in some circumstances. For instance, in compiling a history 
of a Red Horse unit deployed overseas, one may find more information 
and records of relevance from Army and Marine Corps organizations 
supported by the Red Horse unit than may exist in official Air Force 
channels. Units overseas often have unique opportunities. For example, 
airmen in a unit stationed in the United Kingdom might be able to 
supplement a squadron history program by considering the Battle of 
Britain and visiting such local sites as the Royal Air Force (RAF) Museum 
at Hendon or St. Clement Danes (the Central Church of the RAF). 
Nongovernmental sources can also be very helpful. Universities and 
academic centers may sponsor relevant lectures and special events; one 
may find applicable photographs and records in the National Archives or 
other repositories; and special events, such as the upcoming celebration of 
the centennial of flight, may provide additional opportunities. 

Imagination is important. One Air Force squadron recently used a 
historical painting of its officers in a World War I French château as the 
basis for building a new lounge. Photographs of unit heroes and
memorabilia from the squadron’s history were displayed prominently
throughout the squadron’s workplace. The squadron commander greeted
newcomers or visitors to the unit with an impassioned talk about the unit’s 
history and traditions, using the World War I background and the various 
paintings and memorabilia as props.11 Other Air Force units have 
developed equally imaginative approaches to teaching history and 
building unit traditions. 

Ultimately, the key to success lies in the personal involvement of the unit 
leader. Strong leaders will identify what is important and why. Using good 
ideas gleaned from unit members, other successful units, and the Air Force 
History and Museums Program, the commander can establish parameters to 
guide unit efforts and outline the types of activities needed (e.g., a program 
of guest lectures by former unit members; the posting of photographs and 
portraits of squadron heroes, with accompanying biographical information;
or a structured program of professional reading and “rites of passage” 
ceremonies for newly promoted noncommissioned officers). Operating 
within this guidance, the assigned historian and other members can create 
programs that are innovative, exciting, and directly relevant to the unit. 
Through continued personal involvement, the commander can set the
example and make “history come to life” within the unit. 

Conclusions 

History is an invaluable tool for Air Force leaders; it has great value for
an airman’s individual development, the mentoring of followers, and the 
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creation of stronger units. If used effectively, history augments and builds
upon an individual’s personal experience and training, providing the 
leader with invaluable perspective and insights. At the unit level, history is 
important because it is a key source of pride and helps to develop a sense 
of belonging and teamwork. 

Without deliberate planning and effort, however, one cannot benefit from 
the potential value that history offers. Leaders should include the study of 
history in both their personal development and PME experiences. They 
should also incorporate historical study into the mentoring of their followers. 
At the unit level, deliberate planning is necessary to build positive traditions 
and relate history to desired values and behaviors. Finally, deliberate 
planning is a precondition for success, but it alone will not suffice. The 
involvement, passion, and personal example set by the leader are essential if 
history is to “come alive” within the unit. The best commanders in today’s Air 
Force understand what is required and use history to inspire the airmen in 
their care and pass along their heritage. ■ 

McLean, Virginia 
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Always employ outposts. Always utilize patrols. Always keep 
a reserve. 

––Field Marshal Erwin Rommel 
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Editor’s Note: PIREP is aviation shorthand for pilot report. It’s a means for one pilot to pass 
on current, potentially useful information to other pilots. In the same fashion, we intend to use 
this department to let readers know about air and space power items of interest. 

Air Staff Rides 
Wartime Leadership Experience 
CAPT GILLES VAN NEDERVEEN, USAF, RETIRED* 
DR. DANIEL R. MORTENSEN 

STAFF RIDES ARE seminars that address 
contemporary issues of leadership and 
strategy by combining academic study 
with tours of actual battlefields. Al

though they may take different forms, they all 
seek to further the development of leaders. 
Between 1858 and 1869, Helmuth von Moltke, 

chief of the Prussian General Staff, institu
tionalized the practice by conducting annual 
staff rides that considered hypothetical situa
tions, based upon possible plans of operations 
against Prussia’s enemies.1 Staff rides have 
long been a staple of the US Army and Marine 
Corps, both of which use Civil War battle

*Gilles Van Nederveen is employed as a senior intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR) analyst at Science Applications 
International Corporation in Reston, Virginia. Dan Mortensen is chief of research; Airpower Research Institute; College of Aerospace 
Doctrine, Research and Education; Maxwell AFB, Alabama. 
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fields to discuss leadership, decision making, tactics, and strategy. Today, civilian businesses con-
duct staff rides for executives, and the leisure industry offers them to tourists.2 There is a hint 
that even the Air Force is mining the benefits. 

Staff rides are pedagogically unique in the education of military leaders. They show students the 
dynamics of battle, especially those factors that interact to produce victory or defeat. Students are 
exposed to the human dimensions of warfare via case studies in military leadership. Successful staff 
rides depend upon (1) the active participation of students in the systematic study of the event, in
cluding exchange of information, formulation of thought, and collective analysis of the military op
eration, and (2) a visit to the actual site, which facilitates complete integration of the preliminary 
study with battlefield analysis in three dimensions. The combination of classroom and field study 
enhances student involvement and retention of lessons learned.3 

On the one hand, “air” staff rides differ little from conventional staff rides. After undertaking 
preliminary study, participants tour airfields, command posts, ammunition dumps, and battle-
fields where airpower played a role. On the other hand, air staff rides are distinctive in the sense 
that touring the battlefield at a tactical level has little or no applicability to airmen. Instead, the 
air ride must focus on decision making at the operational level in order for students to grasp 
how airpower shaped the battle. The ride does not neglect the tactical ground battle, however, 
since joint warfare requires knowledge of the ground conflict to understand how the air force 
fits in. The joint experience helps airmen become better leaders and commanders in war. 
Changes in technology and corresponding changes in doctrine render some lessons obsolete, 
especially those linked to minor tactics. But most identified lessons are timeless because they are 
based on universal operational principles and natural human characteristics. These lessons are 
most important for officers who aspire to higher command and true mastery of the art of war. 

World War I tours are popular in France, but World War II sites offer the Air Force participant 
a greater number of choices. The Normandy campaign is considered a classic, and the Royal Air 
Force Staff College now offers a regular tour. Other staff rides include Rotterdam 1940, which still 
allows the student to see the effects of aerial bombing; Kent 1940, a Battle of Britain locale; Arn
hem 1944, which examines the airborne operation; and Belgium 1940/1944, which offers the si
multaneous study of two campaigns. Although Europe may include a number of accessible sites, 
Asia too has sites and battlegrounds worth visiting, as do Singapore, Pearl Harbor, and Tinian. In 
Europe the relative compactness of some campaigns facilitates their study. 

Recently, United States Air Forces in Europe (USAFE) took advantage of its prime location 
to organize staff-leadership rides to World War II battlefields. The 86th Operations Group con
ducted air rides to Normandy, the Berlin airlift locations, and the Market-Garden battlefields in 
eastern Netherlands, in accordance with the theme of comparing historical to current airlift op
erations. The 86th involved personnel from all levels of its command, from airman to squadron 
commander. Furthermore, Gen Gregory S. Martin, USAFE commander, organized two air rides 
in June and July 2002 to emphasize airpower mentorship and leadership. The rides included 
discussion of high-level concerns and concepts at the strategic and operational levels. This ex
perience identified lessons about command and communications in 1944, both successes and
failures, that resonate in today’s world, illustrating to all attendees that the United States Air 
Force has been a remarkable military arm for many generations. ■ 
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Emotional 
Intelligence 
Implications for 
All United States 
Air Force Leaders 
LT COL SHARON M. LATOUR, USAF

LT GEN BRADLEY C. HOSMER, USAF, RETIRED


Editorial Abstract: Emotional intelligence and its five domains of empathy, handling relation-
ships, self-awareness, managing emotions, and motivating oneself constitute a set of learned, 
interpersonal abilities that allow leaders to become highly effective. The authors outline the char
acteristics of emotional intelligence and offer practical ways for readers to integrate its tech
niques into their leadership style. 

Knowing others and knowing oneself, in one hundred battles no danger. Not 
knowing the other and knowing oneself, one victory for one loss. Not knowing 
the other and not knowing oneself, in every battle certain defeat. 

THIS ARTICLE EXPLORES the emerg
ing field of emotional intelligence 
(EI). It discusses what it is, why it 
matters in general terms, how indi

viduals can improve their EI, and what impact 
it has on the effectiveness of US Air Force 
leaders. Specifically, EI is powerful because it 
overrides logic in the brain due to the way 
people are wired. Unlike natural intelligence, 
usually labeled IQ, EI can be developed. Stud
ies have shown that highly productive team 
leaders have high EI. That is why Air Force 

—Sun Tzu, The Art of War 

leaders at all levels should know about this 
emerging field. As will become apparent, Sun 
Tzu’s concise observations about the aware
ness of both self and others anticipated the 
results that emerged from twentieth-century 
EI studies. He asserted that a person with self-
knowledge as well as knowledge of the oppo
nent will win. EI studies offer a more sophisti
cated, more practical approach to developing 
this essential awareness of self and others. 
More specifically, almost all highly effective 
leaders have EI—lesser leaders do not. 
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What Is Emotional Intelligence? 
Scientists began tracing the outlines of EI 

in the 1920s. By 1990 J. D. Mayer and P. Sa
lovey had identified five EI domains under 
two overarching relational areas: 

Interpersonal 

•	 Empathy involves the degree that individ
uals are sensitive to others’ feelings and 
concerns. Empathetic leaders are sensi
tive to the differences in how people feel 
about things. Such leaders are able to 
step outside themselves to evaluate situ
ations from another perspective. 

•	 Handling Relationships describes how ef
fectively leaders detect and manage the
organization’s emotional environment. 
This requires developing a wide-ranging 
competence for sensing subtle shifts in 
the social atmosphere. 

Intrapersonal 

•	 Self-Awareness involves purposeful moni
toring of one’s emotional reactions to 
identify feelings as they emerge. 

•	 Managing Emotions builds on the under-
standing of emotional origins derived 
from self-awareness to manage feelings 
appropriately as they arise. 

•	 Motivating Oneself requires individuals to 
channel emotions effectively. Examples 
could include stifling impulses and de-
laying gratifications.1 

When one considers EI in light of these do-
mains, it becomes obvious that the field rep
resents a set of comprehensive, interpersonal 
abilities rather than hardwired native skills; as 
such, it can be learned. EI could well be 
called “affective effectiveness.” The affective 
domain consists of mind, will, and emotions 
(“heart knowledge”); it contrasts with linguis
tic, logical, mathematical, and spatial intelli
gences—the cognitive domain of “head” 
knowledge. When military leaders unfamiliar 
with EI first hear about it, they are generally 

unreceptive. But there is more to judging this
“book” than its “touchy-feely-sounding” cover. 

Currently, Dr. Daniel Goleman is the lead
ing author and researcher in EI studies. He 
begins his first book, Emotional Intelligence: 
Why It Can Matter More Than I.Q., with a dis
cussion of the brain-mapping work of neuro
scientist Joseph LeDoux of the New York Uni
versity Center for Neural Sciences: 

His findings on the circuitry of the emotional 
brain overthrow a long-standing notion about 
the limbic system, putting the amygdala at the 
center of the action. . . . Sensory signals from 
the eye or ear travel first to the thalamus, and
then across a single synapse—to the amygdala; 
a second signal from the thalamus is routed to 
the neocortex—the thinking brain. This 
branching allows the amygdala to begin to re
spond before the neocortex, which mulls infor
mation through several levels of brain circuits 
before it fully perceives and finally initiates its 
more finely tailored response. . . . This circuit 
does much to explain the power of emotion to 
overwhelm rationality (emphasis in original).2 

This mapping discovery carries powerful impli
cations. According to Goleman and others, the 
human reactions stored in the amygdala can be 
altered. With repeated practice, a normally
“short tempered” individual can learn to man-
age and even relearn those initial reactions to 
frustration or discomfort. More importantly, 
over time, the stored information for individu
als engaged in antisocial, self-defeating behav
ior can be changed. Until now, our cultural bias 
has called for focusing training and measure
ment efforts only on cognitive abilities, but in
teresting new data demonstrate that EI can be 
developed. 

Implications for Leader 
Development 

As leaders intuitively appreciate, the better 
they know/understand and manage them-
selves and the better they know/understand 
and manage others, the more likely they are
to get the results they want. And that is EI’s 
value to military leaders. In an interview con
ducted in 1996, Dr. Howard Gardner cited 
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linguistic and personal intelligence as the
sine qua non of leadership: “It doesn’t mean 
that all leaders have to start with having well 
developed variants of both of them, but if
they’re not a particularly good speaker [sic]
or they don’t have a particularly good under-
standing of other people, that’s got to be a
top priority for them.”3 

A 1997 American Management Association 
study discovered a significant mismatch be-
tween employer expectations and the skills of 
newly graduated professionals, who lacked 
the ability to speak and relate to others effec
tively and to work as team players. Addition-
ally, the University of Virginia’s Business 
School interviewed corporate recruiters, who 
told them the top skills they sought were in
terpersonal: the ability to adapt to the feel
ings and concerns of others, to motivate oth
ers, and to deal effectively with conflict and 
adversity.4 

Data gathered by Dr. Goleman show that 
EI is a reliable predictor of higher-division ef
fectiveness: 

Emotional intelligence played an increasingly 
important role at the highest levels of the com
pany, where differences in technical skills are of 
negligible importance. In other words, the 
higher the rank of a person considered to be a 
star performer, the more emotional intelli
gence capabilities showed up as the reason for 
his or her effectiveness. When I compared star 
performers with average ones in senior leader-
ship positions, nearly 90% of the difference in 
their profiles was attributable to emotional in
telligence factors rather than cognitive abilities. 
Other researchers have confirmed that emo
tional intelligence not only distinguishes out-
standing leaders but can also be linked to 
strong performance.5 

Arguably, these same desired skills are at the 
heart of leadership generally and Air Force 
leadership specifically. These are not manage
ment skills—they are fundamental to the ca
pacity to lead airmen. 

For Goleman and his colleagues, versatility 
is the key to EI. As individuals develop strong 
EI competencies, they gain flexible ranges of 
leader-style options and, ultimately, leader ef
fectiveness. Because EI involves problem solv

ing and managing the uncertain, Goleman’s 
approach is anything but wine and roses. In-
stead, he focuses on leadership’s bottom line: 
results. His work with the Hay/McBer con
sulting firm, which collected observations 
from a sample of 3,871 executives selected 
from a database of over 20,000 such people 
worldwide, led to some groundbreaking leader-
ship applications for EI. Executives who 
lacked EI were rarely rated as outstanding in 
their annual performance reviews, and their 
divisions underperformed by an average of 
almost 20 percent.6 Goleman’s study identi
fied six distinct and effective leader styles, all 
derived from different EI competencies. Like 
the arbitrary lie of a golf ball, the situations or 
environments in which executives find them-
selves appear to dictate the mix of EI compe
tencies and, eventually, the appropriate leader-
ship style that a leader would invoke: 

• Visionary: Occurs when change requires 
a new vision or clear direction 
-� EI competencies: self-confidence, em

pathy, catalyst for change 

•	 Coaching: Helps employees improve per
formance by building long-term capabil
ities 
- EI competencies: developing others, 

empathy, self-awareness 

• Affiliative: Helps heal team rifts, moti
vates during stressful times 
-� EI competencies: empathy, building 

relationships, communication 

• Democratic: Builds consensus, solicits em
ployee inputs 
-� EI competencies: collaboration, team 

leadership, communication 

• Pacesetting: Elicits high-quality results 
from motivated team 
-� EI competencies: conscientiousness, 

achievement, initiative 

•	 Commanding: Provides a kick-start turn-
around in a crisis, deals with problem 
employees 
- EI competencies: achievement, initia

tive, self-control.7 
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Unlike traditional approaches to leader de
velopment, wherein people label their style 
based upon how they perceive their own 
strengths and preferences, Goleman’s ap
proach expands the horizon: 

The most effective leaders switch flexibly 
among the leadership styles as needed. Al
though that may sound daunting, we witnessed 
it more often than you might guess, at both 
large corporations and tiny start-ups, by sea
soned veterans who could explain exactly how 
and why they lead and by entrepreneurs who 
claim to lead by gut alone. . . . Such leaders 
don’t mechanically match their style to fit a 
checklist of situations—they are far more fluid. 
They are exquisitely sensitive to the impact they 
are having on others and seamlessly adjust their 
style to get the best results.8 

One of Goleman’s greatest contributions 
to leadership studies is the aforementioned 
notion of sets of competencies grouped into 
specific styles. He indicates the competency 
mix needed in specific situations and even 
ventures to predict how a particular style mix 
will affect group cohesiveness. Because he fo
cuses on leadership’s bottom line, he doesn’t 
back away from either the style or the appear
ance of stress or conflict in the leadership sce
nario. On the contrary, he remains acutely 
aware that some approaches, although neces
sary for the problems at hand, will have human 
consequences (e.g., a backlash) and should be 
monitored for longer-term challenges. Using 
Goleman’s bottom-line focus may lead to an ap
propriate EI behavioral-leadership mix but of
fers no guarantee that all individuals in the or
ganization will emerge from the scenario 
feeling happy or satisfied. If they wish to realize 
the maximum benefits from EI, leaders who in-
corporate EI into their leadership portfolio 
must combine the short-term focus required 
for completing the immediate task with a long-
term emphasis on the organization’s emotional 
health. In other words, commanders and su
pervisors develop EI awareness by maximizing 
their inherent capabilities and developing the 
flexibility to trade in and out of the style 
needed in a given leadership situation. 

Development Efforts: 
Emotional Intelligence 

Can Be Learned 
In his article “What Makes a Leader?” Dr. 

Goleman answers the question “Can EI be
learned?” with a resounding “yes” and ex
pands upon the basic mechanisms required 
to enhance EI: 

Emotional Intelligence is born largely in the neu
rotransmitters of the brain’s limbic system, which 
governs feelings, impulses, and drives. Research 
indicates the limbic system learns best through 
motivation, extended practice, and feedback. . . . 
The neocortex [which governs analytical and 
technical ability] grasps concepts and logic. It is 
the part of the brain that figures out how to use a 
computer or make sales calls by reading a book.
Not surprisingly—but mistakenly—it is also the 
part of the brain targeted by most training pro-
grams aimed at enhancing emotional intelli
gence. When such programs take, in effect, a 
neocortal approach . . . they can even have a neg
ative impact on people’s job performance. . . . To 
enhance emotional intelligence, organizations 
must refocus their training to include the limbic 
system. They must help people break old behav
ioral habits and establish new ones. That not only 
takes much more time than conventional train
ing programs, it also requires an individualized 
approach.9 

Acknowledging Goleman’s emphasis on the 
individualized approach to leadership devel
opment, many top-level company leaders hire 
specialists to help them and their people with 
leadership-effectiveness issues. By using per
sonal coaches and mentors, they seek to ac
celerate the natural process of maturation. 
After all, complex military and business insti
tutions can no longer afford to wait 20–30 
years for their personnel to develop the full 
complement of cognitive and affective traits 
required to become effective leaders. Air Force 
Instruction (AFI) 36-3401, Air Force Mentoring, 
incorporates EI principles by providing guid
ance for the full spectrum of Air Force leader-
ship skills. It underscores the pivotal role of the 
supervisor in developing his or her subordi
nates in both technical and professional/per
sonal arenas by highlighting the need to estab-
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lish personal relationships with them. The AFI 
urges Air Force leaders to use mentoring as 
one of the key relational tools for building EI 
skills and awareness in both themselves and 
their subordinates.10 

Supervisors must mentor their people—es
pecially subordinates who are supervisors— 
on their human skills; they must also persuade 
their own bosses to provide them guidance 
and feedback. Mentoring involves a longer 
and generally more comprehensive relation-
ship between an experienced person and one 
who is less experienced. This ongoing rela
tionship allows for the kind of “monitored be
havior modification” that is necessary to im
prove EI, according to Goleman’s research.11 

Coaching tends to be a periodic or more 
short-term, symptom-specific encounter be-
tween two professionals. In the Air Force, it 
seems appropriate to expect the immediate 
supervisor to begin mentoring by coaching 
functionally organized teams. As relations 
with team members evolve, leaders may in-
corporate additional outside assistance as 
they deem appropriate for the growth de-
sired. Ultimately, leaders cultivate personal 
relationships as they progress from coaching 
toward true mentoring roles. To supplement 
the less formal aspects of mentoring relation-
ships, leaders may use formal feedback-and-
evaluation sessions to develop their relation-
ships with subordinates. Such activities may 
prove especially useful for leaders charged 
with supervising large organizations.12 

Goleman also points out that the limbic sys
tem takes much longer to be reprogrammed 
(i.e., learn new behaviors) than does the neo
cortex. Only after months of repetition and
practice can one create “new neural pathways 
[that] become the . . . default option” for the 
emotional brain. He tells the success story of 
Jack, a high-paced striver who pounced on folks 
who didn’t meet his expectations: 

Jack realized he had to improve if he wanted to 
advance in the company. Making such a con
nection is essential (must value the change). 
Once Jack zeroed in on areas for improvement 
and committed himself to making the effort, he 
and his coach worked up a plan to turn his day-

to-day job into a learning laboratory. For in-
stance, Jack discovered he was empathetic when 
things were calm, but in a crisis, he tuned out 
others. This tendency hampered his ability to 
listen to what people were telling him in the 
very moments he most needed to do so. Jack’s 
plan required him to focus on his behavior dur
ing tough situations. As soon as he felt himself 
tensing up, his job was to immediately step 
back, let the other person speak, and then ask 
clarifying questions. . . . Jack learned to defuse 
his flare-ups by entering into a dialogue instead 
of launching a harangue.13 

From Jack’s example, we see how one must 
make a commitment to change behavior. One 
must also appreciate the difference between 
universally counterproductive behavior and 
situation-specific ineffectiveness. For example,
the competence of “initiative” isn’t always ef
fective behavior. A person who joins a highly 
specialized, tightly knit group and loudly de-
scribes during his or her first week all the
changes that need to occur—the clean-sweep
approach to leadership—probably won’t have 
much influence. However, initiative may 
often be the exact competency called for dur
ing a crisis situation in which roles are gener
ally understood and expectations are rela
tively clear. People with high EI know the 
difference and behave accordingly. 

People who are genetically wired with 
higher EI need little nurturing to augment 
what nature gave them. Others may require 
time, effort, and repeated practice to reach the 
level of EI whereby their competencies and ver
satility give them the flexibility to handle ever-
changing situations. Developing EI appears to
be within anyone’s reach. Cultivating stronger
EI can improve one’s grasp of leadership
styles—especially if one develops the flexibility 
to use the right style in each situation. 

Leadership and Emotional 
Intelligence at Work 

The ideal leadership picture is more in
line with the “invisible” leader of Eastern phi
losophy. Unit members carry out their mis
sion with equal ability and enthusiasm, regard-
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less of whether or not the boss is present. The
leader’s goal is to develop subordinates in 
such a way that they can perform well—per
haps ever better—without him or her. This 
orientation contrasts our Western ideal of 
knighthood wherein one leader dominates in 
a given unit. Effective leaders don’t use dra
matic gestures to get their bosses to notice
them—they focus on pushing responsibilities 
down to subordinates and deliberately devel
oping them to become their replacements. In 
fact, the overriding function of a leader is to
guide and help develop their subordinates’ 
leadership as a guarantee of healthy units and 
individuals. This highly effective leader is a 
master of the key traits noted by EI experts, 
able to move smoothly from one style to an-
other as situations dictate. 

New on the Job 

Gen Jerome “Jerry” O’Malley was famous for 
the approach he took as new commander of a 
unit. This powerful leader preferred to assume 
the role of a sponge initially. He listened and 
learned about the people and their strengths 
and developmental needs, using a patient, 
pleasant approach before beginning his 
molding and shaping process. Listening is es
sential in a new job. Subordinates evaluate 
their leaders to find out if they are trustwor
thy, competent, and attentive to their needs. 
Job requirements will refine and shape a
leader’s “commander personality,” based upon 
the people, challenges, opportunities, and 
other situations. Acting too quickly after as
suming command may preclude a leader 
from responding as flexibly as he or she 
might like later on. Leaders limit their range 
of options to act as they refine their judg
ments. General O’Malley serves as a role 
model for commanders who wish to approach 
a new situation and its people intelligently. 

Impact of Emotional Intelligence 

In the early 1980s, a frontline F-4E squadron, 
as heavily tasked a unit as one could find, had 
prepared to operate in three different theatres 
and could do anything asked of it. One com

mander of this squadron, a master aviator, was 
absolutely tops technically but had only average 
EI. A rather directive person who nevertheless 
could listen, he was the only individual doing 
the thinking and creating plans. Things were 
fine as long as the plan was working, but he 
had little flexibility and only average subordi
nate support when it wasn’t. He went on to com
plete his career honorably as a full colonel in 
a joint staff position. His successor, a staff of
ficer out of the Pentagon, had been out of the 
flying business for several years and was only
an above-average pilot—but he had extraordi
nary EI. By using all the tools and techniques in 
his portfolio, this man took a solid-gold squad
ron and made it superhuman; moreover, the 
effects spilled over to the rest of the wing. He’s 
currently a four-star general in the Air Force. 

An earlier situation had direct combat im
pact during the Vietnam War. Assigned as air 
liaison officers to the 1st Cavalry Division of II 
Corps, forward air controllers (FAC) out of a 
certain airfield served three battalions. One 
could easily see the dynamics of the level of 
trust between the different FACs and the 
company or brigade commanders with whom 
they worked. During fast-moving, confusing 
ground engagements, the FACs saw much 
more from the air, especially in the absence 
of a command helicopter. The FACs who 
demonstrated high EI competencies rou
tinely enjoyed greater latitude in helping the 
ground commanders direct maneuvers. But 
the FACs who lacked developed EI—those 
who had not gained the complete trust and 
confidence of the men they served—func
tioned in a more limited fashion. A dramatic 
difference existed in the trust that the Army 
commanders had in these two groups of 
FACs—a situation that stands as a clear example 
of direct-combat impact. 

Developing EI Competencies 
in Air Force Officers: 
A Natural Evolution 

Given the growing importance of air and 
space power in emerging strategic and opera-
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tional environments, how might we describe 
the integration of EI development into prac
tical leadership experience? Recognizing that 
our civilian and enlisted populations also 
need to develop these qualities, we illustrate 
this process of integration in the following 
scenario, which follows a representative offi
cer’s career from lieutenant to lieutenant 
colonel. 

As newly active participants in the officer 
culture of the Air Force, lieutenants encounter 
many unfamiliar dynamics. Senior leaders, 
peers, and subordinate mentors, as well as 
personal observations and everyday trial-and-
error opportunities, provide the necessary 
teaching tools that allow young officers to 
progress through entry-level leadership roles. 
Continuing formal education and professional 
military education are vital as well. Studying 
great leaders (and not-so-great ones) adds im
measurably to their understanding of them-
selves and others. Although they are junior 
officers, lieutenants should remember that 
they are key members of the Air Force’s leader-
ship team—great responsibility accompanies 
their rank and position within the institution. 
This is the time for them to begin a career-
long effort to learn about highly effective 
leaders, to discover how they developed, and 
to ask how they need to prepare themselves. 
Even before they find themselves in tough 
spots, lieutenants have opportunities to seek 
honest feedback and ongoing mentoring. 
They can refine their strengths and discover 
weaknesses. In fact, with time and attention, 
these officers can transform their weaknesses 
into strengths. 

Because lieutenants occupy the first link in 
the chain of command, they often bear the 
brunt of challenges that accompany the men
toring of enlisted members. According to a 
lieutenant who served in Operations Desert
Shield and Desert Storm, “As soon as we 
stepped off the plane at our final location, the 
major challenge for myself and the four other 
officers in our 100-man Prime BEEF team was 
to keep morale up. Initially, we had limited 
tools and equipment, poor food, grossly over-
crowded living conditions, and a sense that we 

were just a burden on the base.”14 Few conven
tional or cognitive leadership-training courses 
could hope to equip leaders to overcome these
challenges. This officer’s perception that 
morale became the most significant problem 
he encountered underscores the need to in-
fuse leadership-development programs with EI 
education. The stresses of wartime operations
tempo only heightened this lieutenant’s need 
for EI skills to keep his force operating at peak
efficiency: “I found myself constantly explain
ing the ‘big picture’ when I didn’t know what it 
was. Nor did I know whether our situation 
would improve. I never realized how much the 
enlisted force depended on us for information 
and leadership. We spent a significant amount 
of time counseling and advising about personal 
problems. . . . I had not expected this task, and 
frequently I found it difficult due to the com
plexity of the problem or just plain lack of ex
perience in counseling on my part.”15 

This example clearly illustrates that open-
ended operational deployments require Air 
Force leaders to possess the full spectrum of 
leadership styles. Although lieutenants may not
cast the overarching organizational vision— 
the “big picture”—they often will serve as the 
commander’s agents who transmit and ex-
plain that vision to the troops. Leaders also 
must remain alert to signs of stress within the 
organization. The coaching style allows lead
ers to use the EI domains of empathy and 
managing emotions to counsel and mentor 
subordinates through the stress of long peri
ods away from home. Indeed, this skill might 
be the most critical leadership component in
the young company-grade officer’s leadership 
portfolio. 

As officers move into positions of greater 
leadership responsibility, they should expand 
their portfolio by using more EI traits and 
fundamental leadership styles. By the time 
young officers have become captains, they 
should have achieved a technical confidence 
that allows them to shift gradually from focus
ing on themselves to focusing on others. Thus, 
they should consciously employ competen
cies associated with teamwork, which requires 
an ongoing awareness not only of their own 
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growth, but also the strengths and develop-
mental needs of their fellow workers. As offi
cers mature in terms of self-confidence and 
wisdom, they should begin to focus on the
traits associated with understanding others’ 
professional and personal strengths and abili
ties. Developing these EI leadership compe
tencies, especially when captains have more 
work to do than extra hands to do it, becomes 
a conscious effort—a personal development 
priority. Although they still seek feedback and 
mentoring, maturing captains find them-
selves mentoring others as well. 

This focus on developing other people 
forces captains to manage time and tasks care-
fully. The experiences of another Desert Storm 
veteran who supervised personnel-support ef
forts at a deployed location illustrate how the 
shift in focus translates into mission-oriented 
actions: 

Within my team, I had two areas of concern. 
First, I had too large a team for the population 
we were supporting. All the airmen were from 
one base and all the NCOs [noncommissioned 
officers] were from my (different) base. Ini
tially, the airmen had difficulty taking direction 
from NCOs they did not know. I split the team 
into two shifts, a day shift and a night shift, 
which kept everyone busy. The day shift han
dled customer inquiries while the night shift 
handled paperwork and computer updates.
Second, I established a “forum” where both 
shifts aired their differences and came up with 
their own solutions. I also called upon my three 
master sergeants to lead and discipline.16 

By recognizing the potential conflicts that 
stemmed from merging personnel from differ
ent units, this captain forged an effective team 
and simultaneously created an atmosphere that 
allowed her to mentor the senior NCOs under 
her command. 

By the time Air Force officers become ma
jors and lieutenant colonels, most have been 
responsible for significant assets or projects. In 
our culture, significant doesn’t necessarily mean 
sheer numbers of people, planes, or satellites. 
The Air Force generally requires few assets to 
deliver tactical precision and strategic effects. 
Midlevel officers are responsible for people 
and modern assets that are incredibly more ef

ficient in defending the nation than in times 
past. For that reason, developing the traits and 
abilities described by Dr. Goleman in his leader 
styles becomes vital. Every platform as well as 
every controller’s action has the potential to 
produce incredible effects. This new environ
ment calls for leaders who continually develop
their own and others’ EI. 

The uncertainty of the requisite tactics to
combat tomorrow’s foes creates a need for as
tute commanders with equally engaged sub-
ordinates who act on mission-type orders. 
This fine-tuning is necessarily left to the people 
who actually place the bombs on target. The 
evolving environment requires more agility 
and flexibility than ever previously imagined. 
Centralized control with decentralized execu
tion by small groups of talented individuals 
will become more common. In effectively led
teams, the leader—one with high EI traits—
capitalizes on each member’s greatest strengths 
to create synergies for tackling and solving 
real-time problems. 

A supply-squadron commander in a wing 
of B-52s and A-10s recounted his opportunity 
to exercise EI when, soon after taking com
mand, he faced dwindling funds allocation at
year’s end. With each of his four flights insist
ing that its needs were the squadron’s top pri
ority, he called the chief enlisted managers 
(CEM) (senior or chief master sergeants) to
gether for the fuels, combat-support, proce
dures, and administration-support flights and 
told them to prioritize their requirements 
and justify them to each other. Later, when 
asked why he had approached it that way, he 
said, “The annual fight over end-of-year funds 
is a given, but I didn’t know the squadron’s 
actual history. The Senior NCOs did. It was 
up to them to work it out fairly, in a way every-
one could live with.”17 The squadron com
mander called a follow-up meeting to have the 
four CEMs explain their rationales to him. 
The commander realized that he had an op
portunity to address some long-standing com
munication challenges among his key en-
listed leadership and thus strengthen the 
squadron’s team orientation. Recognizing 
what his squadron lacked and having the se-
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nior NCOs participate in his final decision 
helped the commander pave the way for con
tinued open lines of cooperative interaction
among the squadron’s flights. 

Conclusion 
The emerging field of study known as emo

tional intelligence has high importance in 
leadership-sensitive organizations. A cluster of 
skills and competencies that has great effect 
on leader effectiveness, EI can be learned, de
veloped, and improved. While researchers 
continue to refine the field, the two key rela
tional domains—interpersonal and intraper
sonal—remain unchanged. The assumption 
behind EI studies, confirmed by research, 
maintains that leaders must understand and 
manage their own emotional makeup before 
attempting to understand and manage other 
people. 

According to Leadership Advantage, an ex
ecutive and organizational-development con
sulting firm, empathy plays a critical role in im
proving EI. The firm suggests several steps 
leaders can take to develop empathy: 

•� Keep track of missed opportunities to 
display empathy. 
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Maj Gen Mason M. Patrick 
DR. ROBERT P. WHITE 

Maj Gen Mason M. Patrick 
stands as one of the great 
yet unsung pioneers of 
American airpower. An en
gineering officer by train
ing, this 1886 graduate of 
West Point did not begin 
his military-aviation career 
until 1918. At that time, 
during World War I, Gen 

John J. Pershing selected Patrick to command the Air 
Service of the American Expeditionary Force (AEF). 
Patrick’s no-nonsense approach brought order to the 
personality-induced chaos (primarily the friction be-
tween Gen William “Billy” Mitchell and Gen Benjamin D. 
Foulois) that had engulfed the air arm. With Patrick in 
charge, the AEF Air Service provided the support that 
Pershing desperately required. 

After the war, Patrick returned to his engineering 
role, thinking he had left military aviation for good. But 
by the end of 1921, the Air Service found itself embroiled 
in doctrinal disagreements, severe fiscal deficiencies, and 
personal antagonisms, all of which greatly degraded the 
efficiency and promise of this new combat arm. Now the 
chief of staff, General Pershing turned to Mason Patrick 
once again to take charge of the Air Service. 

Merely keeping the Air Service breathing, let alone at-
tempting to gain autonomy, proved a massive and prob
lematic undertaking. To complicate matters, Patrick had 
to contend with Mitchell, his second in command. Real
izing his deputy’s advantages and disadvantages, Patrick 
deftly employed Mitchell’s talents but constrained his po
litical and publicist personality. Patrick even favored re
taining Mitchell as his deputy but could not save this 
volatile airman from himself. Ultimately, Mitchell’s out-
spoken tactics resulted in his court-martial and subse
quent resignation in February 1926. 

Beginning in October 1921, it fell to Patrick to or
chestrate the behind-the-scenes policies and politics that 

eventually resulted in the creation of the US Army Air 
Corps in July 1926, along with an impressive five-year pro
curement program. One of the first aviation officers to 
recognize the full potential of airpower during war and 
peacetime, Patrick proved remarkably successful in gain
ing support for the three legs of his aviation triangle: mili
tary aviation, commercial aviation, and the aviation man
ufacturing base; he also promoted legislation that greatly 
enhanced each of these spheres. A visionary as well, he 
explained in detail the concept of what would eventually 
become, in the 1990s, the air expeditionary force to an 
Army General Service School audience at Fort Leaven-
worth, Kansas—in 1924. Patrick even found time to earn 
his wings, doing so at age 59. 

Like Mitchell, Patrick believed in the strategic and in-
dependent capabilities of the air arm. But he took a much 
more practical, gradualist, and successful approach to set 
the Air Service on the road to independence. 
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The Sources of 
Leadership Doctrine 
in the Air Force 
SHANNON A. BROWN, PHD 

Editorial Abstract: The primary elements 
of requirements, theory, and lessons 
learned have played a vital role in pro
ducing leadership doctrine for today’s 
Air Force. Dr. Brown summarizes how 
Air Force leadership doctrine has evolved 
over the years. 

Contrary to popular thought, future warfare, however automatic, will necessi
tate more intelligence, skill, courage, and responsibility by the men using the 
weapons than was ever necessary in the past. Only sound leadership will insure 
that air force units will successfully accomplish their tasks. 

—Air Force Manual (AFM) 35-15, Leadership, 
December 1948 

WRITING IN THE summer 2001Ä
issue of Aerospace Power Journal,

Maj Steve Michael asserts thatÄ
“aerospace leaders develop theirÄ

fundamental war-fighting beliefs from a studyÄ
of doctrine.”1 Given the fact that the AirÄ
Force has not had a published leadership doc-Ä
trine since the mid-1960s, Major Michael’s obÄ
servation raises a number of important quesÄ
tions: How did Air Force leadership doctrine

evolve after 1947? In the absence of a formalÄ
Air Force–wide leadership doctrine, whatÄ
concepts, principles, and theories did theÄ
service adopt or appropriate from externalÄ
sources to inform the leadership beliefs of airÄ
and space leaders? This article explores theseÄ
questions by examining key Air Force leader-Ä

ship publications and by tracing continuities, 
differences, and omissions. 

What we discover from a quick review of 
the old manuals is that the service’s under-
standing of its overarching mission has always 
shaped leadership doctrine and that context 
and environment have heavily influenced 
both leadership and mission. These findings 
are not surprising. But we also discover that 
civilian academic research on leadership ex
erted a strong influence on Air Force leader-
ship doctrine and leader-development publi
cations; perhaps more importantly, Air Force 
leadership doctrine drew on new and emerg
ing trends in civilian research and theory 
concerning leadership. In the absence of offi
cial Air Force leadership doctrine, civilian 
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writing on leadership became a de facto sub
stitute for institutional guidance. 

In order to understand how best to produce
a leadership doctrine for today’s airmen, one 
must consider the historical sources of Air 
Force leadership doctrine and the ways in 
which roles, missions, and environment have 
shaped the way the service has framed discus
sions of leadership and leader-follower rela
tions. Three primary elements of leadership
doctrine exist—requirements, theory, and les
sons learned. From the earliest days of the 
service, the requirements of Air Force leader-
ship doctrine were expressed in terms of an 
institutional mission, which provided the con
ceptual framework for leadership objectives 
and practices. Lessons learned illustrated spe
cific ideas about requirements and the real-
world application of theory. Academic and 
commercial leadership publications, supple
mented by scientific and psychological re-
search, provided the intellectual foundation 
for Air Force leadership doctrine. 

The academic study of leadership is a rela
tively new field; its origins date back to the 
1930s, when classic writings on military leader-
ship were subjected to close scrutiny by men 
seeking the answers to age-old questions: What 
makes a good leader? Are leaders born or 
made? After World War II, leadership studies 
changed their focus as new approaches and 
techniques were applied to explore these 
questions. As the study of leadership evolved, 
the Air Force drew theory, lessons, and guid
ance from the civilian academy to promote 
leadership doctrine and training concepts ap
propriate to the service’s mission—the effec
tive matching of theory with requirements. 
The survey that follows shows that the history 
of Air Force leadership doctrine, perhaps 
more than that of the other services, is a story 
of dynamic appropriation and adaptation. 

Leading Airmen, Not Soldiers 
After World War II, the newly independent 

Air Force sought to establish its identity sepa
rate from the Army. Drawing on lessons 
learned from the war, the leadership of the 

new service recognized the importance of 
developing a coherent basic doctrine that 
emphasized the uniqueness of the Air Force’s 
capabilities.2 Senior Air Force leaders, under-
standing that creation of a distinctive leader-
ship doctrine represented an important step 
in this direction, published AFM 35-15, Leader-
ship, in 1948, after much discussion and revi-
sion.3 

A significant departure from the estab
lished field-manual format for Army leader-
ship, AFM 35-15 outlined the mission, roles, 
functions, and guiding principles of the Air 
Force and incorporated details of the latest 
scientific findings on leadership. The manual 
abandoned the Army’s standard “traits and 
principles” approach to the presentation of 
leadership doctrine in favor of a more nuanced 
interpretation of the leader’s role in a military 
unit. Psychology formed an important part of 
AFM 35-15, which encouraged the leader to 
become “a human engineer” by understanding 
and manipulating the fundamental drives, in
stincts, and fears of subordinate airmen.4 Bor
rowing heavily from recent wartime studies of 
personality and performance, it included an 
entire annex dedicated to surveying the state 
of psychology.5 The manual advised that col
laborative leader-follower relationships were 
crucial to the successful execution of the 
highly technical work of the service. It identi
fied psychological principles as the key to 
maintaining good relationships with subordi
nates because relying solely on the legal au
thority derived from command was not enough 
to ensure the successful execution of the Air 
Force’s overarching mission, defined broadly as 
“readiness” and “victory in air battle.”6 

One could not help noticing an air of un
certainty about the future in AFM 35-15. The 
definitions of readiness and victory in air battle 
emphasized the value of strategic bombing 
and the importance of air superiority to suc
cess in war—airpower applications familiar to 
the generation of airmen who served in the 
European and Pacific theatres.7 The writings 
that formed the basis of this new Air Force 
leadership doctrine encouraged leaders-in-
training to give full consideration to the im-
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portance of “discipline and morale” to ensure 
readiness to carry out bombing and air supe
riority missions.8 Readiness was both a mis
sion and goal unto itself; however, AFM 35-15 
identified neither opponents nor peer com
petitors or made any explicit statements 
about what the service might be called upon 
to do in order to carry out its readiness and vic
tory missions.9 

This emphasis on mission—however 
vague—was significant since it established a 
precedent for the future development of Air 
Force leadership doctrine. The institutional 
mission statement emphasized the unique as
pects of leading airmen and formed part of 
an effort to establish the Air Force’s doctrinal 
and cultural independence from the Army. In 
contrast, institutional mission statements 
were nowhere to be found in the Army’s post-
war field manuals (FM) on leadership doc-
trine. The Army’s publications also made only 
passing remarks about the links between psy
chology and leadership, a connection explic
itly stated in AFM 35-15.10 The Army’s doc-
trine manuals focused instead on cultivating 
the individual leader, borrowing key concepts 
from the trait-focused leadership studies pro
duced by civilian academics during the 1930s 
and 1940s.11 For example, the broad themes 
of teamwork and readiness appeared in the 
text of the 1951 version of FM 22-10, Leader-
ship, but only to organize the presentation of 
the leadership principles and leadership traits that 
formed the core of the publication.12 One 
could reduce the Army’s position on leader-
ship development, which overlooked broad 
institutional missions, to a simple statement: 
Leadership “depends upon traits which can 
be developed, and upon the application of 
techniques which can be learned.”13 This phi
losophy guided the writing of Army leader-
ship doctrine throughout the 1950s and 
1960s, the decades during which Air Force 
leadership doctrine evolved along with the 
service’s overarching mission.14 As the mis
sion evolved, so did the theoretical and intel
lectual underpinnings of the service’s leader-
ship doctrine. 

Peace Is Our Profession 
By the early 1950s, the role of the Air Force 

in the emerging Cold War was becoming clear. 
The danger of conventional and nuclear con
frontations between the United States and 
the Soviet Union led the Air Force leadership
to two important conclusions: “1) The de
fense of the United States must be based on 
airpower; and 2) In this thermonuclear age, 
defense is best assured by a strong air force in
being.”15 Following Air Force deployments to 
Berlin (1948) and Korea (1950–53) and the 
Soviet detonation of a nuclear device (1949),
an explicit mission—deterrence—began to
shape the Air Force’s basic and operational 
doctrine. In the words of Gen Curtis LeMay, 
one could reduce the Air Force’s purpose in 
the late 1950s and early 1960s to a single state
ment: “Our mission is to deter war by provid
ing our Nation with the primary forces to 
gain and maintain general aerospace supre
macy—and if deterrence fails, to repel and
defeat the aggressor’s forces.” No one had 
any doubt about whom the Air Force could 
expect to face in a military confrontation: 
“We maintain our aerospace forces in readi
ness to respond to any kind of military chal
lenge the Communists may make.”16 This de
terrence mission—both conventional and 
nuclear—guided the development of Air 
Force leadership doctrine in the 1950s and 
early 1960s. 

During this period of doctrinal transition, 
the academic study of leadership changed in 
focus and scope. In the 1950s, civilian scholars 
of leadership turned their attention to the 
dynamics of group behavior—a subject that
dovetailed nicely with the Air Force’s new 
deterrence-oriented understanding of its pur-
pose.17 A proliferation of studies about leader 
personalities and traits undertaken in the 
1930s and 1940s had yielded inconclusive re
sults about the nature of leadership. Group 
dynamics became a new frontier for leader-
ship research, and the Air Force quickly em-
braced the group approach to leadership 
analysis as a theoretical improvement to the 
service’s leadership doctrine. The cultivation 
of individual leaders remained an important 
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part of Air Force leader-development publi
cations, but new manuals encouraged airmen 
to recognize that the service’s deterrent capa
bilities were possible only through effective 
teamwork. Leadership-training materials incor
porated studies of leader-follower interactions, 
and a number of Air Force–sponsored research 
projects explored the interpersonal dimen
sions of small-unit and aircrew performance. 
The service’s leadership publications cited 
case studies that emphasized team-building 
processes, acculturation, and group perform
ance under conditions of stress. During this 
period, Air Force leadership publications in
cluded both positive and negative examples 
of group dynamics and case studies.18 

AFM 50-3, Air Force Leadership, the 1964 re-
vision of the service’s leadership doctrine 
manual, included language that emphasized 
the cultivation of effective partnerships and 
forward-thinking leaders. The “Mission” sec
tion, for example, encouraged airmen to be
creative in their problem-solving efforts: “You 
are expected . . . to use initiative in conceiving 
more efficient ways in which the mission may 
be fulfilled. . . . If you think of some new prac
tice that is lawful, by all means implement it.” 
The manual emphasized the superior capa
bilities of the service’s dynamic air and space 
forces, marshaled by leaders who understood
their “responsibility to further the mission of 
deterrence and readiness” (emphasis in origi
nal).19 AFM 50-3 presented information on 
leader growth and self-improvement in the 
context of team leadership, advising leaders-
in-training to be sensitive to context when 
they made decisions. Significant conceptual 
and theoretical differences existed between 
AFM 50-3 and AFM 35-15, the newer manual 
de-emphasizing the uses of psychology and 
including more Air Force–specific anecdotes 
(lessons learned) to illustrate points about co
operation, authority, and group effectiveness. 
This is not to suggest that psychology had fallen 
out of favor with leadership-development
writers in the Air Force—other service publi
cations from the early 1960s focused on spe
cific psychology and group-management mat
ters, supplementing the basic doctrine found 

in AFM 50-3.20 With a maturing leadership 
doctrine and an evolving leader-development 
system, the Air Force continued to promote 
leadership concepts that linked mission (de
terrence), organizational theory, and psychol
ogy with leader development.21 

Leadership and Institutions 
in Transition 

By the late 1960s, however, competing op
erational missions clearly were eroding the 
deterrence mission that had served as a 
touchstone for basic Air Force leadership 
doctrine for over a decade. Strategic deter
rence remained a vital function of the Air 
Force, but the service’s broad role in South-
east Asia had proven that neither deterrence 
nor readiness adequately captured the scope 
of work performed by Air Force personnel. 
New analytical and resource-management 
techniques adopted by the Department of 
Defense (DOD) and implemented by the 
services complicated the leadership-doctrine 
picture. These new techniques included sys
tems analysis, whose proponents introduced 
new thinking on leadership to the Air Force. 

The approaches derived from systems 
analysis and theory became important new 
tools for exploring leadership, and both 
scholars of civilian leadership and academics 
working under military contract used these 
techniques. Systems approaches to leadership 
blended elements of older scholarship on 
traits, situations, and group dynamics with 
feedback loops, causal-relationship constructs, 
correlation analysis, and information-flow 
models applicable to the study of power in 
large organizations.22 Some smaller-scale 
studies attempted to measure group dynam
ics in quantitative terms or evaluate leader-
ship performance with surveying tools.23 

Other models and studies produced in the 
1960s and 1970s attempted to capture leader-
ship processes: examples included the “3-D 
Leadership Effectiveness Model” developed 
by Paul Hersey and Kenneth H. Blanchard of 
Ohio State University, as well as Fred E. Fied-
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ler’s contingency theory, which, over time, 
evolved to focus on individual cognitive re-
sources.24 References to and excerpts from all 
of these studies of leadership appeared in key 
Air Force leader-development publications in 
the early 1970s, and new leaders-in-training 
were encouraged to consider the applicability 
of these approaches and theories to their own 
work and lives.25 

Surprisingly, no clear institutional leader-
ship doctrine emerged during this period to 
shape the organization and presentation of di
verse approaches to leadership practice, most
likely because the “requirement” component 
of the service’s leadership doctrine remained 
unresolved. As the body of civilian leadership 
literature grew, Air Force leadership-training 
publications incorporated a proliferation of 
other studies and theories not directly influ
enced by systems analysis, including a grow
ing literature on leadership “styles.” The Air 
Force embraced the latter studies, derivative 
of earlier situational and group-dynamic 
analyses of human relations, and incorpo
rated them into a variety of official leader-
development and managerial publications.26 

Air Force leadership-training materials from 
the early and mid-1970s encouraged young 
officers and officer candidates to develop an 
appreciation for diverse leadership styles and 
to use techniques appropriate to the setting, 
mission, and followers.27 Combined with myr
iad leadership theories and models, the wide
range of leadership style “choices” presented 
to airmen formed the basis of a leadership 
toolbox that had taken the place of institu
tional leadership doctrine by the mid-1970s. 

In the absence of formal doctrine, other in
fluences shaped the Air Force’s leader-devel
opment process, such as the “Human Goals” 
credo adopted by DOD in 1969. The Human 
Goals declaration had the effect of shifting 
the focus of leader development away from a
single, overarching mission, the “requirement” 
that had guided writing on leadership doc-
trine: “The keynote of leadership in the Air 
Force is recognition of the importance of 
people. . . . The leader must never lose sight 
of the needs, capabilities, and aspirations of 

the individual. Rather, he must concentrate 
on the development, satisfaction, and creative 
potential of each group member.”28 Behav
ioral science also continued to shape the ser
vice’s leadership curricula: “There is much 
more to the study of leadership than case his
tories of well-known leaders and recollections 
of heroic deeds. . . . An understanding of 
leadership requires a detailed analysis of
cause and effect.”29 As the 1970s drew to a 
close, one discovered that sweeping institu
tional changes, an evolving institutional mis
sion and unclear requirements, and decen
tralized leader-development responsibilities 
had created a void in leadership doctrine in 
the Air Force. 

Paradigm Shifts and Sea Changes 
In 1978 James MacGregor Burns published 

the groundbreaking book Leadership, in which 
he defined a new concept—transformational
leadership—that attempted to move beyond 
established theories of transactional relation-
ships in leader-follower arrangements. Hailed 
by some people as an intellectual paradigm
shift, Burns’s book defined transformational 
leadership as situations wherein “one or more 
persons engage with others in such a way that 
leaders and followers raise one another to 
higher levels of motivation and morality. In 
other words, both leader and followers—as 
well as the social system in which they func
tion—are transformed.”30 Undoubtedly, this 
approach to leadership would have resonated 
with post–Vietnam War military officers who 
were guiding (or watching) the significant 
changes occurring within and around their
institutions—changes that included the intro
duction of the All-Volunteer Force concept, 
post-Vietnam force reductions, new rapid-
deployment requirements, and the emer
gence of AirLand Battle and other doctrines. 

What is striking about the 1970s and 1980s 
is the absence of any basic Air Force leader-
ship doctrine that took either transformational-
leadership theory or ongoing administrative 
and doctrinal changes into account. This seems 
like a missed opportunity, given the implica-
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tions of transformational-leadership theory and 
the fact that civilian scholarship had proven 
itself a theoretical cornerstone of doctrine in 
the late 1940s, when the service’s mission was 
vague. By default, the responsibility for lead
ership training fell to the major commands 
and schools, while basic leadership doctrine 
was neglected. Despite the decentralization of 
leadership-training responsibility, however, 
civilian thinking on leadership continued to 
influence the service and remained a corner-
stone of leader development. In 1983 Air Uni
versity published the first edition of AU-24, 
Concepts for Air Force Leadership, which pre
sented readers with a variety of articles by 
both military and civilian writers, organized 
in a thematic format similar to that of the 
1970 Air Force Reserve Officer Training Com
mand (AFROTC) publication Concepts of Air 
Force Leadership. AU-24 went through subse
quent revisions, with newer editions incorpo
rating examples of recent writing on leader-
ship.31 Although not a statement of doctrine, 
AU-24 continued the established service prac
tice of producing edited volumes for leader 
development. A review of the table of con-
tents of any edition of AU-24 provides ample 
evidence of civilian influence on thinking 
about leadership in the Air Force. Balancing 
the civilian articles in AU-24 were contribu
tions by active and retired military personnel 
who brought a measure of directly relevant 
professional advice and insight to an impor
tant text on leading airmen. Key readings in 
AU-24 mixed traditional and more current 
writing on leadership, including articles on 
ethics, values, traits, management concepts, 
and leader-follower relations.32 

Although memoranda or Air Force instruc
tions (AFI) addressed many leadership and 
management issues during the 1970s and 
1980s, efforts emerged to establish a broad 
leadership concept for the service. Air Force 
Pamphlet (AFP) 35-49, Air Force Leadership, 
published in late 1985, represented an impor
tant “return to basics” statement of servicewide 
leadership guidance but was not formal doc-
trine. The pamphlet (written in a format sim
ilar to that of the Army’s FM 100-22, Military 

Leadership) emphasized a leader’s traits and 
principles but made no reference to the re
quirement-based institutional mission state
ment that had distinguished earlier iterations 
of Air Force leadership doctrine from the
Army’s official leadership guidance.33 

As the Cold War ended, Air Force leader-
ship doctrine remained in a state of limbo. 
Leadership training continued, with responsi
bilities shared by Air University, Air Educa
tion and Training Command, and other cor
porate entities, all of which continued to rely 
heavily on civilian scholarship to train new 
leaders. In response to changes in the inter-
national security environment following the 
collapse of the Soviet Union, the Air Force 
made several sweeping reorganizations that 
consolidated existing commands and created 
new corporate bodies. Despite these struc
tural changes and corresponding updates to 
basic and operational doctrine, however, no 
revised statement of Air Force leadership doc-
trine ever emerged. Recent institutionally di
rected efforts hint at ongoing attempts to fill 
the void in leadership doctrine. In the early 
1990s, senior leadership approved the cre
ation of an Air and Space Basic Course de-
signed to provide new Air Force officers with 
a common and unifying indoctrination expe
rience, and in 1998 Gen Michael E. Ryan, the 
Air Force chief of staff at that time, ordered 
the preparation of a new leadership doctrine 
for the service. These gestures, which reflect a 
renewed focus on leadership doctrine, consti
tute a positive development that comes at an 
important time in the history of the Air Force. 

Coming Full Circle 
Air Force Doctrine Document (AFDD) 1, 

Air Force Basic Doctrine, is the most current ver
sion of the Air Force’s understanding of the 
uses of air and space power. Lacking anything 
that resembles a deterrence mission to guide 
the development of the service’s operational 
and leadership doctrine, the Air Force has
embraced a “shape and respond” mission
framework that includes “promoting regional 
stability, thus preventing emergence or growth 
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of conflicts,” combined with the capability to
“deter, resolve, contain, or engage and win” 
any crisis.34 Uncertainty about the future is im
plied in AFDD 1, and the language, although 
more dynamic than that of AFM 35-15, is rem
iniscent of the broad mission statements 
found in the latter, published in 1948 under 
circumstances strikingly similar to those faced 
by the Air Force today. Mobility and airlift, in
terdiction, and strategic capabilities were all
important elements of the Air Force’s post– 
World War II mission. AFDD 1 declares that 
these capabilities and functions are equally im
portant today, for many of the same reasons. 

What remains to be developed is a compre
hensive statement of leadership doctrine— 
written in a style consistent with the service’s 
Cold War–era doctrine publications—that 
links the shape and respond mission with leader-
ship and acknowledges the demands that will 
be placed on airmen by the air and space ex
peditionary force. This is not to suggest that 
the service’s senior leadership is unaware of 
this requirement; the organizational and doc
trinal transformations that began in the late 
1990s have been accompanied by a strong in
terest on the part of Air Force leaders in cur-
rent leadership writings, especially transfor
mational leadership and other theories that 
address the process and consequences of 
large-scale institutional change.35 AFDD 1-3, 
Air Force Leadership, now being prepared for 
review and eventual distribution to the force, 
represents an important step that may well fill 
the doctrine void.36 The sources of this new 
doctrine remain to be seen, but there exist 
readily identifiable requirements, theories, 
and lessons learned from which one can cre
ate a living doctrine statement. 

Conclusions 
Until 1964 Air Force leadership doctrine 

consisted of three readily identifiable compo
nents: requirements, theory, and lessons 
learned. Leadership-doctrine publications is-
sued in the 1950s and 1960s emphasized mis
sion and theory, the former influenced by 
context and the latter by civilian writings and 

academic research on leadership. Historical 
insights and examples played only a minor 
role in early leader-development publications, 
perhaps because doctrine writers could draw 
only on the brief legacy of the institution to il
lustrate key points without borrowing from 
the historical legacy of the Army. When re
quirements became unclear in the 1960s, 
civilian-leadership theories and concepts pro
vided some comfort to the men and women 
responsible for training the service’s leaders. 
The consequences of the Air Force’s appro
priation of civilian leadership and manage
ment practices during the 1970s and 1980s re-
main the subject of ongoing debates, but one 
must recognize that the tendency to borrow 
and integrate is a practice initiated in the late 
1940s with the publication of AFM 35-15. The 
use of civilian theory and method, in fact, re
flected part of the service’s effort to empha
size the uniqueness of airmen and the Air 
Force—a service that became increasingly de-
centralized as institutional requirements 
changed with the international security envi
ronment. Recognizing this fact is important 
to the future development of the service’s 
leadership doctrine. 

Today, the Air Force finds itself struggling 
with issues that parallel those faced by the 
service after it won its independence from the 
Army in 1947. The integration of new plat-
forms, systems, and doctrine; the definition of 
emerging missions; the identification of op
ponents; fiscal austerity; and competition 
with the other services for money and tech
nology were among the challenges airmen 
confronted in the 1940s and early 1950s. The 
same holds true today. A service-specific lead
ership manual that emphasized the unique
ness of airmen served as an important doctri
nal declaration of independence from the 
Army, as well as the beginnings of what some
have called the “airman’s mind-set,” defined 
as an individual’s deep understanding of the 
mission, capabilities, and limitations of air 
and space power, coupled with a sense of dedi
cation to the Air Force. A modern leadership 
doctrine document—written around institu
tional requirements, employing appropriate 
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theory, and embracing the legacy of the ser
vice—can promote and strengthen this mind-
set. 

If we are to draw a lesson from the past, it 
is that the Air Force would do well to formu
late leadership doctrine that acknowledges 
uncertainty and encourages the development 
of innovative leadership and followership 
practices—themes that appear in the service’s 
earliest doctrine and leader-development 
publications. The Air Force’s practice of bor
rowing useful civilian leadership constructs 
remains a viable approach to the doctrine-
development quandary, but such appropria
tion should not detract from the ultimate 
goal of leader development: cultivating airmen 
who can understand, articulate, and execute 
the service’s overarching mission—whatever 
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The Barling Bomber 
ASPJ STAFF 

In 1920 the Army Engi
neering Division issued 
specifications for a large 
triplane bomber to the 
Witteman-Lewis Company 
of Teterboro, New Jersey. 
Commonly referred to as 
the NBL-1 (night bom
bardment, long distance) 
or Barling Bomber (after 

its inventor, Walter Barling) and designated the Witte
man-Lewis XNBL-1, it was the Army’s first long-range 
night bomber. The aircraft was designed in Ohio and 
partially fabricated and assembled in New Jersey. Each 
section not exceeding 13 feet, six inches in length trav
eled by rail to Ohio for final assembly and testing at 
Wilbur Wright Field (now part of Wright-Patterson AFB, 
Ohio). 

The Barling featured a triwing, a box tail, and six Lib
erty 12-A engines—four tractors (pullers) and two push
ers mounted midwing, directly behind the inboard trac
tor engines. At the close of World War I, the Army owned 
Liberty aircraft engines far in excess of its airframes. Con
sequently, Congress mandated that the World War I sur
plus be used before the service could purchase new 
equipment. The Barling was one of many aircraft that 
featured government-furnished engines. The Barling’s 
wingspan of 120 feet (the exact distance of the first sus
tained heavier-than-air flight and longer than the B-17’s 
wingspan of 104 feet) made it unwieldy and underpow
ered, yet it needed only 320 yards to take off. The maxi-
mum speed of 96 miles per hour and range of 170 miles 
were far less than Army-aviation enthusiasts had hoped to 
achieve with the design. Initially costing $375,000, the 
aircraft carried a final price tag of $525,000, excluding its 
special hangar, which cost more than $700,000. 

Although aviators considered the Barling inadequate 
from the day it rolled down the grassy field on its first 
flight, its design included some futuristic features, such 
as material resistant to antiaircraft attack (wood and alu

minum construction in the fuselage) and separate com
partments for each crew position (pilot/copilot, naviga
tor, and radio operator). The cockpit featured a single 
control knob for all six engines, revolution indicators for 
each engine, and an electric clock; the flight-engineer 
station was positioned directly behind the pilot/copilot. 
The revolutionary landing gear featured an adjustable, 
multiwheeled (10 of them) chassis, concepts still incor
porated in large aircraft designs. 

Frequently characterized as “Mitchell’s Folly” (after 
Brig Gen William “Billy” Mitchell), the aircraft had “dis
appointing speed, load and endurance” (Wagner, 29). 
Later in the decade, Air Service personnel disassembled 
the Barling and stored it at Wilbur Wright Field. In 1928 
Maj Henry H. “Hap” Arnold discovered it during an in
spection and requested permission to dispose of it. Be-
cause congressional interest regarding the investment in 
the huge airplane remained high, his request was disap
proved. Nevertheless, Arnold persisted in his efforts to 
eliminate the Barling from the Air Service’s Table of 
Equipment by asking to liquidate a warehouse of excess 
material, conveniently omitting the fact that this material 
included the Barling. Congress approved his request. 
Thus, the Barling ended its existence after a disappoint
ing history as the nation’s largest interwar-era bomber. 
All that remains are two of the 10 large tires from its rev
olutionary landing gear, currently housed at the United 
States Air Force Museum at Wright-Patterson AFB. 
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The Oath of Office 
A Historical Guide 

to Moral Leadership 
LT COL KENNETH KESKEL, USAF 

Editorial Abstract: The oath of office as 
we know it has withstood the test of time. 
Although its words have gone through 
many transformations, the significance 
placed upon it by the founding fathers 
has remained the same. Lieutenant Colo
nel Keskel provides a brief historical 
background for the oath, followed by an 
examination of its specific wording and 
the ways it has changed over time. His 
insightful analysis will help military of
ficers fully understand the moral impli
cations of their actions. 

I swear by Apollo the physician, and Aesculapius, and Health, and All-heal, 
and all the gods and goddesses, that, according to my ability and judgment, I 
will keep this Oath. 

THE FIRST LAW of the United States 
of America, enacted in the first ses
sion of the first Congress on 1 June 
1789, was statute 1, chapter 1: an act to 

regulate the time and manner of administering cer
tain oaths, which established the oath required 
by civil and military officials to support the 
Constitution.1 The founding fathers agreed 
upon the importance of ensuring that offi
cials promised their allegiance; indeed, very 
little debate occurred before the first Congress 
passed this statute.2 Although the wording of 
the military officer’s oath has changed several 
times in the past two centuries, the basic 
foundation has withstood the test of time. 
The current oath is more than a mere for
mality that adds to the pageantry of a com-

—Hippocrates, 400 B.C. 

missioning or promotion ceremony—it pro
vides a foundation for leadership decisions.3 

One finds numerous oaths in our nation. 
Just before commissioning or enlisting, every 
officer candidate and enlistee recites an oath. 
The president of the United States takes an 
oath before assuming duties. Senators, con
gressmen, judges, and other government offi
cials take oaths of office. New citizens of the 
United States take a naturalization oath. 
Many schoolchildren take an oath or pledge 
allegiance to the flag. Although its members 
are not required to swear or affirm before 
going into combat, the US military developed 
a code of conduct to guide servicemen. When 
an officer is promoted, the promotion cere
mony often includes a restatement of the of
ficer’s oath. 

47 
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The military officer’s oath is a combination 
of constitutional requirement, historical in
fluence, and centuries-old custom. To better 
appreciate the oath, one must understand its 
history. Toward that end, this article first pro
vides a brief, historical background on the 
oath of office and then examines its specific 
wording as well as the ways in which it pro
vides guidance, including moral direction, to 
military officers.4 

A Brief History of the Oath 
According to one reference work, an oath

is “a solemn appeal to God to witness the truth 
of a statement or the sincerity of a promise, 
coupled with an imprecation of divine judge
ment in the event of falsehood or breach of 
obligation.”5 This definition is captured in the
Hippocratic oath, one of the world’s oldest 
and most famous: “I swear . . . according to my 
ability and judgment, I will keep this Oath. . . . 
With purity and with holiness I will pass my life 
and practice my Art. . . . While I continue to 
keep this Oath unviolated, may it be granted to 
me to enjoy life and the practice of the art, re
spected by all men, in all times! But should I 
trespass and violate this Oath, may the reverse
be my lot!”6 Several concepts in this oath still
resonate in the one taken by today’s military of
ficer—a call to a higher power, a statement to 
perform to the best of one’s ability, a sense of 
honor, and an acknowledgement of the conse
quences of failing to live up to one’s word. 

Military oaths date back to ancient Rome, 
where soldiers pledged loyalty to a specific gen
eral for a specific campaign. After the cam
paign ended, the oath no longer applied. By 
100 B.C., Rome had established a professional 
military, and the oath became effective for the 
soldier’s full 20-year service.7 Since then, this 
custom has continued and expanded. For ex-
ample, the kings of England in the 1500s 
(Henry VIII), 1600s (James I), and 1700s 
(George III) established oaths requiring sub
jects to swear loyalty to their specific king. 

In the United States, oaths were a part of life 
from the early colonial days. In 1620, when the 
Mayflower landed, the Pilgrims established the 

Mayflower Compact—which served as an oath, 
a covenant, and a constitution—and then 
pledged allegiance to King James, agreeing to
work together as a “civil body politic” for their 
betterment and preservation.8 As settlers es
tablished colonies, they developed their own 
version of an oath of allegiance to English 
royalty. 

While developing the oath of office for US 
officers, the founding fathers had serious con
cerns about pledging allegiance to any spe
cific person. For example, during the Revolu
tionary War, Gen George Washington issued a 
general order on 7 May 1778 that required all 
officers to take and subscribe to an oath re
nouncing King George III and supporting the 
United States.9 Even prior to the 1789 con
stitutional requirement to take an oath, this 
general order had significant weight. On 1 
October 1779, Washington court-martialed
Benjamin Ballard for “selling rum, flour, 
pork, hides, tallow and other stores the prop
erty of the public without any orders or au
thority for doing so and contrary to the tenor of 
his bond and oath of office” (emphasis added).10 

This example shows that the oath represented 
more than a simple, ceremonial formality; 
rather, it provided overarching guidance and 
a standard of moral conduct, as opposed to 
dictating specific, limited criteria. 

The first official oath of office for US mili
tary officers under the Constitution was estab
lished on 1 June 1789. The law implemented 
the requirement in Article 6 of the Constitu
tion that “Senators and Representatives be-
fore mentioned, and the members of the sev
eral state legislatures, and all executive and 
judicial officers, both of the United States 
and of the several states, shall be bound by 
oath or affirmation, to support this Constitu-
tion.”11 This first oath was short and to the 
point: “I, A.B., do solemnly swear or affirm (as 
the case may be) that I will support the Con
stitution of the United States.”12 

During a 60-year period in our history, 
both officers and enlisted personnel took the 
same oath, as required by Congress in April 
1790. The oath used the wording “to bear 
true faith and allegiance to the United States 
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of America” rather than “to support the Con
stitution,” but it retained the concept of alle
giance to the nation as a whole. It constituted 
one of 16 sections in an act that regulated the 
military establishment—the forerunner of to
day’s “authorization” acts.13 Congress periodi
cally updated these authorization acts although 
the oath remained constant (with one minor 
addition in 1795). 

The officer oath became separate from the 
enlisted oath again in 1862, when the 37th 
Congress passed an all-encompassing 176-word 
oath for all government officials (including 
military officers) to verify their loyalty during 
the Civil War. This “Ironclad Test Oath” in
cluded (1) a “background check” to ensure 
that government officials were not support
ing, or had not supported, the Confederacy 
and (2) a part that addressed future perform
ance, much of whose wording remains in
today’s oath.14 In addition, this legislation 

specified that failure to comply with the oath 
constituted perjury and that violators would 
incur the associated penalties, thus formaliz
ing the implied concept that officers are ac
countable for failing to live up to their oath. 
In 1884, after several years of multiple oaths 
that applied to different subsets of people 
(depending upon which side they fought on 
during the “late rebellion”), the 48th Con
gress amended a revised statute of 1873 that 
eliminated the first half of the Ironclad Test 
Oath and established the wording that has 
carried over into modern times. 

At least 19 pieces of legislation address the 
oath—11 affect the officer oath, three address 
the enlisted oath, and five address both. One 
notes four key variations in the wording of the 
officer and enlisted oaths over time (table 1).15 

The other changes are either administrative or 
concern the application of the oath. 

Table 1


Key Variations of US Military Oaths


Date/Statute Oath Comments 

1 June 1789 
1st Cong., 1st sess., 
statute 1, chap. 1 

Officer Oath: I, A.B., do solemnly swear 
or affirm (as the case may be) that I will 
support the Constitution of the United 
States. 

The very first law of the United States 
identified the requirement for government 
officials to take an oath or affirmation 
according to Article 6 of the Constitution. 

29 September 1789 
1st Cong., 1st sess., 
statute 1, chap. 25 

Enlisted Oath: I, A.B., do solemnly swear 
or affirm (as the case may be) to bear true 
faith and allegiance to the United States of 
America, and to serve them honestly and 
faithfully against all their enemies or 
opposers whatsoever, and to observe and 
obey the orders of the president of the 
United States of America, and the orders 
of officers appointed over me. 

This statute separated the military oath 
from the oath for other public officials. It 
also created an oath for enlisted personnel 
distinct from the officer’s oath, with an alle
giance to the United States rather than the 
Constitution and a requirement to obey the 
orders of their chain of command. The offi
cer’s oath mirrored the oath specified in 
statute 1, sec. 1 for members of Congress. 

30 April 1790 
1st Cong., 2d sess., 
statute 2, chap. 10 

Officer and Enlisted Oath: I, A.B., do 
solemnly swear or affirm (as the case may 
be) to bear true faith and allegiance to the 
United States of America, and to serve them 
honestly and faithfully against all their 
enemies or opposers whomsoever, and to 
observe and obey the orders of the president 
of the United States of America, and the 
orders of the officers appointed over me, 
according to the articles of war. 

This statute, passed as the means to con
tinue the military establishment, required both 
officers and enlisted personnel to take the 
same oath. On 3 March 1795, the last phrase 
changed to “according to the rules and arti
cles of war.” Each new Congress would re-
peal the previous Congress’s act and pass 
a new statute creating the military establish
ment, including a section on the oath. In 
1815 (13th Cong., 3d sess.), Congress no 
longer duplicated the previous military-
establishment act and identified changes 
only to previous law establishing the military. 
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2 July 1862 
37th Cong., 2d sess., 
chap. 128 

Officer Oath: I, A.B., do solemnly swear 
(or affirm) that I have never voluntarily 
borne arms against the United States 
since I have been a citizen thereof; that I 
have voluntarily given no aid, countenance, 
counsel, or encouragement to persons 
engaged in armed hostility thereto; that I 
have neither sought nor accepted nor 
attempted to exercise the functions of any 
officers whatever, under any authority or 
pretended authority in hostility to the United 
States; that I have not yielded a voluntary 
support to any pretended government, 
authority, power or constitution within the 
United States, hostile or inimical thereto. 
And I do further swear (or affirm) that, to 
the best of my knowledge and ability, I will 
support and defend the Constitution of the 
United States, against all enemies, foreign 
and domestic; that I will bear true faith and 
allegiance to the same; that I take this obli
gation freely, without any mental reserva
tion or purpose of evasion, and that I will 
well and faithfully discharge the duties of the 
office on which I am about to enter, so help 
me God. 

The intent of this Civil War statute was to 
ensure that government officials were not 
supporting, or had not supported, the Con
federacy. This “Ironclad Test Oath” greatly 
expanded and contained more detail than 
previous oaths. The statute also separated 
the officer oath from the enlisted oath, once 
again making the officer oath consistent 
with the oath of public officials. 

11 July 1868 
40th Cong., 2d sess., 
chap. 139 

Officer Oath: I, A.B., do solemnly swear 
(or affirm) that I will support and defend the 
Constitution of the United States against all 
enemies, foreign and domestic; that I will 
bear true faith and allegiance to the same; 
that I take this obligation freely, without any 
mental reservation or purpose of evasion; 
and that I will well and faithfully discharge the 
duties of the office on which I am about to 
enter. So help me God. 

This statute was the first post–Civil War 
change to the oath. The new oath deleted 
the “background check” of the 1862 version 
and established the exact wording of the 
current officer’s oath. Future legislative 
changes addressed the application of the 
oath but not the wording. 

5 May 1950 
81st Cong., 2d sess., 
chap. 169 (Public 
Law 506) 

Enlisted Oath: I, ___, do solemnly swear 
(or affirm) that I will bear true faith and 
allegiance to the United States of America; 
that I will serve them honestly and faithfully 
against all their enemies whomsoever; and 
that I will obey the orders of the president of 
the United States and the orders of the offi
cers appointed over me, according to regula
tions and the Uniform Code of Military Justice. 

This statute was the first post–World War II 
legislation on the oath, establishing the Uni
form Code of Military Justice to unify, con
solidate, revise, and codify the Articles 
of War, the Articles of Government of the 
Navy, and the Disciplinary Laws of the 
Coast Guard. Section 8 identified a stan
dard oath for all enlisted personnel. 

5 October 1962 
87th Cong., 2d sess. 
(Public Law 87-751) 

Enlisted Oath: I, ___, do solemnly swear 
(or affirm) that I will support and defend the 
Constitution of the United States against all 
enemies, foreign and domestic; that I will 
bear true faith and allegiance to the same; 
and that I will obey the orders of the presi
dent of the United States and the orders of 
the officers appointed over me, according 
to regulations and the Uniform Code of 
Military Justice. So help me God. 

This legislation was enacted to make the 
enlisted oath more consistent with the offi
cer oath, using the phrase “support and 
defend the Constitution” and adding “So 
help me God” at the end. This was the last 
legislative change to the wording of either 
oath. Subsequent legislation on the oath 
addressed administrative issues. 
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The Oath’s Message 
Some people may think that the focus on 

the oath and our founding fathers is merely 
patriotic, feel-good rhetoric and may ques
tion the significance of the oath in today’s 
environment.16 However, during Operation 
Allied Force, Gen Wesley Clark encountered a 
dilemma that very much involved the oath. As 
combatant commander of US European Com
mand, he had allegiance to the United States. 
But he also served as supreme allied com
mander, Europe, with responsibility to the 
countries of the North Atlantic Treaty Orga
nization (NATO). In his book Waging Modern 
War, General Clark alludes to his dilemma. Who 
should have priority—the United States or 
NATO? Upon initiating the air campaign, Clark 
first called Javier Solano, NATO’s secretary-
general, before he called Gen Hugh Shelton, 
chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. Explain
ing his predicament, he notes, “I was the over-
all commander, but represented a nation that
didn’t want to participate.”17 Interestingly, 
rather than choosing a term such as worked for 
or served, he uses represented, which connotes a 
lesser degree of responsibility and a passive 
relationship instead of an active allegiance. 
Indeed, Clark dedicated his book to Solano 
and NATO’s leaders and armed forces—not 
to the United States and its military.18 

Although General Clark did not renounce 
his allegiance to the US Constitution in favor 
of the NATO alliance, he struggled with the 
question of where his responsibilities and pri
orities lay. Despite the differences of opinion 
between the United States and NATO regard
ing interests, goals, and methods, both parties
had the same overarching objective—stopping 
the ethnic cleansing in Kosovo. Consequently, 
Clark did not have to make an either-or 
choice.19 However, this example shows how 
the complexity of modern war and the prob
lems generated by working with alliances can 
cause even a great American like General 
Clark to struggle. The act of reaffirming the 
oath of office should serve to guide all officers 
when they find themselves in difficult situations. 

This brief history of the oath makes the sig
nificance of its wording more apparent. The 

oath provides enduring guidance for military 
officers. Each part carries its own history and 
message: 

I, A.B., Do Solemnly Swear (or Affirm) 

The oath begins with an option to swear or af
firm. Although current common law places 
less religious connotation on the word swear, 
the term oath clearly had such a connotation 
in the late 1700s. In fact, the original legisla
tion referred to an “oath or affirmation.” Rec
ognizing that some religious groups, such as
the Quakers, might object to “swearing” to a 
Supreme Being or that someone might not 
believe in a Supreme Being, Congress pro
vided the option to affirm. This wording is 
also consistent with the option for the presi
dent to swear or affirm, as prescribed in Arti
cle 2 of the Constitution. Either way, the oath 
signifies a public statement of personal com
mitment. Officers must take personal respon
sibility for their actions. 

That I Will Support and Defend the Constitution of 
the United States 

To understand the opening pledge, one should 
know and understand the Constitution. Prior 
to taking their oath upon commission or reaf
firming it upon promotion, too few officers 
take the time to read and study the document 
they swear to support and defend. The oath 
requires officers to support and defend the 
Constitution—not the president, not the coun
try, not the flag, and not a particular military 
service. Yet, at the same time, the Constitu
tion symbolizes the president, the country, 
the flag, the military, and much more. The 
preamble to the Constitution succinctly high-
lights the ideals represented by that docu-
ment.20 Because the Constitution was built on 
a series of checks and balances that distribute 
power across the executive, legislative, and ju
dicial branches, officers must give their alle
giance to all three entities—despite the fact 
that the chain of command leads to the presi
dent. These checks and balances create an in-
efficiency inherent in America’s democratic 
system that often proves frustrating for mili-
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tary officers, whose environment tries to pro-
vide the most efficient and effective fighting 
force available.21 

The original oath of 1789 mentioned only 
that one must support the Constitution. Al
though many people may at first consider the 
phrase support and defend as a single thought, 
each word carries a slightly different connota
tion. George Washington conveys the notion of 
support in his farewell address: “The basis of our 
political systems is the right of the people to 
make and to alter their Constitutions of Gov
ernment. But the Constitution, which at any 
time exists, till changed by an explicit and au
thentic act of the whole people, is sacredly 
obligatory upon all. The very idea of the power 
and the right of the people to establish Gov
ernment presupposes the duty of every individ
ual to obey the established Government.”22 

The words and defend were added in 1862, 
during the Civil War, when defense and preser
vation of the nation became paramount.23 

The passive pledge to support was expanded 
to include an active requirement to defend. 
The phrase support and defend the Constitution 
is purposely vague, allowing better minds to 
interpret and improve, within certain guide-
lines.24 To understand the significance of the 
wording, one should compare the US oath to 
the Soviet version, the latter requiring officers 
“unquestioningly to carry out the requirements 
of all military regulations and orders of com
manders and superiors.”25 It is a true blessing 
that America does not require its officers to
obey “unquestioningly” but gives them the 
opportunity and flexibility for innovation. 
But with that flexibility come both responsi
bility and accountability for one’s actions. 

Against All Enemies, Foreign and Domestic 

This phrase was added in 1862 as a direct re
sult of the Civil War—specifically, to address 
the possibility of Union soldiers joining the 
Confederacy (most notably the forces com
manded by Gen Robert E. Lee). That is, people 
who had previously sworn allegiance to the 
United States were now fighting against it. 

Although people now have little concern 
about another civil war, our military must still 

prepare for all enemies and contingencies. The 
terrorist attack of 11 September 2001 caught 
many Americans off guard. The response to 
the launching of fighter escorts shows how the
nation’s leadership faced the dilemma of flying 
combat air patrols over the United States (de-
fending the Constitution) while trying to com
ply with current laws on posse comitatus (sup-
porting the Constitution).26 Military officers
cannot simply maintain the status quo—they 
must look toward the future, identify emerging 
trends, and develop capabilities to counter the 
entire range of threats. Apparently, our current 
capability to respond to and, more importantly, 
prevent a future asymmetric attack is inade
quate. Officers must ensure that they address 
all enemies and not merely advocate servicecen
tric needs at the expense of national require
ments. For example, we have long known 
about the shortage of intelligence from human 
sources that we need if we are to analyze the ca
pability and intent of emerging nonstate actors; 
yet, the Air Force intends to purchase over 300 
F-22 aircraft at a cost of $63 billion to replace 
existing fighters that can already counter the 
air forces of any major state actor for the fore-
seeable future.27 We must think hard about 
making improvements to an existing service 
strength instead of funding a known national 
shortfall.28 Our oath demands that we support
and defend against all enemies—not just high-
profile or high-profit threats. 

That I Will Bear True Faith and Allegiance to the 
Same 

The phrase faith and allegiance dates back at 
least to 1606, when King James required an
oath of “uttermost faith and allegiance to the
King’s majesty” from everyone leaving for 
America to work in the Virginia Company.29 

However, the officer’s oath ensures allegiance 
to the Constitution as a whole, not just the 
president. Officers should pledge allegiance 
to the nation as a whole rather than their mili
tary service or organization, an idea reminis
cent of the Air Force core value of “service be-
fore self.” However, officers must not construe 
service as US Air Force. The Army’s core value of 
“selfless service” provides a clearer connota-
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tion of the notion of serving others.30 Fur
thermore, the Air Force’s guide on core val
ues discusses maintaining “faith in the system,” 
which includes not just the military system but 
the system of democratic government em-
bodied in the Constitution.31 

Even though the Constitution built a sys
tem of checks and balances to embrace mul
tiple branches of government, the founding 
fathers cautioned against counterproductive 
parochialism. In his inaugural address, Wash
ington warned, “I behold the surest pledges, 
that as on one side, no local prejudices, or at
tachments; no separate views, nor party ani
mosities, will misdirect the comprehensive 
and equal eye which ought to watch over this 
great assemblage.”32 Officers’ allegiance com
pels them to work together to develop the 
best solutions for the nation, rather than en-
gage in interservice competition to obtain the 
biggest piece of the defense budget. 

That I Take This Obligation Freely, without Any Men
tal Reservation or Purpose of Evasion 

This passage also originated during the Civil 
War. Congress and President Abraham Lin
coln, wanting to ensure that soldiers not defect, 
expanded the oath in an attempt to guarantee 
loyalty.33 In the final analysis, however, loyalty 
depends upon the integrity of the individual. 

This notion corresponds to the Air Force’s 
core value of “integrity first,” the Marine
Corps and Navy’s core value of “honor,” and 
the Army’s core values of “integrity” and
“honor.”34 Integrity is a learned trait. 
Whether that learning is based upon a reli
gious upbringing or an embracing of accept-
able norms of society, honor and integrity are 
part of the core of all military services. Main
taining integrity is implicit in the oath and 
must guide officers when they face conflicts 
of interest and hard choices.35 

And That I Will Well and Faithfully Discharge the 
Duties of the Office on Which I Am about to Enter 

This wording has its genesis in the first statute 
of 1789. In addition to the standard oath, the 
secretary of the Senate and the clerk of the 

House of Representatives had to take an ad
ditional oath to “solemnly swear or affirm, 
that I will truly and faithfully discharge the 
duties of my said office, to the best of my 
knowledge and abilities.”36 

This clause epitomizes the Air Force core 
value of “excellence in all we do,” the Marine 
Corps and Navy’s value of “commitment,” and 
the Army’s core value of “duty.” We must be 
proactive and perform our duties to the best 
of our abilities, mastering our specialties 
while we are junior officers and then gaining 
breadth as we advance in rank. The progress 
of the nation depends upon our doing so. 

So Help Me God 

Controversy over the separation of church 
and state sometimes clouds this final phrase; 
nevertheless, it is the most important one in 
the oath. Our actions have moral and, for 
those who believe in a Supreme Being, even 
religious implications. Sometimes military of
ficers seem hesitant to embrace their religion 
publicly or acknowledge the significance of 
divine guidance.37 However, American history 
is replete with examples of public appeals to 
a higher being for guidance and protection. 
The Declaration of Independence includes 
an appeal “to the Supreme Judge of the 
world,” and, although the Constitution does 
not include the phrase so help me God in the 
president’s oath, Washington added those 
words when he took the first oath.38 President 
Lincoln openly addressed the concept of di
vine guidance in the Gettysburg address: 
“This nation, under God, shall have a new 
birth of freedom.” When the pledge of alle
giance added the phrase “under God” in 
1953, President Dwight Eisenhower com
mented, “In this way we are reaffirming the 
transcendence of religious faith in America’s 
heritage and future; in this way we shall con
stantly strengthen those spiritual weapons 
which forever will be our country’s most pow
erful resource in peace and war.”39 

So help me God became part of the officer 
oath in 1862, but the enlisted oath did not 
add these words until 1962. The Congressional 
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Record provides superb insight into their 
meaning: 

The words, “So help me God,” are not a part of 
the obligation assumed upon taking the oath. 
They constitute rather an assertion of sincerity 
to undertake the duties of military service in 
good faith and with the aid of the highest 
power recognized by the enlistee. It is directed 
solely to his or her personal conception of the 
almighty, whatever that may be or whatever it 
may not be. There is no effort to impose on the 
enlistee any established religious conception, 
or even to require his acknowledgement of any 
religious conception. . . . For the vast majority 
of the persons taking the oath, however, this ad
dition will assure a unique degree of personal 
conviction not otherwise attainable, and will 
thus prove a welcome source of both personal 
and national strength.40 

Even atheists have a moral obligation from 
a societal perspective. One finds this concept 
as far back as 400 B.C., when Sun Tzu, in The 
Art of War, starts his first chapter with the 
statement “War is a matter of vital importance 
to the State. . . . Therefore appraise it in terms 
of five fundamental factors. . . . The first of 

one of the greatest military minds of all time 
understood the moral implications of our ac
tions and their importance for success. 

So help me God also implies retribution if offi
cers do not keep their word. Compare the part
of the Soviet oath that ends with “If I break this 
solemn vow, may I be severely punished by the 
Soviet people, universally hated, and despised
by the working people.”42 Although that is 
quite a condemnation, in actuality it is less se
vere than the potential consequences for some-
one who has a strong moral or religious foun
dation. So help me God acknowledges that no 
stronger commitment exists.43 

Conclusion 
By studying the key documents and events

in America’s history, military officers can gain 
better insight into their oath of office and the 
moral implications of their actions. Junior of
ficers should focus on how to well and faith-
fully discharge the duties of their office. For 
senior officers, the oath should carry even 
greater significance as they use a more indi
rect style of leadership to instill in their fol
lowers the service’s core values (table 2).these factors is moral influence.”41 Clearly, 

Table 2 

Comparison of the Oath of Office 
to Core Values 

Oath of Office Core Values 

Air Force Navy/ 
Marine Corps 

I will support and defend Service before Courage 
the Constitution of the Self 
United States against all 
enemies, foreign and 
domestic. 

I take this obligation Integrity First Honor 
freely, without any 
mental reservation or 
purpose of evasion. 

I will well and faithfully Excellence in Commitment 
discharge the duties of All We Do 
the office upon which I 
am about to enter. 

Army 

Selfless Service 
Personal Courage 
Loyalty 

Integrity 

Duty 
Respect 
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Officers must develop the skills to make 
the appropriate leadership decisions when 
guidance may be vague on how best to sup-
port and defend the Constitution. They must 
take the time to identify capabilities for ad-
dressing the entire spectrum of conflict and 
wrestle with ways of resolving conflicting pri
orities in coalition warfare. Individuals at all 
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Mexican Punitive Expedition 
ASPJ STAFF 

In 1911 the Mexican gov
ernment was overthrown, 
and the country descended 
into civil war. Cross-border 
raids by Mexican revolu
tionaries and assaults on 
American citizens and 
property in Mexico height
ened tensions. In January 
1916, forces loyal to the 
bandit/revolutionary Pan

cho Villa killed 18 Americans in Mexico, and in March 
they crossed the border to attack the town of Columbus, 
New Mexico, killing eight soldiers and eight civilians. 
President Woodrow Wilson ordered American forces 
under the command of Gen John J. Pershing to pursue 
and attack Villa’s forces in Mexico. On 15 March 1916, 
American troops crossed the Mexican border. Pershing’s 
force included the newly formed 1st Aero Squadron, in
cluding eight aircraft, 10 pilots, 84 enlisted men, 10 trucks, 
one automobile, and six motorcycles. The air expedi
tionary era had begun. A few officers (e.g., Capt Ben
jamin D. Foulois and Lt Carl Spaatz) would gain impor
tant experience from this expedition. 

Unfortunately, the early aircraft, training, and equip
ment were not up to the harsh operating environment. 
The 1st Aero Squadron’s Curtiss JN-3s proved adequate 
as trainers but could not cross the 10,000-foot mountains 
in that part of Mexico; nor could they handle the fre
quent strong winds. The aircraft could carry a payload of 
only 265 pounds and had neither instruments nor 
weapons. Given the conditions under which it had to op

erate, the JN-3’s high accident and incident rates came as 
no surprise. Maintenance was also a problem since the 
aircraft’s wooden and canvas components suffered from 
the desert climate (especially the wooden propellers). 
After a month of operations, only two of the eight origi
nal aircraft were still operational, and even they were 
eventually condemned as unfit for service. 

The squadron eventually received newer aircraft, 
guns, bombs, and cameras. The pilots benefited from a 
great deal of on-the-job training, but the squadron’s 
main contribution to the campaign entailed carrying dis
patches and mail. It recorded its most significant accom
plishment when it located a lost cavalry column. The 
weaknesses of the US air arm rapidly became evident, as 
did many of the requirements for conducting a sustained 
air campaign. Steps taken to remedy these problems bore 
fruit less than two years later when the 1st Aero Squadron 
and the rest of the American Air Service entered World 
War I. 
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Train Like We Fight, Fight Like We Train 
Establishing the Air and Space Expeditionary Force 
Training Center 
LT COL BRADLEY D. SPACY, USAF 
LT COL MICHAEL I.TRAPP, USAF 

Editorial Abstract: As the air and space expeditionary force concept of operations transforms the Air 
Force, training must evolve to meet new operational requirements. Lieutenant Colonels Spacy and 
Trapp offer a detailed proposal for an Air and Space Expeditionary Force Training Center that would 
change training, evaluation, and certifying concepts to better prepare expeditionary air and space 
forces to support joint force commander taskings. In order to shift to the proposed new paradigm, the 
Air Force must undergo a series of fundamental changes in how, when, and where training is con
ducted and focus on building a cohesive expeditionary team from start to finish. 

Because Air Force people will know well in advance to what air expeditionary force 
their unit is attached and when that AEF is scheduled to deploy, they will be able to 
plan for and train with other units in their AEF prior to deployment. Before, units 
trained with other units, but not necessarily the units they would deploy with. 

—Gen Michael E. Ryan, USAF 
Chief of Staff, 1998 

AS THE AIR FORCE transformed it- for quick-reaction deployments while adding 
self from a containment-focused stability and predictability to an increasingly 
Cold War force into a responsive heavy deployment schedule. The next step in 
twenty-first-century force, the air and this evolution is to revise the methods we use to 

space expeditionary force (AEF) operational train and certify these new AEFs for combat op
concept emerged. It is a team-focused organi- erations. While the AEF radically changed the 
zation designed to better posture the Air Force way the Air Force organizes for war, it still 
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trains and exercises much the way it always
has—piecemeal and often by Air Force spe
cialty. Much of the potential gain in team co
hesion that could be provided by the AEF
construct is lost to airmen who don’t train to
gether and who first see each other when they 
arrive in the deployed area of responsibility 
(AOR). To fulfill General Ryan’s vision of “a 
unifying structure that brings all our people 
together in shared challenges, shared goals,
and shared successes,” the Air Force needs to 
create an Air and Space Expeditionary Force 
Training Center (AEFTC) where a particular
AEF’s forces can train and exercise together 
as an air and space expeditionary wing 
(AEW).1 In addition to the benefits of team 
training, the AEFTC could also give deploy
ing AEWs and AEFs a solid capabilities-based 
certification along the lines of those used by 
the US Navy and US Marine Corps. A reliable 
certification not only will give regional com
batant commanders confidence in an AEF’s 
and AEW’s capabilities, but also will add credi
bility to the overall vision of the expeditionary 
air and space force. The AEF is an evolution 
in the way the Air Force goes to war; it is now 
time for a revolution in how we prepare that 
force to meet the challenge! 

Paradigm Shift—A New Culture? 
With many of the AEF structural changes in 

place, the Air Force has seen improvements in 
force utilization, force packaging, and deploy
ment predictability. It hopes these enhance
ments will translate into an increase in person
nel retention. The expeditionary vision was 
also intended to change the Air Force culture.2 

According to General Ryan, its success de
pends on “men and women with an ‘expedi
tionary mind-set’ who understand our mission 
is global. Bold, Decisive Leaders who excel in
austere, unpredictable environs.”3 Gen John P. 
Jumper, former commander of the United 
States Air Forces in Europe (USAFE) and one
of the AEF’s original designers, described this 
new Air Force culture: 

This new generation of air and space warriors 
has to be tougher minded. It has to get back to 

the mentality of the old composite air strike 
force, where they used to live under the wing— 
they fly in, set up the tent city and live off of 
Meals Ready to Eat for a week or so before sus
tainment airlift starts. . . . 

In this culture, you have to get back to some 
basic institutional values: every airman is a war
rior, every airman is a sensor. These basic insti
tutional values say we will be qualified on a 
weapon. We will be able to keep up and main
tain mobility bags; we will understand force pro
tection, right down to the task level.4 

However, the envisioned expeditionary cul
ture may be difficult to create because at the 
core of the AEF cultural change is the need to 
become a cohesive, team-oriented force. The 
current Air Force culture developed around its 
technical nature and has long suffered from 
the lack of a unifying cohesion.5 

Cultural Challenge 

Over time, the lack of cohesion became insti
tutionalized in the Air Force as it evolved into 
a confederation of technical specialties and 
specialized subcultures. Airmen today tend to 
identify more with their individual specialty 
than with a shared Air Force vision and mis-
sion.6 The lack of cohesion is not just the re
sult of functional specialization, but it is also 
caused by the way the Air Force goes to war. 
Dr. Arnold Kanter saw “the USAF as the least 
cohesive of the services. . . . The operational Air 
Force mixes assets within operations, but units 
live apart and work in isolation until they join
up en route to the operational target.”7 If the 
Air Force is to develop the cohesive teams that 
are central to the new culture the AEF concept
depends on, then these teams “must be built,
reinforced, and employed—as a team, not just
its parts.”8 

Building a Cohesive Team 

It has been suggested that for the Air Force to 
change its culture, it must address three basic 
areas. First, it must carefully align the Air Force 
concept of its task environment with how that 
environment is perceived in the general, politi
cal environment—this is the clear vision re-
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quired from senior leadership. Second, Air 
Force strategy and structure must be realigned 
to be able to achieve the critical operational 
tasks, roles, missions, and functions at the heart 
of the vision. Third, the service must socialize 
the desired cultural changes and revised priori
ties across the organization to create a culture 
that encompasses a cohesive team focus 
around which the diverse subcultures and spe
cialties will want to coalesce.9 

The Air Force has made some progress in 
laying the groundwork for cultural change. 
America’s Air Force Vision 2020 provides a solid, 
unifying mission and vision foundation. Addi
tionally, Air Force Doctrine Document (AFDD) 
1, Air Force Basic Doctrine and AFDD 2, Organiza
tion and Employment of Aerospace Power, build on 
America’s Air Force Vision 2020 and show how 
those broad concepts translate into strategic 
and structural applications. These and other 
doctrinal publications are part of aligning strat
egy and structure to achieve the expeditionary 
tasks, roles, missions, and functions.10 

With this foundation in place, the final step 
is to socialize these changes throughout the Air 
Force. It cannot be done overnight, and per-
haps it will also be the most difficult step. It 
must start with initial training and continue 
throughout an Air Force career. Training will 
be key, but the effort must be extensive and 
pervasive. It must also focus on day-to-day, unit-
level efforts to live the team concept. Again, the 
Air Force has made some progress with this
most important step—to socialize the transla
tion of vision and doctrine into day-to-day life.11 

As General Jumper described, socializing 
the expeditionary culture begins in Basic Mili
tary Training, during which airmen now re
ceive field training and get a taste of the ex
peditionary lifestyle. During basic training, 
airmen receive instruction in how to build de
fensive fighting positions and erect field 
tents; they also learn how to protect them-
selves against a nuclear, biological, chemical, 
or terrorist attack. This training is combined 
with a weeklong field-training exercise called 
Warrior Week and sets the tone for an expe
ditionary career.12 Air Force Academy cadets 
get a similar experience in their Global En

gagement program, during which they re
ceive both academic and field training in a 
simulated bare-base environment and are ex-
posed to situations like those found in War
rior Week.13 For newly commissioned officers,
Air University’s Air and Space Basic Course is 
designed to provide a focused and detailed 
indoctrination into the full scope of expedi
tionary missions and applications.14 Finally, 
expeditionary lessons are also included in all 
professional military education courses. How-
ever, beyond these educational efforts lies the 
most difficult part of the expeditionary so
cialization challenge—getting airmen to live 
the cohesive expeditionary principles the Air
Force espouses. Since airmen don’t have any 
day-to-day affiliation or contact with other 
members of their assigned AEF, they miss 
many socialization opportunities during the 
formal expeditionary classroom and other ed
ucational experiences. 

Opportunity Missed 
The AEF’s team focus is the ideal tool with 

which to build the new expeditionary culture. 
Indeed it seems that Air Force leaders had al
ways intended to capitalize on the AEF’s team 
orientation to bring about the needed cultural 
change. General Ryan pointed out in America’s 
Air Force Vision 2020 that the AEF construct 
“provides a unifying structure that brings all 
our people together in shared challenges, 
shared goals and shared successes. Airmen 
from all across the Air Force contribute to our 
expeditionary capabilities—from those who 
provide the deterrent umbrella under which 
we operate, to those who deploy, to those who 
operate the fixed facilities on which we de
pend when we reach back for support.”15 

Since the members of each AEF are drawn 
from geographically separated bases, AEF 
training activities would have to be designed 
to bring these separate units together. In 
1999 F. Whitten Peters noted the importance 
of AEF team training in his Report of the Secre
tary of the Air Force: “Training as a team during 
their spin-up cycle, AEFs will form a fully in
tegrated air and space unit, one that com-
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bines the capabilities of the Service’s weapons 
systems to create a powerful composite force. 
Knowing AEF schedules in advance will allow 
the Air Force to structure training programs 
to put these units at the peak of readiness as 
they enter their vulnerability period.”16 

This theme is also carried out in the Com
manders’ Playbook developed by the AEF Center 
(AEFC). In detailing its AEF concepts, rules 
of engagement, and operating philosophies,
the playbook makes clear that “one of the ob
jectives of the AEF construct is to match and 
deploy expeditionary combat support (ECS) 
unit type codes (UTC) with their aircraft so 
they can train, deploy and return as a team on 
a stable and predictable schedule.”17 A key 
concept in the Commanders’ Playbook is associ
ating ECS personnel with the operations re-
sources they support. 

Training as a team in an AEF field-training 
exercise would certainly reinforce expedi
tionary classroom lectures and lessons, as well 
as fill the void between formal education and 
what airmen experience in actual deploy
ments. Additionally, these exercises would 
provide important opportunities for mem
bers of multifunctional UTCs to meet (likely 
for the first time), get to know each other, 
and practice the often complex interoper
ability skills. While numerous Air Force lead
ers and publications refer to the entire AEF as 
one team forming “a fully integrated air and
space unit,”18 the expeditionary force has re
mained a virtual team. Instead of providing 
General Ryan’s unifying structure, AEFs con
tinue to represent only “buckets of capabil-
ity.”19 Although expeditionary forces deploy 
as AEW teams, they do not prepare or train 
together, and AEF training philosophies still 
support training along functional lines. 

The Air Force not only is failing to reinforce 
the AEF construct of cohesive teams by rely
ing upon segregated functional training, but 
also may be hindering necessary cultural 
change. That training approach perpetuates 
the core obstacle to cohesive teams. Arguably, 
without AEF/AEW training as teams, and in 
the process of building cohesion, the Air Force 
will be unable to completely socialize the cul

tural change required to make the expedi
tionary concept a success. Without that cultural 
change, the vision of a truly expeditionary air 
and space force may never be fully realized. 

Force Certification 
Another change associated with the advent 

of the AEF construct was the need to certify 
this new force for combat. However, that cer
tification does not address the AEF/AEW’s 
ability to fight together; instead it addresses a 
fundamental need to ensure that personnel 
complete their individual skills and mobility 
training prior to deployment. The scope of 
the current certification was an effort to fix a 
historical problem of airmen reporting to the 
AOR without having their required qualifica
tions and “warrior skills.” 

The development of the AEF certification 
process allowed the AEFC to better track AEF
members’ warrior skills. That process had two 
objectives: (1) to hold the commanders at 
each level accountable for organizing, train
ing, and equipping UTCs and (2) to inform 
the combatant commanders on the status of 
the forces being deployed to their AOR. Ac
cordingly, the new AEF certification process 
requires commanders to continually assess 
the readiness of all UTCs postured for AEF 
deployment, but to certify only those UTCs 
actually tasked to deploy or those sourced in 
a prepare-to-deploy order (PTDO) for con
tingency response.20 The certification is not 
the result of an inspection or graded exercise; 
it is based upon reported readiness data and 
paints a general picture of overall AEF health. 

The AEF certification process may indeed 
help track myriad deployment requirements. 
However, the basic and perhaps risky assump
tion that readiness of the pieces equates to 
the readiness of the whole AEF raises an im
portant question—Is the AEF certification a
“combat” certification?21 That premise ignores 
the complex interoperability required to create 
a synergistic team from geographically sepa
rated forces that do not see each other until 
they are deployed to a forward operating loca
tion. Thus, UTC team certification is based 
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upon a compilation of individual qualifica
tions and equipment availability, not on that 
team’s ability actually to perform its wartime 
mission together or as part of the larger AEW
team. It does not measure the AEF’s ability to
provide a “unifying structure that brings all 
our people together in shared challenges,
shared goals and shared successes.”22 AEF cer
tification remains a paperwork exercise that 
misses the opportunity to render a compre
hensive, capability-based certification and fur
ther socialize the expeditionary culture. 

Sister-Service Approaches 
While the Air Force continues to train dif

ferent members of its AEF team separately, 
the training/certification programs of the US 
Army, Navy, and Marine Corps all share a
combat-team orientation—one not found in 
the current AEF preparation process. 

The National Training Center 

For the Army, the National Training Center 
(NTC) is perhaps the best known of its com
bat training centers. The NTC was born when 
forward-thinking leaders asked the questions
“What if the Army had a place where large 
units could fight an established, well-trained,
professional enemy—an enemy trained bet
ter than any in the world? What if the fight 
was executed under stressful, demanding, rele
vant conditions while observed by doctrinal 
experts who could elicit lessons from each
fight?”23 The NTC today answers those ques
tions by providing an extensive, simulated 
combat environment where brigade-sized units 
train and exercise against a dynamic and realis
tic opposing force: “The realism is absolute, 
within timelines, to the point of needing to 
plan to replace used supplies and repairing ve
hicles . . . in short everything you would have to
do in real life.”24 

The Carrier Battle Group 

The Navy prepares its carrier battle group 
(CVBG) differently, but teamwork and realism 
are also paramount. During the 18-month in

terdeployment training cycle, the various 
CVBG components work to meet prescribed 
mission-area performance metrics. They are 
then evaluated, both internally and externally, 
through established “bite-sized” exercises, 
training missions, and simulations.25 

About 180 days from the certification event 
or planned deployment, the various CVBG 
players enter “tailored ship training availabili
ties” (TSTA I, II, and III) and work toward “blue
water certification”—the ability to conduct sus
tained operations without divert airfields. The 
TSTA’s key focus is to bring all members of the 
CVBG to the same proficiency level so that the 
next step of bringing the forces together can be 
done safely and effectively. 

Finally, the entire CVBG is graded during a 
certifying event by the numbered fleet to tell 
the gaining combatant commander and for-
ward numbered fleet that they are getting a 
well-trained and battle-ready product.26 This 
certifying event is usually a joint-task-force ex
ercise (JTFEX). Capt Tom Culora sees three 
key benefits in the Navy method of preparing 
CVBGs for deployment: 

First, the “individuals” meet, and the CVBG 
commander can get to know his people and 
commanders. This makes imparting the com
mander’s intent easier and clearer . . . and di
rectly aids communication. Second, any short-
falls in the battle group, based upon projected 
missions, can be identified, addressed, and cor
rected. Finally, the tempo of operations is grad
ually increased. . . . This gets people ready, both 
physically and psychologically, for a deployment 
that routinely extends to six months.27 

Marine Expeditionary Unit (Special Operations 
Capable) 

The Marine Corps does not have a training 
center on the scale of the National Training 
Center; instead it has a Marine expeditionary 
unit (special operations capable) (MEU 
[SOC]) building-block training program to pre-
pare its units for embarkation and duty. This 
program begins with individual training and 
ends with a combined-arms, multiple-scenario 
certification exercise. The Marines refer to 
their spin-up period as the predeployment 
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training program (PDP), which is divided 
into initial, intermediate, and final phases. 

The initial and intermediate phases focus 
on individual and collective specialty training, 
respectively, and prepare the MEU for the 
final phase of training, formal evaluation, and 
special-operations-capable certification. During 
the final phase, all MEU elements embark with 
marines and equipment and work through a 
series of tactical problems. The Marine expe
ditionary exercise (MEUEX) is considered the 
formal evaluation and can be conducted within 
a JTFEX, special operations exercise (SOC
EX), or a number of other events. After the 
MEUEX, the commander will learn either 
that his or her unit has successfully completed 
certification or that certain corrective actions 
must be accomplished or reaccomplished to 
earn it.28 

Lessons for the AEF 
While sister-service training and certification 

programs cannot be directly applied to pre-
paring an AEF/AEW for deployment, the Air 
Force still could borrow elements of each. 
The Army’s NTC demonstrates the feasibility 
and value of bringing large combat forces to 
a single, consolidated training center to con-
duct combat operations against an established,
well-trained, professional “enemy.” The NTC 
also represents a service-level model to test 
large combat forces in their entirety by pro
viding a realistic battlefield, a highly capable 
and viable threat, a complete infrastructure, 
and skilled observer controllers. Both CVBG 
and MEU training and certification programs 
are designed to recognize that their true com
bat power is drawn from the synergistic capa
bilities of their respective constituent forces. 
They also show that combat certification must 
be based upon the ability of those forces to 
fight as integrated teams. 

If the Air Force is to expect that its AEF/ 
AEW certifications will have the same credibil
ity to the gaining combatant commanders as 
those of the CVBG or MEU, it must show that 
AEF forces can fight together as effectively as 
their sister-service counterparts. As good as Air 

Force training programs are, as well as the AEF 
reporting-tool records data, none give the 
AEF/AEW the type of “hard” certification pro
vided by both the Navy and Marines. 

Revolutionary Training Concept: 
The AEFTC 

To create a new expeditionary culture and 
complete the paradigm shift to an expedi
tionary air and space force, the Air Force must 
fundamentally change how it trains and certi
fies its forces for combat. That leap forward in 
training is the AEFTC. 

Mission 

The AEFTC mission will be to train and certify 
all individuals, UTCs, and flying units assigned 
to an AEF—together at one center and just 
prior to deployment. It will do this by utilizing 
functional experts from every specialty to con-
duct standardized expeditionary readiness, ex
peditionary skills, and specialty training. That 
training will be to a standard that meets all 
functional UTC, AEF, and Status of Resources 
and Training System (SORTS) training and 
certification requirements. Additionally, an 
AEFTC rotation will centralize the application 
of lessons learned, significantly reduce home-
station training requirements, provide a test 
bed for initiatives from the battle laboratories, 
and provide contingency practice for AEF lead
ers. Most importantly, the AEFTC will prepare 
a truly combat-ready force. 

Location 

Tonopah Test Range (TTR) is the ideal choice 
to be the core of the AEFTC. It is situated in 
the desert approximately 200 miles north of 
Nellis AFB, Nevada, and has the state-of-the-art 
facilities that were used by the F-117s until 
1993. With the TTR as its foundation, the 
AEFTC complex would also include two addi
tional “expeditionary air bases” located within
its ranges—the Security Forces (SF) Expedi
tionary Readiness Training (ExpeRT) and Cer
tification Center located at Indian Springs 
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Auxiliary Airfield (ISAAF), and what is cur
rently the Red/AEF Flag training program lo
cated at Nellis AFB. Surrounded by almost 
three million acres of air and ground ranges at 
Nellis, this complex represents the AEF train
ing venue of the future. 

Concept of Operations 

AEFTC rotations would be two weeks long (10 
training days and four deployment-redeploy
ment days), and each AEF pair would normally 
be scheduled to attend during the two-month
“spin-up” period of the 15-month AEF cycle. 
AEF One, for example, would be scheduled 
to attend during the first two weeks of the 
spin-up phase. There would be a one-week
“down time” for the AEFTC to reconstitute 
and prepare for the next rotation. AEF Two, 
the second part of the first pair, would rotate 
in at the beginning of the fourth week of the 
spin-up phase. This allows the members of 
AEF One six weeks after they return home 
from the AEFTC to prepare for their AOR de
ployment. Home-station deployment prep 
time for participants in AEF Two would be di
vided evenly, three weeks before and three 
weeks after their AEFTC training. Personnel 
in both AEFs would have a total of six weeks 
at home for additional preparation for their 
AOR deployment. 

An AEFTC rotation will be conducted in 
four phases: deployment, AEF training, field 
training exercise (FTX), and redeployment.
AEFTC rotations will be considered “field 
conditions” and run consecutively without 
days off. A 12-hour training day will be the 
norm for the AEF training phase, while the 
four-day FTX will run nonstop for 96 hours. 

Phase One—Deployment. The deployment 
phase mirrors an actual deployment into an 
AOR and takes place in two stages: home-
station preparation (Stage I); and deployment 
into the AEFTC (Stage II). Stage I includes 
packing personal equipment and completing 
the many predeployment and mobility line ac
tions normally accomplished by home-station 
units prior to deployment into an AOR. In 
order to lighten deployment loads and save 
wear and tear on real-world logistics detail 

(LOGDET) equipment, all weapons and equip
ment needed for an AEFTC rotation will be 
maintained and issued by the AEFTC. Addi
tional predeployment requirements include 
those items typically maintained in an indi
vidual’s mobility folder. AOR predeployment 
requirements will differ somewhat from the 
AEFTC items, since most of the ancillary 
training items will have already been accom
plished during the AEFTC rotation. 

Deployment Stage II involves actual deploy
ment from the home station into the AEFTC. 
All personnel will deploy in two days via ei
ther commercial airlift into nearby McCarren 
International Airport or by military airlift di
rectly into the AEFTC. The flying units and 
associated maintenance personnel assigned 
to the Nellis portion of the AEF Flag exercise 
will deploy directly into Nellis AFB, as is nor
mal for AEF Flag participation. 

Phase Two—AEF Training and Certifica
tion. Training and certification at the AEFTC
are based on the concept that “every airman is 
a warrior; every airman is a sensor.”29 Instruc
tion and skill certification are provided in three 
blocks: Expeditionary Readiness, Expedi
tionary Skills, and Specialty Training specific to 
each UTC. These training blocks replace or ex
pand upon many current home-station and 
Regional Training Center (RTC) activities; 
furthermore, they are designed to train and 
certify airmen as individuals, as part of their 
UTCs, and lead to certification as an inte
grated AEW. After the training phase is com
plete, UTCs will come together for a 96-hour 
FTX and be certified as an integrated AEW. 

Expeditionary readiness training (ERT) is 
currently referred to as ancillary predeploy
ment training. It is taught in a variety of meth
ods and venues, often by agencies stretched 
thin by operational deployments. ERT in
cludes subjects currently required through-
out the Air Force on a semiannual, annual, or 
biannual basis, with some training required 
within a specific window prior to deployment; 
the requirements vary, reflecting the needs of 
the projected AOR. The AEFTC will combine 
these requirements and train all personnel 
during the AEFTC rotation every 15 months 
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within the AEF cycle. ERT subjects include the 
Law of Armed Conflict (LOAC), Rules of En
gagement (ROE), Self-Aid and Buddy Care 
(SABC), and Level I Force Protection training. 

Expeditionary skills training (EST) bor
rows from the USMC philosophy that says
“every marine is a rifleman” before he or she 
is a functional specialist. This approach helps 
prepare airmen for contingency operations 
by providing them with tactical skills beyond 
their functional area. The goals of EST are 
threefold: (1) give airmen “warrior skills” that 
enable them to operate in a wide range of 
contingency environments and threats; (2) 
provide both the home station and deployed 
commanders with a pool of fully trained and 
certified base defense augmentees; and (3) 
bring all airmen together as a cohesive force 
with a common set of combat skills. EST in
cludes general field skills, advanced weapons 
training, and detailed SF augmentee training. 

General field skills are designed to give 
each airman a basic understanding of how to 
work and survive in a high-threat environment. 
The training includes cover and concealment, 
tactical communications, building and using 
defensive fighting positions (DFP), basic fire 
fighting, and squad movement and tactics. 

Advanced weapons training adds to the
“warrior skill” foundation by providing 
weapons training targeted to give members of 
each rank the appropriate experience with 
the weapon they are most likely to carry dur
ing a deployment. For example, aircrew mem
bers, officers, and senior noncommissioned 
officers (NCO) will receive training on the 
M-9 (9 mm) handgun, while junior enlisted 
personnel will train with the M-16A2 rifle. Ad
vanced weapons training at the AEFTC will 
begin with basic Air Force qualifications but 
will also include practice on tactical firing 
courses, live fire within a squad, and even 
heavy weapons training for selected person
nel. Advanced weapons training not only fills 
the weapons qualification requirement, but
also increases an airman’s overall level of fir
ing skill and confidence. 

In addition to the warrior skills mentioned 
above, airmen and NCOs will receive detailed 

instruction in skills that will qualify them as 
SF augmentees. This certification not only 
will help with deployed base-defense require
ments, but also will give home-station com
manders a trained pool of SF augmentees. 
Some of these skills include arming and use 
of force, basic SF procedures, challenge pro
cedures for vehicles and individuals, and 
physical-restraint techniques. As AEFTC oper
ations progress, the pool of airmen trained to
support the home station’s SF resource aug
mentation duty (READY) programs would 
grow significantly. 

All airmen will also develop an identity as 
members of their assigned AEF during their 
expeditionary readiness and skills training. 
This AEF identity will be the foundation for 
the socialization of the cultural change re
quired for the successful evolution of the ex
peditionary Air Force. 

Specialty Training is the final block of in
struction before the FTX and is designed to 
give individuals and teams of each UTC the 
basic competencies needed to perform their 
expeditionary and wartime missions. The cur
riculum is based on common core occupa
tional competencies that each specialty re-
quires and emphasizes the critical tasks in a 
deployed environment. That environment 
could be grounded either in built-up areas or 
in a bare base made operational with Harvest 
Eagle or Harvest Falcon assets—or somthing 
in between. Since most wings have neither 
the equipment nor space to train in these 
skills, they are currently most often taught in 
the RTC. The AEFTC will consolidate these 
centers under one roof and provide that spe
cialty training. 

Phase Three—Field Training Exercise. 
The FTX is designed to build on individual 
and UTC training-phases certifications, train 
as a team, and certify the AEF as an integrated 
AEW. The FTX is a three-stage exercise that 
begins with airmen moving to the exercise 
sites during Stage I deployment operations. 
At the same time, the TTR transitions from a 
training area into an expeditionary air base 
(EAB). Exercise combat operations initiated 
in Stage II include the generation of combat 
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sorties, resupply, and force protection. Stage 
III focuses on tactical redeployment, transi
tion, and “end of the exercise” (ENDEX). 
Throughout all phases of the FTX, scenarios 
gleaned from lessons learned, recent deploy
ments, and postulated threats are used to ex
ercise the skills that are trained and certified 
in expeditionary readiness, expeditionary 
skill, and specialty-training programs. 

Phase Four—Redeployment. The final 
phase of an AEFTC rotation is redeployment, 
which allows two days for personnel to pack 
personal equipment and return to home sta
tion. Redeployment schedules will be arranged 
to allow members of the Air Reserve compo
nent (ARC) to leave in the first loads to help 
ensure they stay within allotted training days. 
Upon return to home station, personnel
should be complete with all AEF “spin-up” re
quirements and be able to spend time with 
families and/or take predeployment leave. 

AEW Certification 

During the AEFTC rotation, all personnel will 
be certified on ERT, EST, and specialty skills. 
Additionally, AEF members would perform as 
an integrated team during the FTX and be 
certified as an AEW. At the end of the FTX, 
the AEW commander (deployed lead wing 
commander) will certify in person to the 
numbered air force commander and air com
mander, Air Combat Command (COMACC),
that the AEW is “certified ready for deploy
ment.” Based on this certification, the AEF/
AEW would have a “hard” certification much 
like the Navy’s and USMC’s. COMACC would 
then send the certification message to the re
gional combatant commanders through the 
commander, United States Joint Forces Com
mand. 

Force Development 

In addition to the comprehensive training 
and capabilities-based certification, the AEFTC 
could also be an excellent place to certify a va

riety of competencies under the force-develop
ment initiative. During an AEFTC rotation, 
leaders of all ranks not only will be trained in 
their core occupational competencies, but also 
will enhance their leadership skills in a dy
namic expeditionary environment populated 
by a broad range of other specialties. In addi
tion to the functional and universal competen
cies certified during an AEFTC rotation, ERT 
and EST areas could be combined to create a 
new “AEF competency” category. AEF compe
tencies would apply by rank to all personnel as-
signed to an AEF and would help chart a path
toward a goal of a truly “expeditionary airman.” 
The AEFTC would play a major role in giving 
leaders a place to learn, practice, and certify 
these new skills. 

Summary 
The proposed AEFTC is a training complex 

that takes AEF deployment preparation to a 
new level by combining the world-class train
ing currently found in Air Force RTCs with 
the best sister-service training practices. It also 
builds upon expeditionary cultural change 
initiatives by training, exercising, and certify
ing entire AEFs/AEWs as integrated combat 
teams. This new approach to training is fo
cused on skill certification and molding the 
hundreds of AEF UTCs and flying units into 
one AEW team. Hopefully, by training and 
certifying as a team, these airmen will develop 
a strong allegiance to their AEF, making it a 
more cohesive and effective combat force. 

Although AEF team-oriented training in
cludes a host of benefits, perhaps the biggest 
will be realized on the battlefield through the 
synergistic effects of a cohesive team whose 
members are trained and certified together. 
While the Air Force is not required to take 
this next training step, it will need a method
ology to form that AEF team if it truly desires 
to become an expeditionary air and space
force—the AEFTC is simply the most logical 
choice. ■ 
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Command and Control of Air and 
Space Forces Requires Significant 
Attention to Bandwidth 
LT COL KURT A. KLAUSNER, USAF 

Editorial Abstract: Apportioning limited assets and resources is one of the most critical functions of 
command in a wartime scenario. With the technological advent of unmanned aerial vehicles and their 
use in new war-fighting concepts like the global strike task force, the allocation of bandwidth has be-
come a much more critical and complex undertaking. Lieutenant Colonel Klausner addresses the is-
sues of bandwidth, citing specific examples from recent conflicts, and advocates an additional role that 
the joint force air component commander must play in the future. 

J OINT VISION 2020 asserts that a steady 
infusion of new technology is required 
to obtain the goal of full spectrum domi-
nance.1 Information superiority is a key 

enabler for much of that new technology. In 
a positive sense, the Quadrennial Defense Review 
Report (QDR) identifies the rapid advancement 
of military technologies and other key military-
technical trends that will provide that infu-
sion.2 However important these trends and 
capabilities are to full spectrum dominance, 
one must remember that the complexity of
the war fighter’s mission increases as each 
new weapon system or technology is added to 

the battle space. Currently mission planners 
optimize air refueling assets, electronic war-
fare (EW) capabilities, and airspace manage
ment to satisfy operational demands. Many of 
the new technologies will compete with cur-
rent systems for the same limited bandwidth, 
and technical issues previously taken care of 
by mission planners and functional communi
ties (communications, intelligence, and battle 
management) will require more attention by 
air and space commanders. 

New weapon systems will place a significant 
strain on the finite bandwidth (limits in the 
radio-frequency [RF] spectrum and its associ-
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ated data throughput or capacity) available 
within the battle space. As an example, the 
Office of the Secretary of Defense’s (OSD) 
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles Roadmap 2000–2025, 
published in April 2001, identified 57 require
ments associated with 15 related mission areas 
for unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV).3 Weapon-
system developers and campaign planners 
must analyze these requirements to integrate 
UAV capabilities effectively into the overall 
theater concept of operations. As their unique 
capabilities are recognized, the number of 
UAVs employed in future joint campaigns will 
continue to increase and drive a significant 
increase in required bandwidth. To the degree 
this need is not fully satisfied, commanders 
will be forced to make choices and trade off 
various systems when employing future forces. 

War-fighting concepts will also place a sig
nificant strain on the finite battle-space band-
width. The global strike task force (GSTF) 
concept of “reachback” leaves much of the 
support operations behind in an effort to 
reduce the forward-deployed footprint. In ad
dition to reachback, Air Force Doctrine Docu
ment (AFDD) 2-8, Command and Control, de-
scribes distributed operations as independent 
or interdependent nodes that participate in 
the operational planning and decision-making 
process to accomplish missions for engaged 
commanders.4 A split operation is a type of dis
tributed operation usually used to describe a 
single command and control (C2) entity that 
is physically split between two or more geo
graphic locations. The commander must have 
the same degree of control over these opera
tions as if they were collocated. The commu
nications between the forward-deployed 
forces and their C2 and support centers place
a heavy demand on C2 systems—particularly 
communications capabilities. The employ
ment of these new war-fighting concepts, like 
that of UAVs, is possible only if they have ac
cess to sufficient bandwidth. For instance, the 
federated intelligence support for Operation 
Allied Force (OAF) required connectivity be-
tween American key centers of excellence 
throughout Europe and the United States. 
Each of these centers contributed a portion 

of the total support requirement, and all pulled 
together through robust communications sys
tems. At a more tactical level, reconnaissance 
systems like the U-2 aircraft collected data in-
theater, which was transmitted stateside, pro
cessed, and returned to the theater as informa
tion for the appropriate C2 and operational 
nodes.5 

A commander must have a good under-
standing of what “bandwidth” represents to 
make trade-off decisions on different types of 
capabilities. However, for purposes of this dis
cussion, one needs to understand only the 
basic concept. Logisticians, for example, ex-
press the number of short tons of logistic 
throughput as C-5 aircraft equivalents. The 
vision of a C-5 conjures up three important 
aspects of transportation: capacity (an aircraft 
load), overall capability (total number of 
available airframes and sortie rates), and cost. 
Using this analogy, a commander immediately 
understands what it takes to move his or her 
requirement forward in terms of time, cost, 
and level of effort. Unfortunately, a similar 
analogy does not exist for bandwidth although 
one could use the airlift comparison to illus
trate some aspects of bandwidth. For example, 
the complexities of getting diplomatic flight 
clearances are very similar to those of getting
host-nation or several nations’ approval to use 
specific signals and frequencies. Likewise, the 
maximum number of aircraft allowed on the 
ground is similar to the restriction on ground-
terminal communications capabilities. Simply 
put, the greater the volume of information to 
be transmitted, the larger the requirement for
bandwidth to move it—higher bandwidth al
lows faster transmission of information. To help 
understand the discussion below, one should 
consider a megabit per second (1 Mbps) as a 
bandwidth yardstick to represent data through-
put in much the same way the C-5 equivalent 
analogy is used to quantify logistic throughput. 

UAV Bandwidth Issues 
Combatant commanders identify and priori

tize their war-fighting shortfalls and require
ments on the integrated priority lists (IPL): 
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“Of the 146 requirements submitted in the 
combined 1999 Integrated Priority Lists for 
funding in the FY02–07 Future Year Defense 
Plan (FYDP), 57 (39 percent) identified 

needed capabilities that have previously been 
associated in some form . . . with UAVs. . . . 
These 57 requirements can be organized into 
15 mission areas”6 (fig. 1). 

15 UAV-Related Mission Aeras 

Weapons of Combat Search Time-Critical 
Mass Destruction and Rescue Targeting 

Command and Control 
Communications 

Signals Intelligence 

Suppression of 
Enemy Air Defenses 

Theater Air 
Missile Defense 

Force Protection 

Imagery 
Intelligence 

57 Unmanned Aerial 
Vehicle-Related Priorities 

39% 

Mine 
Countermeasures 

Meteorology 

Counternarcotics 
Psychological Operations 
Forward Operating Locations 
Post Single-Integrated-
Operations Plan 

146 Total Integrated 
Priority List Priorities 

Figure 1. IPL Priorities Link to UAV Missions (From Office of the Secretary of Defense Un
manned Aerial Vehicles Roadmap 2000–2025 [Washington, D.C.: Department of Defense, 6 
April 2001]) 

UAVs will clearly become critical weapon 
systems in the future. Mission-area proponents 
will compete for UAV capabilities, and all will 
need bandwidth to support vehicle operations 
and payload processing. Likewise, UAVs will 
compete with other systems for their place in 
the battle space. 

European Command (EUCOM) operated 
two Predators simultaneously from Bosnia 
during OAF. Each needed 6 Mbps to support 
video dissemination within the theater and 
the United States, a requirement that severely 

stressed the Defense Information Systems 
Network architecture and necessitated pre
emption of lower-priority channels while the 
UAVs were in flight. Maintaining a quality 
link with Beale AFB, California (the site 
where the Predator achieved its initial opera
tional capability), remained problematic 
throughout the campaign.7 In addition to 
Predator, two Hunter UAVs flew from Mace
donia, and each one required an additional 6 
Mbps of bandwidth. When both Predator and 
Hunter moved from reconnaissance to tar-
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geting roles, communicators scrambled to in-
crease the reliability of the Very Small Aper
ture Terminal (VSAT), a satellite communica
tions system that handles data, voice, and video 
signals.8 Even with only a few UAVs operating 
in Kosovo, communications systems were 
stressed to the point that operational trade-
offs were required and some activities had to 
be delayed or cancelled. 

The combatant commander of US Central 
Command (CENTCOM) deployed both the 
Global Hawk and Predator systems to support 
Operation Enduring Freedom (OEF). Because 
the operation is ongoing, details of the sup-
porting architecture are classified. However, 
one can conclude that bandwidth require
ments are far greater than those required for 
Kosovo operations. Lt Gen Harry Raduege Jr., 
director of the Defense Information Systems 
Agency (DISA), observed, “Today, in Opera
tion Enduring Freedom, we’re supporting 
one-tenth the number of forces deployed 
during Desert Storm with eight times the 
commercial SATCOM bandwidth.”9 Addition-
ally, “Global Hawk consumed five times the 
total bandwidth used by the entire US mili
tary in the Gulf; and operations in Kosovo 
used 2.5 times what was used in the Gulf 
War.”10 The OSD UAV Roadmap adds support
for additional bandwidth: “The shortage in 
long haul, wideband over-the-horizon com
munications will be exacerbated as future in
telligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance 
(ISR) platforms, manned and unmanned, are 
fielded. . . . This shortage takes two forms, in-
sufficient bandwidth and lack of coverage in 
some geographic areas, which can directly 
constrict global UAV deployment. This infra
structure needs to be increased as these plat-
forms, including UAVs, are fielded.”11 

The frequency spectrum is a battleground 
between competing interests. Governments 
who control the use of the spectrum are under
increasing pressure to “sell off” additional 
bandwidth to commercial interests. The re
maining smaller portions of the spectrum 
have become more difficult to deconflict. 
One such conflict exists between the Federal 
Aviation Administration (FAA) and the De

partment of Defense (DOD), the latter suc
cessfully obtaining 51 channels within the 960– 
1215 megahertz (MHz) band from the former 
to use for the Joint Tactical Information Distri
bution System (JTIDS). These channels, located 
within the L-band of the spectrum, were nor
mally reserved for aeronautical radio naviga
tion equipment.12 The bandwidth capacity 
at this frequency range is limited between 
roughly 600 bits per second (bps) and 300 
kilobits per second (Kbps) (roughly a C-130 
aircraft equivalent if one uses the C-5 analogy) 
and, therefore, is not capable of fully support
ing UAV ISR payloads.13 Competition within 
DOD for the same limited bandwidth, particu
larly to support each service’s JTIDS, indicates 
that the network will be near saturation when 
key weapon systems are deployed (fig. 2). 

Frequency management also plays a criti
cal role when one supports operations that 
rely on using the RF spectrum. During OAF, 
frequency coordinators deconflicted 44,000
frequencies—a monumental task.14 Addition-
ally, the Kosovo campaign revealed that the 
safe and effective employment of UAVs re
quired that they fly at the same time, be able 
to adjust their mission timing and targeting 
(rolexing), and expand the UAV sensor’s 
field of view to give the operator greater situ
ational awareness.15 Deconflicting frequen
cies becomes even more problematic when 
the bandwidth requirements to support these 
operational needs are added together. Antici
pating the increasing number of possible 
UAV and unmanned combat aerial vehicles 
(UCAV) missions in the future, planners must 
place special emphasis on dynamic band-
width management. 

Kicking Down the Door 
Requires Bandwidth 

Providing sufficient bandwidth to support 
forward operations has always been a chal
lenge. Communications satellites have become 
the workhorses in this area due to their effec
tiveness and efficiency. The Defense Satellite 
Communications System (DSCS) serves as the 
mainstay of DOD satellite communications by 
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Figure 2. Proliferating Data Links, Protocols, and Systems (From briefing, Col Michael B. 
Leahy, PhD, USAF, subject: Unmanned Combat Aerial Vehicle [UCAV] Day-in-the-Life, UCAV 
C4ISR Overview, May 2001) 

providing dedicated superhigh frequency 
(SHF) capacity. Geostationary ultrahigh fre
quency (UHF) satellite systems also play heavily
in DOD’s C2 arena. Despite these impressive 
military systems and capabilities, many of
today’s requirements can be met only by the 
use of leased commercial satellite systems.16 

Operation Desert Storm 

Satellites were the most important factor in 
extending communications to the Persian 
Gulf area of operations. During peak capacity, 
DSCS provided 75 percent (68 Mbps), and 

NATO furnished an additional 5 percent of 
the SHF bandwidth. The final 20 percent of 
the required bandwidth needed to support
the theater’s over 2,000 ships, submarines, 
aircraft, and ground forces was leased from 
commercial systems.17 The key point is that 
very little communications infrastructure ex
isted in the theater prior to initiation of the 
conflict. 

Operation Allied Force 

Communications systems supporting the com
bat operations in Central Europe remained sat-
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urated throughout the conflict. Kosovo air op
erations required more than twice the band-
width used to support all the forces in Opera
tion Desert Storm. The growth in these 
demands required extensive coordination 
among all participants to optimize the alloca
tion of the available bandwidth. Just as Desert 
Storm was dubbed the “first information war,” 
so OAF was labeled the “first video war” by the
European Command’s director of Command, 
Control, Communications, and Computer Sys
tems (ECJ6). OAF extensively used video tele
conferencing and videotaped Predator opera-
tions.18 To provide the data throughput to 
make this possible, DISA contracted for over 
$20 million worth of commercial bandwidth 
during the 87-day conflict.19 

Operation Enduring Freedom 

Current OEF operations in the CENTCOM’s 
area of responsibility (AOR) have similarities to 
OAF, Desert Shield, and Desert Storm. As in 
OAF, OEF operations have elements of forward 
deployed operations, distributed operations, 
and reachback operations. Global strike mis
sions that originated from the continental 
United States (CONUS) also required connec
tivity. As was the case in the Persian Gulf con
flict, the Afghan theater had little existing 
bandwidth capacity or satellite infrastructure. 
The requirement to support extensive video 
and ISR data rates challenged the responsible 
parties. 

The GSTF concept provides a lethal joint-
battle-space capability by combining stealthy 
aircraft employing advanced weapons with a 
multisensor command and control constella
tion (MC2C). The MC2C is a horizontally 
integrated architecture of C2 and ISR capa-
bilities.20 Bandwidth is a key enabler for com
munications connectivity and fundamental to 
the GSTF concept. Coupling this MC2C re
quirement with the considerable amount of 
bandwidth consumed by UAVs, makes appar
ent the fact that bandwidth allocation and 
management are now as operationally impor
tant as airspace control and the allocation of 
tanker, jamming, and defense-suppression as-
sets. 

The USAF concept “One Air Force, One
Network” envisions an information-transport
capability that integrates the links—from the 
kill chain to reachback for the expeditionary 
air and space force.21 In addition, the concept 
seeks to enhance the connectivity from the 
last switch to the actual end user, the last aero
space mile, with improved data links to weapon
and ISR systems. This concept’s objective is to 
provide a seamless, streamlined communica
tions infrastructure that uses bandwidth effi-
ciently.22 

Operational concepts and new systems 
have been developed with the assumption 
that adequate bandwidth will be available. 
The emerging employment concepts for 
UAVs and the GSTF reflect this assumption 
and reinforce the need for commanders to 
become more aware of the demands being 
placed on bandwidth and the finite frequency 
spectrum. Unfortunately, commanders will 
have to establish priorities, oversee bandwidth 
allocation, make decisions on trade-offs, and 
understand the operational consequences. 

Bandwidth and the JFACC 
The joint force air component commander 

(JFACC) orchestrates the theater air campaign
to support the combatant commander’s overall 
campaign plan. To help understand why the 
JFACC must help shape the bandwidth archi
tecture, the reader should be aware how this 
service is provided today. Once that picture is 
clear, it should be easy to understand why it is 
necessary for the JFACC to be involved in the 
trade-offs necessary to reconcile future band-
width requirements and limitations, and how 
that process should become an integral part of 
the planning routine. 

The senior representative of the communi
cations and information community (A-6)
makes today’s bandwidth available to the 
JFACC, just as other specialists make other ca
pabilities available. Numerous supporting or
ganizations facilitate this process, but the 
overall architecture is handled mainly within 
the communications channels. Fortunately, 
most of the current issues regarding limited 
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bandwidth can be worked at lower levels. One 
JFACC, commenting on his recent war-fighting 
experience, suggested that he never had to 
worry about trade-offs because his senior 
communications (A-6) and intelligence (A-2) 
representatives figured it out at their level.23 

Unfortunately, the complexity of future band-
width requirements will not be so easily dis
missed. 

The A-6 serves the JFACC or the com
mander, Air Force forces (COMAFFOR) by 
providing communications as well as elec
tronics and automated information systems. 
One significant responsibility of the A-6 in
cludes establishing the theater architecture to 
support operational and command require
ments. Other critical responsibilities include 
coordinating with representatives of other 
command and supporting organizations such
as the joint force commander’s director of 
command, control, and communications sys
tems (J-6) and DISA. The A-6 must ensure 
that users of allocated and assigned band-
width are deconflicted, that they meet techni
cal parameters, and that interface require
ments are satisfied. In addition to advising the 
air operations center (AOC) on communica
tions architectures that support the joint air 
operations plan, the A-6 extends required 
communications to subordinate units and 
other components.24 Thus, the A-6 performs 
vital roles throughout the planning and exe
cution processes, but he or she is not typically 
part of the joint air operations plan and master-
air-attack-plan development process—which 
is currently not a limitation. 

Providers of communication systems form a 
key joint air operations center (JAOC) support 
team and are organized as the communications 
focal point, help desk, JAOC networks and sys
tem administration, and communications 
equipment support. This support team typi
cally provides not only systems and services to 
the JAOC divisions but also helps select the fre
quencies to be used in the air tasking order, air 
control order, and the communications tasking 
order. The team coordinates all JAOC com
mand, control, communications, and com
puter (C4) requirements; manages C4 activa

tion, restoration, and performance; interfaces 
with all JAOC C4 system users; controls net-
work functions; and keeps the Theater Battle 
Management Core Systems (TBMCS) running. 
Requests for more bandwidth, additional fre
quencies support, or other C4 support are 
made to the communications focal point, who 
then forwards the requests to the responsible 
agencies.25 

Several additional issues associated with 
JAOC operations should be considered in the 
discussion of bandwidth. One must give some 
thought to managing the increasingly complex 
data-link architecture as additional types and 
numbers of assets are added to the networks. 
The current manager—the joint interface 
control officer—has his or her hands full rec
onciling the requirements associated with 
providing situational awareness throughout 
the system (see fig. 2). Likewise, successful 
management of intelligence-collection pro
cesses ensures that the right resources look at 
the right targets at the right times, deconflicts 
unnecessary overlap, and fills gaps in cover-
age. The increased resolution and fidelity of 
future collection systems not only will require 
greater bandwidth but also will compete for 
access to the limited number of common 
ground stations. While communications archi
tectures perform best when they are stable, 
the reality is that technology is very dynamic 
and that the current electronic environment 
(as well as software) does not appear struc
tured to cope with the inevitable change. 

Additionally, bandwidth and frequency re
quirements are increasingly global in nature 
as evidenced by the nonstop Global Hawk 
flight from the CONUS to Australia. This sig
nificant capability and mission duration can 
also exceed the current Air Tasking Order 24-
hour day. JAOC processes should be changed 
to accommodate the long flight times associ
ated with UAV mission capabilities. 

Recommendations 
Bandwidth and infrastructure must be ex

panded or used more efficiently (by changing 
processes and organizations) to implement 
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new technologies and war-fighting concepts 
successfully. Currently, UAVs represent chal
lenges and incredible opportunities, while 
new operational concepts such as the GSTF 
also create paradigm-changing possibilities. 

However, both require bandwidth resources 
and infrastructures that exceed current capa
bilities. Adding more bandwidth through the 
use of satellites is expensive at best and still 
might not solve all the problems associated 
with GSTF and UAV operations (landing rights 
and so forth). Making trade-offs to accommo
date UAV operations within the current band-
width is a technical challenge. The fact that 
multiple UAVs will need to share the same fre
quency bands over time forces the JAOC to 
trade one mission for the next. Because only a 
finite number of UAVs can be operated at the 
same time, to get an additional UAV mission 
airborne, one has to be terminated. Actually, 
there is nothing new here other than advising 
the JFACC of the limitations and providing rec
ommendations on how best to manage these 
resources to increase the effectiveness of the 
JFACC’s efforts to meet the joint force com
mander’s objectives. Another approach might 
be to develop a dynamic frequency and 
transponder allocation plan that would allow 
transfer of resources for different purposes. For 
instance, the commander could choose to allo
cate bandwidth to a UCAV mission and hold off 
on the video teleconference until the UCAV no 
longer needs the bandwidth. Finally, one could 
conceive of a JTIDS-type structure to support 
multiple UAVs, but it would have to be at a 
much higher frequency range to allow for ade
quate data rates. An ongoing effort by the De
fense Airborne Reconnaissance Office (DARO) 
may overcome some of the obstacles associated 
with finding a frequency spectrum and agile 
communications equipment. That office spon
sored a study to integrate a common data-link, 
high-bandwidth capability for airborne plat-
forms. Possible solutions include laser commu
nications technology that has transmission 
speeds in the 1-gigabit-per-second realm.26 In 
addition, DARO is looking at a program to 
lease more satellite communications capacity 
and is attempting to develop an onboard UAV 

moving-target indicator that can be used to cue 
other onboard sensors, thereby reducing the 
demand for bandwidth. 

Automation tools should be developed to 
help planners orchestrate the allocation of 
available bandwidth to achieve the best possible 
result. These tools would be similar to the air-
space deconfliction tool used in TBMCS. The 
bandwidth-allocation tools would help plan
ners to “what if” various hypothetical scenarios 
and to point out problems (conflicting fre
quency assignments, not enough capacity, etc.). 
This capability not only is needed at the JAOC 
but also could be used at higher planning ech
elons where theaterwide—even worldwide— 
bandwidth allocations must be planned. 

Increasingly, war-fighting capabilities de
pend on bandwidth for success. As GSTFs 
deploy and engage an enemy, greater coordi
nation will be required between the communi
cations and information professionals, the joint 
interface control officer, battle-management 
specialists, and the collection-management 
community. JFACCs must be aware of all of 
their forces’ vulnerabilities as they integrate 
this knowledge into their planning and execu
tion efforts. For example, the loss of a satellite 
that provides bandwidth could have a devastat
ing impact on the ability of an engaged GSTF 
to operate UAVs. The commander must weigh 
these risks in much the same way he or she 
would assess the risks associated with EW vul
nerabilities. 

While Mbps correctly specifies data-trans-
mission rates, it does not readily translate an 
understanding of operational capability to the 
layman. It would be helpful to have a simple, 
well-understood unit with which to convey 
bandwidth requirements so that even those 
without an electrical engineering degree can 
readily understand them. The search should 
continue for an analogy similar to the logistics
“C-5 equivalent” expression of capability. 

Conclusions 
New weapon systems and war-fighting con

cepts, like UAVs and the GSTF, place signifi
cant demands on future battle-space band-
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width. Commanders must be aware of this 
growing dependence on bandwidth and the 
limitations in the RF spectrum and data-
throughput capacity. As a consequence, sig
nificant trade-offs may be required when em
ploying forces in the future. Developers of 
new weapon systems that will require band-
width should also design tactics and tech
niques to minimize the demands on this lim
ited resource. New organizational processes 
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The DeHavilland DH-4 
Workhorse of the Army Air Service 

ASPJ STAFF 
Airmen consider the De-
Havilland DH-4 the work-
horse of the US Army Air 
Service both during and 
following World War I. The 
Aviation Section of the Sig
nal Corps selected this air-
craft over competitors such 
as the French-built Spad 
XIII, the Italian Caproni 
Bomber, and the British 
SE-5 because of its compar

atively simple construction and its adaptability to mass pro
duction. The DH-4 could carry six 11-kilogram (25-pound) 
Mark II bombs, two DeRam DR-4 cameras, a wireless trans
mitter, and two wingtip flare holders. Defensive arma
ment consisted of two fixed, forward-firing .30-caliber Mar
lin machine guns, along with two flexible .30-caliber Lewis 
machine guns at the observer’s position. The American ver
sion of the aircraft included the newly developed 400-
horsepower V-12 Liberty engine. With a maximum speed of 
198 kilometers per hour (124 miles per hour), the Liberty-
powered DH-4 matched, and often surpassed, the speed of 
most other fighters of the time. 

The Air Service used the DH-4 primarily for day 
bombing, observation, and artillery spotting. The first 
American-built DH-4 arrived in France in May 1918, and 
the 135th Aero Squadron flew it in combat for the first 
time in early August of that year. Aircrews criticized the 
DH-4’s design, dubbing it the “flying coffin” because of 
the 254-liter (67-gallon) main fuel tank that separated 
the pilot and observer compartments. This feature not 
only made communication between the crew members 
difficult, but also proved hazardous if the aircraft went 
down. Although actual mishap figures indicated that the 
aircraft was no more susceptible to a fiery crash than any 
of its contemporaries, the nickname stuck with the DH-4 
throughout the interwar years. 

Although a total of only 1,213 DH-4s eventually served 
in France, in less than four months after the first ones ar
rived, they had proved their worth. Pilots and observers 
who flew DH-4s received four of the six Medals of Honor 
awarded to aviators during World War I. Lt Harold Goet

tler and Lt Erwin Bleckley earned medals posthumously 
for flying numerous missions over enemy lines to drop 
much-needed supplies to the survivors of the “lost battal
ion.” Sacrificing their lives, they completed the first suc
cessful American combat-airlift operation. The other 
Medal of Honor recipients who flew the DH-4 included 
2d Lt Ralph Talbot and Gunnery Sgt Robert Robinson of 
the First Marine Aviation Force. 

The DH-4 continued in military service for many 
years after the war, serving in the 1920s at McCook Field, 
Ohio, as a flying test bed for turbosuperchargers, pro
pellers, landing lights, engines, radiators, and armament, 
in addition to routing flying operations with tactical units. 
The DH-4 made a number of notable flights, such as the 
astounding trip from New York to Nome, Alaska, in 1920; 
Jimmy Doolittle’s record-breaking transcontinental flight 
in 1922; and the first successful air-to-air refueling in 
1923. The US Army Air Service—later the Army Air 
Corps—operated these aircraft until 1932. 

The US government used the DH-4 as its principal 
aircraft for airmail service, which began in 1918. For 
night flying, engineers added special flame-suppressing 
exhaust stacks to it to prevent night blindness in crew 
members. After 1927 a number of airmail DH-4s entered 
service as forest-fire patrol aircraft and long-range patrol 
aircraft, covering the expansive western wilderness. A few 
transferred to the new airlines that took over the mail 
services in 1926–30. Innovative private pilots adopted the 
DH-4 for various purposes when large numbers of them 
became available as government surplus in the 1920s, 
using them as crop dusters, transport aircraft, air ambu
lances, and barnstormers at county fairs. Indeed, by the 
time it finally retired from service, the DH-4 had evolved 
into over 60 variants. 
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Editorial Abstract: Understanding the relationship between learning and the development of senior 
leadership skills is vital to the success of Air Force efforts to provide the best and most qualified future 
leaders. Dr. Smith and Colonel Murray take a close look at this relationship (particularly for those who 
serve as instructors) and discuss how education and training programs provide the opportunity to de
velop and practice strategic planning skills—a valued ability, critical to the profession of arms. They 
also emphasize the broadened perspectives of individuals who serve with representatives of other spe
cialties, services, and agencies in that learning environment. The authors conclude by outlining 10 
ways Air Force personnel who serve as faculty develop the foundation necessary to become effective 
strategic and transformational leaders. 

JOHN F. KENNEDY liked to say that learn
ing and leadership are indispensable to 
one another.1 Unfortunately and until 
recently, the Air Force had failed institu

tionally to recognize and appreciate the sig
nificance of this relationship. In fact the Air 
Force had exhibited an enduring ambiva
lence toward learning and the education and 
training processes that comprise it. Officers 
were encouraged to obtain an advanced de
gree for promotion purposes, but the value of 
that degree to leadership development was 

not recognized. This was a remarkable cir
cumstance, since the nature of the service 
and its mission require a depth of technical 
knowledge that can be gained only through 
continued education and training. Further, 
the rapid pace of technological change dic
tated that individuals periodically return to 
education for the essential updates necessary 
to comprehend the changed scope, pace, and 
complexity of operational conflicts and the 
post–Cold War geostrategic context in which 
they occur. 

79 
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The Air Force did not fully value training 
and education experiences, including advanced 
academic degrees and professional military 
education (PME), as beneficial to the service 
or its members. At the same time, the dual re
quirements of honing highly technical skills 
and meeting the seemingly unending de
mands of a high operations tempo have re
duced our future leaders’ opportunities to 
broaden their expertise and leadership expe
rience in the wider Air Force arena beyond 
their primary specialty. PME attendance is 
often the only route to a broader perspective 
and set of experiences. Ironically, within this 
environment an assignment to an Air Force 
educational or training institution or program 
(referred to hereafter as learning institutions 
and programs) as a full-time student or as a 
member of its faculty was too often viewed as
a diversion away from the “real Air Force,”
one’s core mission area, and a “correct” career 
path. In this sense, service learning was viewed 
at best as a nonessential luxury, and at worst 
as a distant ivory tower with little or no direct
value. The “elective” side of learning—faculty
assignment—was seen most negatively by the 
service. 

Fortunately, a small cadre of visionary lead
ers has begun to question this enduring am
bivalence toward learning. They have com
missioned the first-ever strategic plan for Air 
Force education and training. Certain funda
mental principles lie at the heart of this draft 
plan: 

•� Education, training, and experience are 
indispensable components of the Air 
Force profession, critical to the success
ful accomplishment of the Air Force mis
sion, and the bedrock of performance 
and leadership development. 

•� The biggest return on education and 
training occurs when they are linked to 
experiences and job satisfaction. 

•� Education and training processes are 
not distinct and separate activities, but 
they are integrated endeavors on a sin
gle learning continuum.2 

This article supports these principles. It fo
cuses on the status that learning can, should, 
and indeed must hold within the Air Force 
today and into the future—a relevant and val
ued adjunct to the service’s core operational 
mission. The underlying belief here is that the 
assignment of service members to learning 
institutions and programs puts them on a de
sirable and reliable path to enhanced knowl
edge, skills, perspectives, and leadership abili
ties. Those enhancements improve their 
ability to carry out the Air Force mission and 
advance the interests of national security. In 
making this case, we first describe the two
products of USAF learning—the graduating
student and the graduating faculty member— 
and then highlight the unique and significant 
contributions to Air Force leader develop
ment that accrue to an individual serving an 
assignment in Air Force learning institutions 
and programs. We close by affirming the im
portance of uniformed leadership and man
agement of Air Force learning programs to 
enhance and ensure the continuation of 
these benefits. 

Education’s Two Products: 
Students and Faculty 

While few in the Air Force question the ne
cessity and value of a well-educated and 
trained force, their appreciation has been for 
the immediate and not the long-term impact 
on leadership development. The benefits from 
an academic program include an increase in 
technical or disciplinary knowledge, and from 
PME and training programs they include ex
posure to the “big picture” of USAF opera
tions and networking with other members of 
the joint and service team. Increasingly, PME 
offers deliberate broadening into new arenas
of operations related to the individual’s nar
rower specialty by way of elective courses and 
research efforts. The Air Force expects grad
uates of all learning institutions and pro-
grams to gain increased knowledge, broad
ened perspectives, and renewed enthusiasm. 
This benefits not only the individuals, but 
also their specialty and the larger Air Force. 
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More intangible benefits accrue from the 
learning process and are missed or under-
appreciated by the Air Force; they are often 
missed even by the graduating student. Those 
benefits go beyond the specialty and center 
on the career and profession. The Air Force 
student, consciously or unconsciously, inte
grates that increased knowledge into the con-
text of its application within USAF opera
tions. Further, the learning process imparts a 
deepened intellectual curiosity and commit
ment to a lifelong pursuit of learning, both of 
which will extend and multiply the full slate 
of benefits well into the future. The learning 
process also hones communications skills, and 
it develops the ability to frame and solve ill-
defined problems. These skills are critical to 
the Air Force in its uncertain and dynamic 
operational environment. Finally, the learn
ing process provides an in-depth experience 
in working and solving problems in team set
tings—another transferable set of skills. There-
fore, education and training provide graduat
ing students with both increased knowledge 
and other less tangible outcomes of direct 
benefit to their performance in future USAF 
assignments. The students—the first product
of this process—gain markedly from that ex
perience.

The “graduating instructor” who returns
from a faculty assignment—the second prod
uct—derives all of the same benefits, but in 
greater depth. In addition, he or she will have 
other experiences that further enhance per
formance and leadership potential. Educa
tion and training produce better-equipped 
leaders, period. Faculty duty adds even more 
quality outcomes to that calculus. 

A faculty tour in an Air Force learning in
stitution or program provides a unique op
portunity to deepen and improve an individ
ual’s technical knowledge and competency. 
That is the “icing on the cake” for those who 
have already practiced their technical aca
demic specialty during the course of their ca
reers. From a continuous exposure to a wide 
variety of Air Force professionals, those people 
will at the same time develop a broader un
derstanding of how their specialty contributes 

to the total Air Force mission. A faculty tour 
could also become a transition to an academic 
specialty for those operational personnel who 
have had to defer that direct application thus 
far in their careers. It is more often an op
portunity for people to mix their academic 
disciplines with their military specialties to 
better prepare themselves for future senior 
positions of leadership and program manage
ment. Further, a faculty tour provides exten
sive opportunities for practical professional-
leadership applications, particularly peer, 
task-group, and program leadership. The in-
tangible benefits derived from education and 
training accrue to the graduate faculty mem
ber just as they do to the more traditional stu
dent, just deeper and broader. The faculty 
tour is an opportunity for talented Air Force 
members to transition from narrow special-
ties, whether technical or operational, to a 
broader mastery of applications within the 
total Air Force context and continue their 
preparation for more responsible command 
and staff positions. This suggests that officers 
returning from faculty assignments will make 
an important contribution to senior Air Force 
leadership and have a significant, positive im
pact on national defense. 

The Transformational Leader and 
Air Force Faculty Duty 

What do two former Air Force chiefs of 
staff (Gen Ronald R. Fogleman and Gen 
Charles A. Gabriel); a deputy commander in 
chief, European Command (Gen James P. 
McCarthy); a commander of Strategic Air 
Command (Gen George Lee Butler); and a 
commander of Tactical Air Command (Gen 
Jerome F. O’Malley) have in common? All of 
these four-star generals were transformational 
leaders, and each served a faculty tour at an 
Air Force learning institution. The relation-
ship between transformational leader and a 
faculty tour is no more coincidental than is 
the leader/learning relationship defined by 
President Kennedy. The idea that “all leaders 
are instructors” is well supported by the ca
reers of these five officers. A good leader is 
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one who instructs his or her subordinates, 
and many of the critical traits of leadership 
can be developed and shaped by serving as a 
faculty instructor. General Fogleman, besides 
being a chief of staff, was also a history in
structor at the Air Force Academy and made 
this point emphatically: 

I am a strong believer that a tour at the Acad
emy as an AOC [air officer commanding] or 
faculty member can contribute to the develop
ment of aerospace leaders. In my own case, the 
benefits started with the Academy’s sponsorship 
of me for an advanced degree at a civilian insti
tution. Through this experience I established 
lifelong friendships with people in the aca
demic and policy-making arenas. I was credited 
with a set of credentials that allowed me to 
move in circles I would not have otherwise ex
perienced. As a faculty member I was forced to 
not only concentrate on an area in depth, but 
also got exposure to officers from all segments 
of the Force who were teaching with me. This 
gave me a better appreciation for all the skill 
sets required to make the Air Force function.3 

Faculty tours help Air Force personnel de
velop the skills and experience necessary to 
become transformational leaders in at least 
10 ways. 

1.� The universal and occupational competen
cies of the transformational leader are best in
ternalized through the teaching process. This 
reflects the old adage that one never
knows a subject better—is able to com
prehend the complexity and nuances of 
a discipline and the methodologies of
learning it—than when one teaches it. 
Today’s transformational leader must 
understand a wide variety of complex 
subjects and be able to integrate them 
toward a common purpose. This is par
ticularly true during the transition to 
and the execution of an expeditionary 
concept, both of which demand an un
derstanding of global and regional po
litical, economic, and military affairs for 
mission success. A faculty instructor 
who studies these subjects in civilian 
graduate and military PME schools and 
then returns to impart that knowledge 

to other military and civilian profes
sionals, reinforces his or her own un
derstanding of the competencies re
quired of the transformational leader. 

2.� The learning world is a risk-free environment 
that fosters creativity. An effective strate
gist must be comfortable with the ambi
guity associated with new possibilities 
but should also recognize the risks that 
accompany those possibilities. The 
strategist must be a risk taker, coura
geous enough to challenge the conven
tional, to expand horizons, to test new 
ideas, and to be undaunted in this pur
suit by a fear of failure. The strategist
must be a “paradigm pioneer,” always 
willing to press the envelope and to ask,
“What is it that we cannot do today that 
if we could do tomorrow would signifi
cantly enhance our ability to meet the
mission?” This culture or mind-set for 
unconventional creativity must be culti
vated in an environment that encour
ages such thinking by removing risk. 
Such an environment exists in the class-
room, where students and instructors 
are free to propose and challenge new 
ideas without concern for reprisal. Be-
cause the stakes are less, instructors can 
develop a practice of thinking outside 
the envelope. That practice becomes a 
habit, and the habit becomes an inher
ent part of their personal operational 
code for life. 

3.� The feedback process is an inherent compo
nent of learning and leadership. The prac
tice of teaching and training entails fre
quent and constant critical feedback, by
both instructor and student. “How” a 
teacher provides feedback to a student 
on his or her performance can either 
encourage or discourage continued 
commitment by that student. Similarly, 
instructors must be able to accept con
structive criticism from their students 
and peers and adjust their performance 
accordingly. The same traits are re
quired of a commander. A transforma-
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tional leader must be able to provide 
and even encourage constructive feed-
back and harness it for the good of the 
mission. The education and training en
vironment is a perfect place to develop 
and practice this ability. 

4. The diversity of the faculty in a military 
learning institution mirrors that of today’s 
command structure. A faculty tour in any 
military learning institution and pro-
gram requires a close association with 
members, whether students or faculty, 
from all segments of the total force— 
military and civilian; officer and enlisted; 
reserve and guard; sister services; and, 
frequently, other government agencies. 
Springing from this association is a 
deeper and more explicit understand
ing of the diverse aspects and contribu
tions of the Air Force mission and 
knowing how that mission relates to 
those of other services and national se
curity agencies. The result is an individ
ual better equipped to function and 
lead in the joint- or coalitional-warfare 
arena—the operational environment of 
the transformational leader. 

5.� Teaching and training promote reflection— 
the basis for vision. Today more than ever, 
military leaders must be visionaries. Un
fortunately a person cannot achieve 
that ability overnight. It must be nur
tured over time and in an environment 
that encourages reflection—perhaps 
the most critical ingredient in strategic-
vision development. Faculty instructors 
are essentially removed from the tradi
tional time-sensitive suspenses driven by 
positions requiring immediate deci
sions with global impact. Their tours, by 
contrast, provide the opportunity to de
velop the art of reflection and include 
numerous occasions that require its ex
ercise. A former secretary of state once 
remarked that the effective policy 
maker benefits from brief respites in 
academe.4 One major reason is simply 
to have the time to reflect. 

6.� Learning institutions and programs are 
leadership laboratories. Gen Douglas 
MacArthur, a former superintendent at 
the US Military Academy, commented 
that “upon the field of friendly strife are 
sown the seeds that on other fields, on 
other days, will bear the fruits of vic-
tory.”5 Whether it is on an athletic field, 
a parade ground, or in the classroom,
leadership is present. The instructor— 
whether teacher, trainer, mentor, drill 
instructor, or coach—is the individual 
who inculcates the elements and mean
ing of leadership into the student. The 
literature suggests that effective leaders 
cultivate four unique personality traits: 
dependability, sociability, stability, and 
surgency. Instructor duty develops all 
four traits. Dependability is essential to 
learning effectiveness. Similarly the 
daily interactions in the classroom, pa
rade field, and athletic fields develop a 
graciousness and sociability within in
structors—skills that are so critical to 
the transformational leader’s ability, on 
other fields, to achieve policy consensus 
with allied and coalitional leaders. Sta
bility in the development of courses, the 
scheduling of classes, or the process of 
evaluation and assessment is likewise 
critical to effective learning. Equally im
portant is surgency, the propensity to be 
assertive without being arrogant or ag
gressive. There is no place for arro
gance or aggressiveness in the learning
environment—a lesson that every new 
instructor quickly comes to understand. 

7.� The Air Force is a lifelong learning organi
zation. The vision statement of the Air 
Force’s recently drafted strategic plan 
for education and training commits to
“lifelong learning through education,
training and experience.”6 A learning 
organization is one that promotes and 
values individual competitive effort and 
accomplishment on the one hand, yet 
extols teamwork and group success on 
the other. The result is an environment 
that has a creative and flexible atmo-
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sphere, challenges the conventional, 
and develops people who are comfort-
able working with uncertainty. To the 
extent that the Air Force promotes simi
lar values, it is a learning organization. 
Instructors live and work in such organi
zations daily and are best suited to help 
communicate and institutionalize these 
learning-institution characteristics and 
values when they complete their faculty 
tours and return to the larger Air Force. 

8.� New pedagogical changes enhance strategic 
planning. Instructors today must become 
intimately familiar with a set of new peda
gogical techniques and concepts that go 
beyond the traditional classroom-lecture 
format. Major changes have occurred in 
educational technology and distance 
learning that have had a profound im
pact on what is taught and how it is 
taught. This progress in the art and sci
ence of education has required instruc
tors to teach and guide learning in class-
rooms that are no longer bounded in 
space (the four walls of a traditional class-
room) or time (the traditional 50- or 90-
minute periods). These new methods
have enhanced instructors’ ability to re-
search, solve problems, and reflect on 
options before making a decision or 
committing resources to uncertain out-
comes. In short, faculty members’ learn
ing and instructional experiences make 
them better strategic planners. 

9.� Instructor duty empowers future strategists. 
As attested by the careers of the five gen
erals identified earlier, faculty duty can 
provide instructors with a set of skills 
that better prepare them to be strategic
thinkers—a vital requirement for the 
transformational leader. These skills in
clude the ability to frame ill-defined 
problems and formulate solutions. Fac
ulty duty forces instructors to develop 
and exercise analytical abilities, judg
ment, and communication skills. One 
critical competency of a strategist is the 
ability to gather all necessary and rele

vant data surrounding an issue, break it 
apart into workable and understand-
able components, analyze each part, ag
gregate the parts back into a whole in a 
way that makes sense, and then frame 
the issue so that it can be universally un
derstood. All successful instructors must 
use this same process as they remain 
current within their discipline and iden
tify the important ideas, concepts, and 
themes of the courses they develop and 
teach. All instructors find that in teach
ing research methodologies for prob
lem solving, they are also fine-tuning
their own analytical skills—the very skills 
critical to the strategist. One who knows 
how to analyze in order to achieve un
derstanding is a good strategist and a 
good instructor. Sound judgment is 
necessary to choose the right course of 
action once the problem is understood 
and is indispensable to the strategist 
and the instructor. History is replete 
with examples of poor judgment by 
leaders formulating responses to signif
icant national-security threats. Instructors 
constantly exercise disciplined judgment, 
particularly in a military education or 
training environment, as they continually 
evaluate the academic performance of 
their students. They must determine who 
deserves special recognition or who 
needs help. Sound judgment is essential 
for instructors, just as it is for leaders, in 
determining the truth involving cases of 
honor, cheating, or other unethical con-
duct as they exercise their responsibilities 
to uphold high professional standards. 
The strategist and the instructor must 
develop and perfect their ability to artic
ulate clearly and precisely all aspects of 
their processes and objectives. Instruc
tors must become adept at seizing “teach
able moments” to articulate concepts and 
themes, rephrasing questions for better 
comprehension, and fostering useful dis
cussions in their classes. Their duties re-
quire that they perfect their verbal and 
writing skills. Likewise, the strategist must 
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be able to articulate all aspects of the 
strategy and the process that created it. 
What value is there in an accurate assess
ment of the situation, a comprehensive 
understanding of each of the contribut
ing factors, and sound judgment in de
veloping a recommended course of ac
tion if the strategist cannot communicate 
all of this to the decision maker? 

10.� Instructor duty enhances a professional iden
tity. Recent studies of the officer pro
fession suggest the existence of a con
tinuing identity issue within the Air 
Force.7 The authors of these studies 
imply that many Air Force officers have 
replaced a professional identity with 
an occupational one. Individuals who 
see themselves as pilots or missileers 
rather than as Air Force officers exem
plify such an occupational identity. 
One important way this problem has 
been addressed institutionally is by in
corporating lessons and exercises into 
our learning institutions and programs 
that highlight the contributions of all 
aspects of our service. These exercises 
help individuals develop an apprecia
tion of and a commitment to a larger 
Air Force professional identity. Stu
dents who conduct Air Force–relevant 
research, as part of the course comple
tion requirements, develop a direct ap
preciation for multiple elements of 
our service. The instructor who men-
tors and guides numerous students in 
their research gains similar insights, 
only more so. In both cases the learn
ing process is significant in enhancing 
their sense of institutional identity. 
During a faculty tour, an instructor be-
comes a change agent who promotes 
an appreciation for the many and 
unique aspects of the Air Force. Those 
new understandings help students de
velop a commitment to the larger pro
fession and an identity with it. This 
contribution continues as the instruc
tor returns to operational duties and 

influences his or her peers and subor
dinates in much the same way. 

This list of 10 ways that instructor duty 
helps an individual develop the competencies 
required to be a transformational leader is 
not all-inclusive. Nor do we suggest that these 
competencies could be acquired only during 
a faculty tour. However, we do believe that 
these links between the education and train
ing instructor of today and the transforma
tional leader of tomorrow are valid and that 
the critical attributes of a future successful 
strategic leader are not as easily developed 
outside the learning environment. Opera
tional requirements for the doers and the in-
baskets for the staffers often get in the way. 

Uniformed Leadership of Air 
Force Learning Programs 

The senior leaders overseeing USAF learn
ing programs, staff, and faculty are the key to 
the success of developing the two products of
learning institutions and programs—the 
graduate student and the graduate instructor. 
They provide leadership, facilitate synergy 
across program elements, and ultimately 
serve as the architects and guarantors of the 
USAF learning experience. The supervisory 
staff and faculty must shape the programs to 
meet USAF needs, ensuring their professional 
relevance and real-time linkage to the field. 
This senior cadre also mentors, guides, and 
develops the rotating faculty, thus ensuring 
their competence and professional broaden
ing. This critical team provides the strategic 
guidance and the mentored opportunities for 
the staff and faculty to implement that guid
ance. The insights into the larger Air Force, 
as well as the joint and international environ
ments, that are required to develop and pro-
vide appropriate strategic guidance call for 
experience and perspective that can best 
come from the uniformed service. The Air 
Force must be willing to assign some of its 
best to oversee and lead the development of 
its future force if it is to realize the potential 
of that force. 
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One of the most time-honored military tra
ditions has been the practice of “growing and
grooming” replacement so that the service 
moves forward and upward with each passing 
generation. Air Force education and training 
is all about that tradition. The service will ul
timately reflect the abilities of the future lead
ers we are preparing today. Their ability to 
bring the Air Force forward and improve 
upon the foundations that our and past gen
erations have built will depend in part on the 
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leaders. Education and training—students, fac
ulty, and administrators—are all integral to that 
effort. ■ 
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Colo.: USAF Institute for National Security Studies, 1998), on-
line, Internet, 10 September 2002, available from http://www. 
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Airpower is like poker. A second-best hand is like none at all––it will 
cost you dough and win you nothing. 

––Gen George Kenney 



Fodder for Your 
Professional Reading 
The Officer as a Teacher 
DR. DAVID R. METS* 

To any other Nation the loss of a Nelson 
would have been irreparable, but in the 
British Fleet off Cadiz, every Captain was 
a Nelson. 

––Adm Pierre Charles de Villeneuve 
after the death of Adm Horatio 
Nelson at the Battle of Trafalgar 

HARDLY ANY STUDENT of British 
or naval history needs instruction 
on the role of Horatio Nelson as a 
teacher. One of the major keys to 

his greatness was his battle preparation. He 
carefully gathered his captains aboard his 
flagship to nurture them and make them un
derstand his own intentions in the uncertain 
world of battle under sail. He knew that, amid 
the smoke and thunder of such battles, cen
tralized command was out of the question.
Britain’s desire to prevail in its struggle
against Napoléon Bonaparte rested upon
these captains—Nelson’s “band of brothers”— 
who knew what he intended and were edu
cated to take the initiative and achieve the 
goals in any way possible.1 Admiral Nelson, 
then, provides only one example from an-
other day and another medium to suggest 
that Air Force officers are inevitably teachers. 
The purpose of this article is to provide read
ers with some fodder for their own profes
sional reading program that may help them 
increase their effectiveness as teachers. 

A number of books would prove helpful to 
air-warrior mentors, especially two by US mili
tary teachers of the first rank: Col Roger Nye’s 
The Challenge of Command: Reading for Military 
Excellence and Maj Gen Perry McCoy Smith’s 
Taking Charge: Making the Right Choices, both of 
which contain essays on the role of a military 
leader as a teacher.2 In an effort to explore 
some of the ways that air-warrior mentors 
might enhance their teaching capabilities, 
this article reviews two new, important books 
on the subject: Theodore J. Crackel’s West 
Point: A Bicentennial History (Lawrence, Kans.: 
University Press of Kansas, 2002), which takes 
the institutional or macro point of view, and 
William F. Trimble’s Jerome C. Hunsaker and the 
Rise of American Aeronautics (Washington, 
D.C.: Smithsonian Institution Press, 2002), 
which takes the individual or micro point of 
view. Like the other articles in this “fodder” se
ries, this one provides a sampling of books for 
readers who wish to delve more deeply into 
the topic. 

*I wish to thank Prof. Dennis Drew, Prof. Rich Muller, Prof. Rich Andres, Col Tom Ehrhard, Dr. Harold Winton, Lt Col Steven 
Basham, Lt Col John Terino, Lt Col Forrest Morgan, Maj Ro Burnett, and Ms. Sheila McKitt for their astute advice in the preparation of 
this article. Its shortcomings are mine alone. 
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Why Study This Subject? 
Instructors in the Air Force Reserve Officer 

Training Corps (AFROTC) program; in the 
training programs at Lackland AFB, Texas; at 
the Air Force Academy; at Air University; or 
in the technical and flying schools are not the
only Air Force people who must teach—per
haps they are not even the primary ones. 
Rather, the entire purpose of the military in 
peacetime is teaching and learning. The clas
sical definition of a profession asserts that it is 
a field of endeavor that (1) commands special 
expertise deeper and wider than that of a 
mere occupation or trade, (2) demands a 
sense of responsibility to society which tran
scends that of the ordinary citizen, and (3)
features a “corporateness” that implies a special 
set of standards and internal enforcement of 
those standards.3 Specialized knowledge is de-
livered to practitioners in two ways: (1) through 
an established, professional school system 
and (2) through lifelong self-education that 
includes such activities as reading new litera
ture and professional journals as well as par
ticipating in professional meetings. Although 
the corporateness of the old Air Corps days 
may seem lost in the huge Air Force of today, 
it is clear that continuing education must 
nevertheless remain a responsibility of all 
officers—both for themselves and for the 
people who work for them. 

Doctors have their schools, associations, and 
specialized journals—as do lawyers and the 
clergy. True, military officers have these things 
as well, but is the military profession the same? 
No. Doctors, lawyers, and priests are expected 
to respond to more than mere money by aiding
and comforting the poor and unfortunate— 
even with no prospect of pay. But they are not 
expected to pay with their lives. 

The military differs in that it is a violent 
profession. Although we (like Gen George Pat-
ton) prefer that the enemy sacrifice his life 
for his country, we are nevertheless expected 
to do so for ours should the situation demand 
it. Because it is a violent profession and be-
cause adversaries are not microbes of uni
form behavior, its expertise is more than a 
mere science. The fog, friction, and uncer

tainty of war exceed those of the other pro
fessions by a wide margin. According to Carl 
von Clausewitz and many others, then, the 
military profession is both a science and an 
art that demands more in the way of intuitive 
judgment than that required of many doctors,
lawyers, and priests—and requires it under 
conditions of extreme danger and exhaustion.4 

Implied in all that is the same problem 
Nelson faced at the Nile, Copenhagen, and 
Trafalgar: it is impossible to anticipate every-
thing that happens in battles like those, as is 
the case in a war on terrorism. Too, the com
mander might be killed, as was Nelson on the 
deck of the HMS Victory, or isolated from his 
or her people in battle through, say, an attack 
on the command and control system. Thus, 
for this reason among many, a commander, 
like Nelson, has the obligation to educate his 
or her own band of brothers so that they can 
take the initiative and carry on in his or her 
absence. At all levels, then, the commander 
has the obligation to be a teacher. 

How Military Teaching 
Evolved before Flight 

Military training has occurred since the ear
liest times, even before the Greek Phalanx. In 
fact, the discipline that grew out of extensive 
instruction and very long practice was a 
strong suit for the Greek city-states in combat 
against their enemies. Military education and 
its associated teaching awaited the emergence 
of states and their standing armies. After ar
tillery overcame wooden and stone fortifica
tions, builders used science and engineering 
to improve the fortresses. This process reached 
maturity during the eighteenth century and 
led to the foundation of permanent military 
schools, which were often dedicated to mathe
matics and civil engineering. Meanwhile, al
though artillerists were usually civilian con-
tractors (the art proved too complex for the 
dilettantes commissioned because of their no
bility), that field gradually became a military 
function. A knowledge of ballistics involved a 
grasp of mathematics, and that too became a 
factor in changing military education. In-
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A Timeline for the American Air-Warrior Teacher 

1777� Arrival of Frederick William von Steuben in America to train Washington’s 
army 

1802 Founding of the US Military Academy (USMA) 

1845 Founding of the US Naval Academy 

1873 Creation of the US Naval Institute 

1874 Initiation of Naval Institute Proceedings 

1881� Founding of the US Army School of Infantry and Cavalry (now Command and 
General Staff College) 

1885 Founding of the Naval War College 

1903 Founding of the Army War College 

1911 Founding of the first Army Flying School at College Park, Maryland 

1919 Founding of the Air Corps (Air Service) School of Engineering 

1920� Founding of the Air Service Field Officers School (later the Air Corps 
Tactical School) 

1922 Initiation of Military Review 

1924� Founding of the Army Industrial College (now the Industrial College 
of the Armed Forces) 

1931 Founding of the Centralized Flight Training Center at Randolph Field, Texas 

1946 Founding of the National War College 

Establishment of Air University, including Squadron Officer School, Air Com
mand and Staff College, and Air War College 

Founding of the Air Force Institute of Technology 

1947 Initiation of Air University Quarterly Review 

1948 Initiation of Naval War College Review 

1954 Establishment of the USAF Academy by Congress 

1991� Establishment of the School of Advanced Air and Space Studies at Maxwell 
AFB, Alabama 

creasingly, admission to and promotion with- formal military education as provided, for ex-Ä
in the European officer corps came to be ample, by the French L’Ecole Polytechnique—Ä
based less on family connections and more one of the models for West Point.Ä
on merit; thus, officers had to acquire the The problems of surviving as a small nationÄ
requisite skills and knowledge in part from in a world of large, predatory empires per-Ä
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suaded the likes of George Washington and 
Alexander Hamilton of the need for formal 
military education. Such a system, however, 
did not come to fruition until the administra
tion of Thomas Jefferson; even then, the mo
tivation was as much the need to reduce the 
influence of family and wealth in the Ameri
can officer corps as to develop a body of com
petent military engineers. Thus, in 1802 West 
Point was established as a school for engi
neers. A huge amount of literature exists on 
the history of the US Military Academy, punc
tuated recently by the appearance of a signifi
cant new work whose publication marks that
institution’s bicentennial celebration. 

A Macroview of the Institution 
as Teacher: West Point: 
A Bicentennial History 

One could hardly hope to find a better 
qualified author to do a two-century history of 
the Military Academy. Theodore J. Crackel, a 
retired soldier with teaching experience at 
the Military Academy, Army Command and 
General Staff College, and Army War College, 
knows what the Army and West Point are 
about. At the time of this writing, he is again 
at West Point as a visiting professor, as well as 
director of a National Endowment for the 
Humanities effort at East Stroudsburg Uni
versity of Pennsylvania.5 Crackel, who has a 
bachelor’s degree from the University of Illi
nois and a doctorate from Rutgers, is widely 
published on diverse subjects, having done 
previous books and studies on West Point, the 
Army under President Jefferson, and the Civil 
Reserve Air Fleet. He is a military teacher who 
deserves our attention. 

Clearly, Dr. Crackel has enormous respect 
for West Point, yet perhaps a fair assessment is 
that he has written a better balanced judgment 
than many USMA graduates might have. Al
though he respects this great national institu
tion, Crackel nevertheless deals with some of 
its warts in an evenhanded way. 

Bicentennial History explains that for some 
years after its founding, West Point was not a 

full-fledged civil-engineering school—indeed, 
none existed in America at the time. The 
academy focused on mathematics from the 
beginning and only gradually blossomed into 
a professional school for engineers. Some of 
its graduates, such as Robert E. Lee and Ulysses 
S. Grant, distinguished themselves as early as 
the Mexican War of the 1840s and later as
sumed pivotal roles in the American Civil 
War. The school belonged to the Army Corps 
of Engineers for the greater part of its first 
century of existence but gradually evolved 
into an institution with a wider focus. Its corps 
of teachers included the permanent profes
sors, almost all of them distinguished Army 
officers and engineers of very long tenure, as 
well as many returned graduates still in the 
company grades. As Crackel explains, instruc
tional methods were rigorous (as they were 
when he and I were on the faculty). In the nine
teenth century, they entailed daily graded 
recitations, usually at the blackboards. In very 
large part, the cadets taught themselves while 
the instructors corrected their mistakes and 
kept score. Academic attrition was substantial. 

Dr. Crackel effectively elucidates a perennial 
problem at the Military Academy—the fact
that a cadet’s day encompasses only 24 hours. 
Competition for those hours has remained in-
tense from the beginning, when academics 
vied with military training. But well before the 
end of the nineteenth century, the competi
tion expanded to factions within the faculty 
itself. Generally, this has taken the form of 
tension between the need to teach prospec
tive officers the hard sciences and engineer
ing subjects central to the day-to-day activities 
of junior officers and the need to broaden
cadets’ horizons with more work among such 
liberal-arts subjects as languages, social sci
ences, and humanities. These tides have ebbed 
and flowed, but mathematics and the other 
hard sciences have remained prominent in the 
curriculum. 

For a long time, as Crackel demonstrates, 
West Point was the leading engineering insti
tution in the country. But after the Civil War— 
and especially at the turn of the century—in
creasing numbers of civilian institutions over-
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came that lead, even surpassing the Military 
Academy. But West Point stuck to its tradi
tional teaching methods, only in recent times 
reducing the emphasis on frequent graded 
recitations and a rote approach to learning. 
Gradually, after the founding of the Air Force 
Academy (largely on the West Point model), 
USMA has followed the younger institution 
by adopting electives, majors, more graduate 
education for its faculty, and other features 
common to civilian universities. 

Bicentennial History also speaks to some other 
perennial problems of the Military Academy, 
especially the tension between one group 
made up of tenured, long-term permanent pro
fessors who constitute the Academic Board 
(usually colonels in modern times) and super
intendents and commandants (in modern 
times, usually generals on temporary assign
ments), and another group consisting of non-
tenured faculty (usually captains and junior 
field-grade officers—until recent times, when 
civilian professors were added to the mix). 
Observers often perceive this situation as a 
contest between stability and reform—be
tween tradition and modernity. Too, since the 
dawning of the twentieth century, rising de
mands for physical conditioning through in
tramural and intercollegiate athletics have 
further complicated the contest for the hours
in cadets’ days. 

One of the glories of West Point that Crackel 
dwells upon is the natural beauty of the site, 
complemented by the architecture of the acad
emy’s buildings and achieved through great
patience and the passage of time—despite 
continual congressional parsimony. The acad
emy’s setting seems to have a mystical quality 
that can long affect its graduates. For example, 
Gen Carl Spaatz headed the Air Force Acad
emy’s site-selection committee four decades 
after he graduated from West Point. His 
widow told me that his first choice for the site 
of the new institution was the confluence of 
the Mississippi and Ohio Rivers, not only be-
cause of its location near the center of the US 
population, but especially because it so re
sembled the location of his alma mater.6 Gen
erations of Army officers have practiced great 

patience and care in building up this place,
and the results are impressive—as readers can
see from the many fine photos in Crackel’s text. 

The title of the last chapter—“The Years of 
Turmoil”—which covers the period since 1960, 
is apt, due in part to Vietnam, advancing tech
nology, great social and cultural changes in 
America, and substantial evolution in Ameri
can higher education. In the end, although
Crackel’s admiration of the institution is clear, 
his book is more descriptive than judgmental. 
He thinks that the country got a good return 
on its investment in the Civil War and both 
world wars, but the question of whether or not
taxpayers are still getting their money’s worth 
from the academies is a subject for another 
book. 

So What? 
Why should air-warrior mentors concern 

themselves with the subject of West Point? Al
though most modern airmen probably would 
not care to admit it, the Military Academy had 
a good deal more to do with the foundations 
of American airpower than has the Air Force 
Academy. Time alone accounts for that fact. 
The Air Force was already at its pinnacle by 
the time the first class emerged from that ser
vice’s academy in 1959. Veterans of the Air 
Service and Air Corps likely considered their 
branch superior to the others precisely be-
cause it was less dominated by West Point
ers—a conceit that may still be with us. The 
chief of the Air Service/Air Corps during the 
six long, formative years from 1921 to 1927 was 
himself a distinguished graduate of the Mili
tary Academy. More than is commonly recog
nized, Mason Patrick’s ideas were very similar
to those of Billy Mitchell—undoubtedly, both 
of them had gotten those notions in part 
from the West Pointers around them. Some 
commentators have argued that Patrick did 
more for airpower because of his noncon
frontational, patient, and persuasive methods 
than did Mitchell himself.7 Their staffers in
cluded such West Pointers as William C. Sher
man, Edgar Gorrell, Thomas DeWitt Milling, 
Carl Spaatz, and Oscar Westover. Hap Arnold, 
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who learned flying from the Wright brothers 
themselves, was a West Pointer. Although he
was one of Mitchell’s protégés, he arguably 
had greater influence on the development of
airpower—perhaps because he was in charge 
from 1938 to 1946, when the Air Corps trans-
formed itself from a flying club into the great
est air force the world has ever seen. Still under 
his leadership, air forces fought the greatest 
tactical and strategic air campaigns in the his-
tory of air warfare. 

If all that were not enough, 10 of the first 13 
chiefs of staff of the Air Force were West Point
ers, the Air Force Academy itself was built on 
the West Point model, and Military Academy
graduates dominated the Air Force Academy’s 
key positions for decades after its founding.8 

Thus, in order to know where the Air Force is 
going, we must know where it started. 

While all that was going on at the under-
graduate level, Army and Navy postgraduate 
professional institutions emerged, establishing 
precedents for the Air Force. Even before the 
conclusion of the Indian wars, the Army had 
its School of the Infantry and Cavalry estab
lished at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, as early as 
1881. It evolved into the Command and Gen
eral Staff School and then into today’s Com
mand and General Staff College. Coming out 
of World War I, airmen were permitted to 
found the Air Service Field Officers School at 

Cadets on parade at the Air Force Academy. Although 
the academy did not exist until after America had al
ready founded airpower and the Air Force, it is now a 
major influence on Air Force culture—just as West Point 
exerted enormous influence on the development of the 
Air Force Academy for many decades. 

Langley Field, Virginia, which evolved into 
the famous Air Corps Tactical School and 
thence to Air University at Maxwell AFB, Ala
bama. The performance of the Army in the 
Spanish-American War proved such a fiasco 
that it provided a powerful incentive for the 
establishment of the Army War College at what 
now is Fort Lesley J. McNair in Washington, 
D.C. The Army schools were especially im
portant to airmen because the usual process 
in the early years called for attendance at the 
Air Corps Tactical School. Along with the air-
field and classroom facilities, one found a 
stable for training pilots in horseback riding 
so they would not find themselves at a disad
vantage on staff rides when they moved on to 
Command and General Staff School—a two-
year program up until the mid-1930s.9 Many 
airmen thought the practice old-fashioned and 
a distraction from flying, doing anything they 
could to avoid it. For example, Spaatz, then a 
major, managed to delay his attendance until it 
was reduced to one year—even then, he gradu
ated next to last in the class.10 Although Spaatz 
did not go on to the Army War College, many 
others took this last step in the professional 
education program for Air Corps officers. 

Back in the “from here to eternity” Army, 
senior officers commonly mentored their ju
niors: 

As a newly commissioned second lieutenant, 
Omar N. Bradley recalled his first mentor after 
his graduation from West Point in 1915. Shortly 
after his arrival at Fort Yuma, [Arizona,] he fell 
under the tutelage of Lt. Forrest Harding, “a man 
of rare wit, ability, intelligence and profession
alism” who organized a weekly study group at his 
home to provide the younger officers with an 
opportunity to discuss practical small-unit tacti
cal problems and other military questions.11 

Among their colleagues in the Air Corps, men
toring was seldom as well structured as all 
that, taking the form of “hangar flying” if it 
occurred at all. Yet, Mitchell clearly had his 
group of protégés, principally Arnold, Spaatz, 
and Ira Eaker. Any such teaching expired 
when Mitchell resigned in 1926, but these 
three men remained close forever after. 
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Encircling the Air University Library are the Air War College, Ira C. Eaker College for Professional Development, 
Squadron Officer College, and Air Command and Staff College. 

The Navy, whose school system developed 
throughout the nineteenth and twentieth 
centuries, was also a major contributor to the 
growth of American airpower. Many captains 
in the sailing-ship Navy had their own ship-
board mentoring programs for junior officers. 
Even confined largely to ship management, 
handling, and navigation, such programs re
quired a good deal of instruction. In the nine
teenth century, officers had to take formal ex
aminations to qualify for each succeeding 
promotion, another reason the teaching of 
juniors became an imperative. When steam 
propulsion emerged in the years before the 
Civil War, the process became simply too com
plex for shipboard instruction, so the US Naval 
Academy began in 1845, charged with the pro
fessional development of mechanical engi
neers to run the power plants. Only toward the 
end of the end of the century did it expand its 
mission to the development of professional of
ficers. Like West Point in those days, its cur
riculum focused heavily on technical subjects 

but gradually broadened to the extent that the 
same kind of competition for hours in the mid
shipmen’s days (naval cadets at first) ensued— 
and remains so today. The Naval War College 
became part of the educational scheme to deal 
with subjects on the strategic level, leaving the 
technical and tactical subjects to the academy 
and unit-training programs. 

The major technological revolutions in na
val warfare that occurred after the Civil War 
generated a need for postgraduate education 
in engineering. For a while, the Navy met this 
need by sending its officers to American or 
British graduate schools but then chose to es
tablish the Naval Postgraduate School in An
napolis (now in Monterey, California) in 1909 
with a curriculum largely focused on engi
neering and management. The Navy started 
its flying school in Pensacola, Florida, even 
before World War I, and some preliminary 
flight training began at the Naval Academy in 
the 1920s. 
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The Navy initiated a professional journal 
somewhat earlier than did the Army. Soon 
after the founding of the Naval Institute, it 
began a publishing effort that quickly evolved 
into the Naval Institute Proceedings, a journal 
that still appears under that name. During 
the first three decades of the twentieth cen
tury, many of its articles were technical, tacti
cal, and even strategic in character. Carl 
Builder described the Navy as the most “tra
ditional” service, a characterization that 
doubtless contains more than a grain of 
truth.12 Many of those articles indeed looked 
back at Jutland and Trafalgar, but just about 
as many of them in the 1920s addressed avia
tion and the ways in which it might make the 
naval service more effective. Then and long 
after, midshipmen clearly understood that 
getting published in Proceedings should be one 
of their early career goals. 

A Microview of the Officer as 
Teacher: Jerome C. Hunsaker 

One often hears the West Point class of 
1915 (that of Eisenhower and Bradley) de-
scribed as the “class the stars fell on” because of 
the number of its graduates who became gen
erals. Among sister services, the Naval Acad
emy class of 1908 is certainly in the running 
for that title, 32 of its graduates having at
tained flag rank.13 But that group does not in
clude the class’s number-one graduate—
Jerome Hunsaker—who nevertheless became 
just as renowned as any of its eventual admi
rals. Resigning after 22 years in the Navy, he 
went on to fame and fortune in business, gov
ernment, and academia.14 Earning his doc
torate at the Massachusetts Institute of Tech
nology (MIT) before World War I, Hunsaker 
later established America’s first college pro-
gram in aeronautical engineering at that uni
versity. He also served as a vice president of 
Goodyear Corporation and, most importantly, 
as the chairman of both the executive commit-
tee and the main committee of the National 
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (NACA) 
all the way up to 1957. In at the ground floor 
of aviation, Hunsaker became a pillar in the 

structure of US aeronautical leadership by 
serving as a teacher, researcher, manager, and 
policy maker for several decades. 

Dr. William Trimble has worked on the 
Hunsaker story for many years; his earlier 
books on the Naval Aircraft Factory and on 
Adm William Moffett both are foundation 
stones for Jerome C. Hunsaker and the Rise of 
American Aeronautics. Trimble, who earned his 
PhD from the University of Colorado in 1974 
with a dissertation on the Geneva Naval Limi
tation Conference of 1927, is a prominent pro
fessor in the History Department of Auburn 
University in Alabama. He publishes exten
sively in aviation and technology journals and 
has served repeatedly as a visiting professor at 
the Air War College. 

Born in 1886, Jerome Hunsaker earned his 
doctorate in engineering at MIT at the tender 
age of 26. Most of us in the Air Force are quick 
to assert that ours is the most technological of 
the services, but the Hunsaker story should be 
enough to temper that view somewhat. The 
Navy was sufficiently broad minded not only 
to send him to MIT for a graduate degree 
while he was still a very junior officer, but also 
to send him back again to teach there for 
three years. During that time, he set up MIT’s 
pioneer course in aeronautical engineering— 
and constructed the most advanced wind tun
nel in America. As if that were not enough to 
generate a bit of humility among us, Hun
saker translated Alexandre Gustave Eiffel’s 
book on aerodynamics from French into En
glish and published it during the same pe-
riod.15 Furthermore in 1919, during World 
War I, among many other accomplishments,
he designed the NC-4—the first aircraft to fly 
across the Atlantic.16 

In 1919 Hunsaker rode back from Europe 
on the SS Aquitania in the company of Brig 
Gen Billy Mitchell of the US Army Air Service. 
He was treated to all of Mitchell’s vision for 
the future of aviation in America. The vision 
at that point was not much centered on any 
idea of strategic bombing, but it did look to-
ward the immediate creation of a separate air 
force with all of American aviation under its 
control and with the resulting three services 



under a central department of defense. This 
did not promise much for naval aviation, and 
Hunsaker carried his alarm back to the Gen
eral Board of the Navy. The admirals of the 
board invited Mitchell in that spring, and the 
good general did not modify his vision much 
for them, which prompted them to move 
quickly on the creation of a Bureau of Aero
nautics within the Navy. Certainly, the whole 
experience could have done little to endear 
Billy to either the Navy in general or Hun
saker in particular. 

Hunsaker already favored lighter-than-air 
aircraft since they seemed to promise a cheap 
way to provide scouting for the fleet and to 
enable the Navy to overcome its disadvantage 
in numbers of cruisers compared to the British 
and Japanese navies. Hunsaker himself de-
signed the Shenandoah—the first US-built rigid 
airship. General Mitchell had done nothing 
to improve his popularity with the Navy in the 
battleship-bombing tests against the Ostfries
land in 1921,17 and Mitchell’s reaction to the 
crash of Hunsaker’s Shenandoah hardly two 
years after it first flew threatened complete 
alienation between the services. His public 
implication of treason on the part of the Navy 
and Army high commands led to his court-
martial and conviction that fall. Soon after 
that, in 1926, Hunsaker resigned from the 
Navy but retained his enthusiasm for airships. 

The point of all this is that Trimble admires 
his subject for many reasons, but he is not blind 
to Hunsaker’s limitations—witness his remarks 
that Hunsaker stuck with the lighter-than-air 
idea far longer than he should have, given the 
evidence of its impracticality and of the ability 
of airplanes to perform many of the functions 
envisioned for airships. Clearly, Trimble be
lieves that Jerome Hunsaker was indeed a 
brilliant engineer and manager; however, he 
also acknowledges his subject’s conservative 
streak—which made him less willing to em-
brace desirable change. 

Hunsaker officially left the service in 1926 
but served the Navy (and the air forces of the 
other services as well) long after—even beyond 
his retirement from NACA in 1957—and 
proved instrumental in establishing MIT as a 
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In the summer of 1917, Jerome Hunsaker pushed hard 
for the creation of the Naval Aircraft Factory, which pro
duced many flying boats for World War I. In the early 
1930s, he also promoted the N3N, shown here, in which 
midshipmen at Annapolis took flight training as late as 
1960. 

leader in the development of aeronautical sci
ence and education. In the late 1920s, he took 
a job with Bell Laboratories, where he helped 
develop US airways and the air-traffic-control 
system so essential to the progress of com
mercial aviation and flying safety in general. 
Later, in the 1930s, he worked for a while as a 
vice president of Goodyear-Zeppelin Corpo
ration but with only limited success. The 
death of Adm William Moffett in the crash of 
the Navy airship Akron in 1933 and the burn-

Curtiss scout aircraft aboard the battleship Tennessee. 
From the earliest times, people recognized that air su
periority over a sea battle would yield an enormous ad-
vantage in spotting the fall of shot from observation air-
craft flown from catapults on battleships. Jerome 
Hunsaker did vital work in developing practical catapults 
for this purpose. 
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ing of the German zeppelin Hindenburg at 
Lakehurst, New Jersey, in 1937 killed the 
rigid-airship business for good. 

Meanwhile, Hunsaker had returned to MIT, 
this time as chair of the Mechanical Engineer
ing Department. He later headed a new Aero
nautical Engineering Department, and, serv
ing both as a teacher and an administrator, he 
remained one of the pillars of American air-
power development. As noted, he served as 
well with the NACA for many years through 
World War II until 1957, although not always 
with splendid results. Trimble cites Dr. Alex 
Roland’s argument in the latter’s history of 
NACA that Hunsaker gradually got overly cozy 
with both industry and the military—a rela
tionship that sacrificed too much of NACA’s 
autonomy, to the detriment of its function of 
research in basic science. Trimble does not con-
test that judgment. 

Through it all, Hunsaker continued to con-
tribute to the development of professional ex
pertise by authoring many books and articles.18 

He also contributed through his many lec
tures and speeches to professional organiza
tions and frequent testimony to Congress. In 
1934 President Franklin Roosevelt appointed 
him to the Howell Board, which allowed him 
again to make a contribution in the nonaca
demic environment. Hunsaker actively partici
pated in several professional societies and was 
one of the founders and the first president of 
the Institute of the Aeronautical Sciences in 
1932, also serving as the editor of that organi
zation’s journal. Although he became fairly 
wealthy, he offered his services either for no 
pay or for mere honoraria. Thus, even though 
he was not a flyer, one might argue that Hun
saker indeed came close to being a true pro
fessional. If revolutions in military affairs do 
in fact reflect some combination of technologi
cal change, doctrinal adjustment, and organi
zational adaptation, arguably Trimble’s man 
was a major contributor to the airpower por
tion of that revolution in all three areas.19 

Hunsaker retired from MIT in 1952, and his 
function at NACA expired in 1957. He lived 
until 1984, gradually suffering a decline in 
health until he died almost 50 years after Billy 

Mitchell’s passing. The current Air Force 
warrior-scholar can read Trimble’s short biog
raphy with great profit. The author’s writing 
style is effective, and he handles his subject 
admiringly but evenhandedly. Reading this 
book might well help the serving airman real
ize that there is more to airpower than merely 
delivering lethal force through the sky. Clearly, 
air transport, the aircraft industry, science, aca
demia, and even the US Navy are important 
parts of the whole. All of these elements have
merged—and continue to merge—in many 
ways to yield aeronautical leadership for Amer
ica. 

Conclusion 
Some identity seems to exist between the 

terms officer and teacher in the US Army. In spite
of the Air Force’s roots in the Army and West 
Point, is it possible that no similar identity ex
ists in the Air Force? One indicator might be 
that Bradley, Eisenhower,20 Patton,21 and many 
other Army officers spoke of deliberate men
toring programs run by their seniors to edu
cate their own band of brothers. Based on my 
own study of Air Force memoirs and biogra
phies (and my line experience), such programs 
have not been nearly as common in the post– 
World War II Air Force. Bradley, Tasker Bliss, 
Douglas MacArthur, and William Westmore
land all served tours at West Point and still 
reached the pinnacle of the Army. Bradley and 
Bliss served more than one tour there. Mac-
Arthur and Westmoreland both served as su
perintendent and went on to become chief of 
staff. However, the only faculty member of the 
Air Force Academy to become chief of staff so 
far is Gen Ron Fogleman, who had only a two-
year tour at the academy.22 There, as at the 
Naval Academy, the superintendent’s job is al
most always a “sunset tour,”23 and for many 
years that has frequently been the case for 
AFROTC professors and war college teachers. 

As noted, writing for publication in jour
nals and elsewhere is often considered part of 
what one does as a professional. Air Corps 
and Army Air Forces officers did not entirely 
ignore that task. Billy Mitchell himself wrote 
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several books and many articles.24 Henry 
Arnold and Ira Eaker were handy with the 
pen.25 George Kenney was a writer as well.26 

Still, one suspects that such work was much 
more common in the prewar Army and Navy 
than it has ever been in the air arm. Patton’s 
writings are a case in point. Before World War 
II, he published service-journal articles that 
were much more of a professional, technical 
nature than those of most airmen although 
he, like many other Army officers, also found 
a lucrative market for his wartime memoirs.27 

Compared to the situation of officers in 
the prewar Army, at least, it appears that ser
vice as a teacher at the Air Force Academy is 
more likely to derail most folks from the fast 
track. Perhaps the same can be said for pro
fessional military education (PME), Air Edu
cation and Training Command, and AFROTC 
teachers.28 Until Vietnam, at least, writing for 
publication was not particularly a feather in 
the cap for fast movers.29 Notwithstanding the 
fact that most rated people do some work as 
instructor pilots or navigators before reach
ing the middle ranks, one wonders whether 
anecdotal evidence suggests that a difference 
exists between the two service cultures that 
may not prove beneficial to the Air Force. 
Must we believe that teaching experience re
duces one’s competence as a leader? 

How might teaching experience enhance
one’s potential for leadership? First, it is quite 
clear that the ability to speak and write well is 
essential to a leader. Teaching certainly im
proves one’s comfort in speaking before a 
group and, hopefully, enhances one’s ability to 
explain things. And there is no better method
for improving one’s own writing than correct
ing that of others. Furthermore, getting the 
message across and conserving time are critical 
attributes for most commanders. Repeated 
lesson planning can certainly help organize
one’s thinking to convey material in a finite 
amount of time. Above all, leadership is a 
matter of motivation. Some theories of learn
ing suggest that it is an individual process— 
that it can’t be forced upon someone. Thus, 
perhaps a teaching tour helps develop one’s 
ability to motivate other people. A classroom 

setting provides instant feedback—if students’ 
eyelids start drooping, the teacher is not mo
tivating them. Practically all leadership mod
els also include the ingredient of courage— 
both physical and moral. For example, some 
people of unquestionable physical courage 
have trouble standing up to the boss. In a small 
way, preparing to face a classroom full of stu
dents without making a fool of oneself be-
comes a bit of a moral challenge. Too, assign
ing someone a failing grade, knowing that 
doing so can result in a career disappointment 
for that student, is a daunting prospect. Many a
heroic aviator has had trouble “telling it like it
is” on officer evaluation reports. 

Further, practically all leadership models 
demand excellence in professional knowledge. 
Either in training or education, the best way 
to learn material and retain it is to teach it. 
Having flown the Instrument Landing System 
at the Midland-Odessa airport in Texas with 
students a couple of million times, I’ll never 
forget the procedure.30 But once aspiring 
leaders gain competence in the technical and 
tactical dimensions of the profession, they need 
to move on to the operational, the strategic,
and even the political levels—something one 
can do only at the educational level of teach
ing. Perhaps it is time for our profession to re
duce the career penalty for teaching in the 
training, AFROTC, Air Force Academy, and 
PME environments. 

Hopefully, it is more than mere parochial-
ism in a journal published at Air University to 
assert that mentoring is a vital part of the func
tion of all officers—in many circumstances, 
perhaps, the most vital part. How are they to 
fulfill that function? Perhaps the reader will 
conclude that it is only partially with tongue in 
cheek that I offer the following: 

Mentor’s 10 Commandments 
•� Honor thy mentorees as thou wouldst 

have thy mentorees honor thyself. 

•� Thou shalt not kill thy mentorees whose 
ideas do not agree with thine own. 

• Thou shalt not do all the talking. 
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•� Thou shalt learn PowerPoint immedi
ately, if not sooner. 

•� Thou shalt eschew obfuscation in both 
speech and letters.31 

•� Thou shalt not go into the classroom, 
briefing room, hangar, or O Club bar 
less prepared than thy mentorees. 

•� Thou shalt understand that prompti
tude is next to godliness for thyself as 
well as thy mentorees. 

•� Thou shalt not consider a sense of 
humor sinful. 

•� Thou shalt always be mindful that ex
amples speak louder than words. 

•� Thou shalt be ever mindful that bad ex
amples speak even louder. 

•� Thou shalt never forget that inflexibility 
is sinful in mentoring, as it is in love and 
war.32 ■ 

A 12-Book Sampler on the Officer as a Teacher* 

Two for an Overview 

The Challenge of Command: Reading for Military Excellence by Roger H. Nye. Wayne, N.J.: Avery 
Publishing Group, 1986. 

The author is one of America’s greatest military teachers. 

Neither Athens Nor Sparta? The American Service Academies in Transition by John P. Lovell. 
Bloomington, Ind.: Indiana University Press, 1979. 

The author is an experienced teacher from the Naval Academy. 

Ten for Depth and Mastery 

The Wisdom of Eagles: A History of Maxwell Air Force Base by Jerome A. Ennels and Wesley 
Phillips Newton. Montgomery, Ala.: Black Belt Press, 1997. 

Ennels is the official Air University historian, and Newton is a prominent professor emeri
tus at Auburn University. 

History of the Air Corps Tactical School, 1920–1940 by Robert T. Finney. Washington, D.C.: 
Center for Air Force History, 1992. 

This book is the best one available on the Tactical School. 

Sailors and Scholars: The Centennial History of the U.S. Naval War College by John B. Hatten
dorf, B. Mitchell Simpson, and John R. Wadleigh. Newport, R.I.: Naval War College 
Press, 1984. 

In many ways, Stephen B. Luce and Alfred Thayer Mahan pioneered in the field of senior-
level PME at the Naval War College. 

The Patton Mind: The Professional Development of an Extraordinary Leader by Roger H. Nye. 
Garden City Park, N.Y.: Avery Publishing Group, 1993. 

Nye’s book provides a model for professional self-teaching—although an extreme one 
probably seldom duplicated, even in the Army. Patton organized and taught at a tank 
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school in World War I and at a cavalry school afterwards. He also took his obligation to 
mentor younger officers seriously. 

The Leavenworth Schools and the Old Army: Education, Professionalism, and the Officer Corps of 
the United States Army, 1881–1918 by Timothy K. Nenninger. Westport, Conn.: Green-
wood Press, 1978. 

The author is the current president of the Society for Military History. 

The Quiet Warrior: A Biography of Admiral Raymond A. Spruance by Thomas B. Buell. Boston, 
Mass.: Little, Brown, 1974. 

This book is a model military biography. Not only a teacher at the Naval War College from 
1931 to 1932 and from 1935 to 1938, Spruance also served twice as head of the college, 
making a significant contribution to the intellectual life of the Navy. 

George C. Marshall, vol. 1, Education of a General, 1880–1939 by Forrest C. Pogue. New York: 
Viking, 1963. 

George Marshall taught at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, and at the Infantry School at Fort Ben
ning, Georgia, for five years; he also served as a senior instructor with the National Guard. 

A Soldier’s Story by Omar Nelson Bradley. New York: Holt, 1951.Ä
Omar Bradley served as a professor at South Dakota State College; taught four years atÄ
West Point; spent four years at the Infantry School at Fort Benning, Georgia; and taughtÄ
four more years at West Point, from 1934 to 1938. He then returned to the Infantry SchoolÄ
for a year as its commandant.Ä

Bliss, Peacemaker: The Life and Letters of General Tasker Howard Bliss by Frederick Palmer. New 
York: Dodd, Mead & Company, 1934. 

Once the chief of staff of the US Army, Bliss spent much of his life as a teacher. He grad
uated from West Point in 1875, and after only a year on the line, he returned to teach at 
the Military Academy for four years. After a tour as adjutant of the Artillery School, he pro
ceeded to the Naval War College at Newport, Rhode Island, where he taught for three 
more years. Later, he assisted in planning the Army War College and became its first com
mandant. He went on to head the Army itself and followed that service with a distin
guished career in diplomacy. 

Of Responsible Command: A History of the U.S. Army War College, rev. ed., by Harry P. Ball. Dal
las, Tex.: Taylor Publishing, 1994. 

Partly in reaction to the failures of the Spanish-American War, Elihu Root established the 
Army War College in 1903, bringing senior-level PME to that service. 

One for Good Measure 

Professional Military Education in the United States: A Historical Dictionary edited by William E. 
Simons. Westport, Conn.: Greenwood Press, 2000.

This book would make a useful addition to any air warrior’s/scholar’s desk-reference set. 

*This sampler is not intended as a definitive bibliography—only as a possible starting list for young officers who wish to pur
sue a personal professional-development program. 
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Notes 

1. “The Battle of the Nile: Admiral Nelson to Admiral Earl 
Howe,” on-line, Internet, 8 May 2002, available from http://www. 
bandofbrothers.com. 

2. Roger H. Nye, The Challenge of Command: Reading for Military 
Excellence (Wayne, N.J.: Avery Publishing Group, 1986); and Perry 
M. Smith, Taking Charge: Making the Right Choices (Garden City Park, 
N.Y.: Avery Publishing Group, 1988). Colonel Nye served as a com
bat officer in armor during the Korean War, and General Smith as 
a combat fighter pilot in Vietnam. Nye, who did his dissertation on 
the history of USMA, had many years of service on the faculty of 
West Point; Smith had a tour in the Political Science Department 
at the Air Force Academy and later became commandant of the 
National War College. Both are West Pointers as well as warriors/ 
teachers. 

3. Samuel P. Huntington, The Soldier and the State: The Theory 
and Politics of Civil-Military Relations (Cambridge, Mass.: Belknap 
Press of Harvard University Press, 1957), 8–10. 

4. Clausewitz himself was a longtime teacher in the Prussian 
system of formal education. 

5. The project aims to restore the records, destroyed by fire, 
of the War Department for the last years of the eighteenth cen
tury. 

6. Mrs. Carl A. Spaatz, Washington, D.C., interviewed by au
thor, 25 March 1982 and 12 April 1984. 

7. See James P. Tate, The Army and Its Air Corps: Army Policy to-
ward Aviation, 1919–1941 (Maxwell AFB, Ala.: Air University 
Press, 1998); and Robert P. White, Mason Patrick and the Fight for 
Air Service Independence (Washington, D.C.: Smithsonian Institu
tion Press, 2001). 

8. Until 1991, 10 of the first 11 Air Force Academy superin
tendents were USMA graduates. Until 1983, four of the five aca
demic deans were USMA graduates, and the other one had 
served a tour on the faculty of West Point. Until 1978, nine of the 
first 10 commandants of cadets were USMA products. Four of the 
first five directors of athletics to 1975 were West Point officers. 
The only Naval Academy graduate in any of those positions was 
Col John Clune, who served as director of athletics from 1975 to 
1991. (Although significantly more Naval Academy people than 
West Pointers came to the Air Force Academy from 1948 to 1959, 
they almost always held junior positions there.) Commandant of 
Cadets, US Air Force Academy, to Col Tom Ehrhard, School of 
Advanced Air and Space Studies, fax, 9 May 2002. 

9. So argued Maj Thomas DeWitt Milling, assistant comman
dant of the Air Service Tactical School, who added that such 
training would also improve the hand-eye coordination so vital in 
the piloting business. “The Air Service Tactical School: Its Func
tion and Operation,” 1924, Air Armament Center History Office, 
Eglin AFB, Fla. The stables continued after the school moved to 
Maxwell Field, Ala., in the 1930s. 

10. Maj Carl A. Spaatz to Lt Col Henry H. Arnold, March 
Field, Calif., letter, 5 February 1935, box 7, Spaatz Papers, Manu
scripts Division, Library of Congress, Washington, D.C. 

11. Carol Reardon, Soldiers and Scholars: The U.S. Army and the 
Uses of Military History, 1865–1920 (Lawrence, Kans.: University 
Press of Kansas, 1990), 203. 

12. Carl H. Builder, The Masks of War: American Military Styles in 
Strategy and Analysis (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 
1989), 18. 

13. One of them was Maj Gen Hugh Knerr, USAF. 
14. He served four years at the Naval Academy and 18 on the 

line of the Navy, retiring as a Naval Reserve O-6. 
15. Eiffel is the same man who designed and built the fa

mous tower in Paris. 
16. The original belongs to the Smithsonian but is on loan to 

the National Museum of Naval Aviation at Pensacola, Florida. 
That exhibit alone makes a visit there worthwhile. 

17. One can easily argue that both the Navy and Mitchell 
were trying to stack the deck in the tests to prove that each was 
right. 

18. Examples include Aeronautics at the Mid-Century (New 
Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 1952); “Forty Years of Aero
nautical Research,” in Smithsonian Report for 1955 (Washington, 
D.C.: Smithsonian Institution Press, 1955); “Europe’s Facilities 
for Aeronautical Research,” Flying 3 (April 1914): 75, 93; “The 
Navy’s First Airships,” United States Naval Institute Proceedings 45 
(August 1919): 31–44; and “Progress in Naval Aircraft,” Society of 
Automotive Engineers, Transactions 14, pt. 2 (1919): 236–77. 

19. Hunsaker was never a fan of either Douhet’s or Mitchell’s 
approach to air war. 

20. Dwight D. Eisenhower, The Eisenhower Diaries, ed. Robert 
H. Ferrell (New York: Norton, 1981), 6. 

21. See Roger H. Nye, The Patton Mind: The Professional Develop
ment of an Extraordinary Leader (Garden City Park, N.Y.: Avery Pub
lishing Group, 1993), 40, 42. Here we find that both Gen John J. 
Pershing and Maj Gen Fox Conner acted as mentors for Patton 
when he was a young officer and later when he was middle-aged. 

22. I did four-year tours in the history departments of both 
the Air Force Academy and West Point. The departments were 
approximately the same size. Only one of my colleagues from the 
Air Force Academy ever went back to the line and became a gen
eral (Maj Gen Davis Rohr); at least seven of my Army colleagues 
returned to serve with the troops and rose to general-officer 
rank—two of them to lieutenant general. 

23. This is the last tour before retirement. 
24. His books include Winged Defense: The Development and 

Possibilities of Modern Air Power—Economic and Military (1925; 
reprint, New York: Dover, 1988); Memoirs of World War I: “From 
Start to Finish of Our Greatest War” (New York: Random House, 
1960); General Greely: The Story of a Great American (New York: G. P. 
Putnam’s, 1936); Skyways: A Book on Modern Aeronautics (Philadel
phia: J. B. Lippincott Company, 1930); and Our Air Force, the Key-
stone of National Defense (New York: E. P. Dutton and Company, 
1921). Mitchell also wrote a host of articles, mostly on airpower 
advocacy or outdoor sporting life, usually published in popular 
magazines such as Collier’s or Saturday Evening Post. 

25. Gen Henry H. Arnold did considerable writing, some-
times including an advocacy character to inform the public about 
aviation. Perhaps his most significant book—Global Mission (Lon-
don: Hutchinson, 1951)—appeared at the end of his life. With 
Ira Eaker, he coauthored This Flying Game (New York: Funk & 
Wagnalls, 1936, 1943); Winged Warfare (New York: Harper & 
Brothers, 1941); and Army Flyer (New York: Harper & Brothers, 
1942). Early on, he wrote Airmen and Aircraft: An Introduction to 
Aeronautics (New York: Ronald Press, 1926). 

26. Gen George C. Kenney wrote more after World War II 
than he did in his younger years: General Kenney Reports: A Personal 
History of the Pacific War (New York: Duell, Sloan and Pearce, 
1949); Dick Bong: Ace of Aces (New York: Duell, Sloan and Pearce, 
1960); The Saga of Pappy Gunn (New York: Duell, Sloan and 
Pearce, 1959); and The MacArthur I Know (New York: Duell, Sloan 
and Pearce, 1951). 

27. Patton’s writings include “The Form and Use of the 
Saber,” Journal of the United States Cavalry Association 23 (March 
1913): 95; “Comments on Cavalry Tanks,” Cavalry Journal, 1921, 
251–52; “Motorization and Mechanization in the Cavalry,” Cav
alry Journal, 1930, 331–48; and many other similar pieces, includ
ing a serialized set of wartime articles in the Saturday Evening Post. 
He was also a frequent contributor of book reviews to Cavalry 
Journal. He published his wartime memoirs under the title War As 
I Knew It (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1947). 
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28. A clear exception to that notion is teaching service at the 
Weapons School at Nellis AFB, Nevada, which is known to boost 
an officer’s prospects. 

29. That situation may be changing. In the early 1950s, 
hardly a third of the Air Force’s officers were college graduates, 
although most officers in the prewar Army and Navy held de
grees. By the 1970s, a college degree had become a prerequisite 

for commissioning; that requirement appears to have had some 
effect. 

30. This system provides a precise method for low approach 
and landing during adverse weather. 

31. Lt Gen Truman Spangrud, USAF, former Air University 
commander, suggested this commandment. 

32. We know that Moses got along with 10, but we will give 
you 11 anyhow. 
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Ricochets and Replies 
Continued from page 7 

“EC-135 Rivet Joint,” a platform that—to para-
phrase his words—can somehow, from similar 
altitudes, mitigate line-of-sight “shortfalls” for 
the E-8 JSTARS (14). 

Furthermore, the photograph on page 11 
clearly portrays the RC-135 Rivet Joint, but 
the one on page 15 clearly does not. The lat
ter appears to be an EC-18/EC-135—but it is 
not a Rivet Joint. 

Maj Bill “Sweet” Tart, USAF 
Washington, D.C. 

Editor’s Reply: The ASPJ staff tries to select photo-
graphs that match aircraft and type to enhance the 
presentation of each article. Occasionally we grab 
the wrong photo—or occasionally we do not have 
one of the exact aircraft we need and must substi
tute an image that comes close to the particular 
configuration. The latter was the case in Dr. Lam
beth’s article. The photo on page 11 correctly cap
tures the aircraft in question. However, Maj 
“Sweet” Tart’s eagle eyes detected something amiss 
in the photo on page 15, which shows the EC-
135E Advanced Range Instrumentation Aircraft 
(ARIA) no. 374—nicknamed “Bird of Prey”—en 
route to the Air Force Museum at Wright-Patterson 
AFB, Ohio, from Edwards AFB, California. We 
aimed to illustrate the “hog-style” nose—but we 
missed. Good catch by Major Tart. 

DOING A NOBLE JOB NOBLY 

After 12 years of teaching ethics at the Air 
War College, Maxwell AFB, Alabama, I have 
learned a few lessons from the lieutenant 
colonels and colonels I’ve taught. These offi
cers go on to positions of great responsibility 
in the US Air Force, and many spend consid
erable time during their year at the war col
lege reflecting upon what they’ve committed 
their professional lives to. A pretty decent pay 
check? Extensive travel and educational op

portunities? Medical benefits? Commissary or 
BX privileges? Retirement income? As the of
ficers I have taught reflect upon their careers 
(usually about 18 years of service at that 
point), all of these things matter, for there are 
tangible benefits attached to being a senior 
officer in the Air Force, but those benefits 
rarely cause a person to devote a lifetime to 
serving the country. 

There are also the “warm and fuzzy” feel
ings, I’m told, about the prestige of wearing 
an honored uniform, of having close friend-
ships and sharing the camaraderie of the pro
fession of arms, and, especially, of having the 
chance to lead and command. There are no-
material considerations here—just the pride 
and fulfillment of doing a noble job nobly. And 
that’s what it means, I think, to be an Air Force pro
fessional—whatever rank you encounter. 

Would you believe that many airmen are 
romantic or sentimental? They cling to certain 
pictures or letters or plaques that remind them, 
not so much of previous assignments, as of bud-
dies they’ve known. They cherish scraps of 
paper, often kept in their wallets, which have 
their favorite quotations. They have little desk
mementos with inspirational inscriptions—
sometimes humorous, sometimes risqué, 
sometimes very deeply moving. If you get to 
know them and maybe have a couple of beers
with them, they’ll tell you, quietly and pri
vately, that they have loved the airmen they 
have flown with and served with. There’s 
nothing mawkish about this in their view. And 
there’s nothing wrong with it in my view. For 
they have done a noble job nobly. 

You know what? I can’t explain that feeling. I’m 
a little envious because I have only a glimmer of 
it from my own short (four years) and very 
undistinguished tour of military service a long 
time ago. But I’m a baseball coach, and I know 
that sports can bring a bonding to team mem
bers that, well, maybe only a poet can explain.
That’s what my students often have—only mul
tiplied. And that’s the chief reason, truth be 
told, that they love the Air Force—the feeling of 
doing a noble job nobly. 

Political scientists and sociologists can ex-
plain what a profession means in dull, desiccated 
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language, which serves useful academic ends. 
The professional airmen I know, however, seem 
largely to agree upon a single word to describe
who they are and what they do—vocation. Just 
as someone is called to the priesthood or minis-
try, so do Air Force pros think they, too, are 
called to a life of service before self. In the 
end, they are professionals precisely because 
they love their country, their service, and 
their people. They are doing a noble job nobly. 

They don’t brag about it; they don’t even 
mention it (unless I almost pry it out of them). 
They live it. They love what they do, and they 
do what they love. I urge those of you who have 
not yet committed to the profession to work to 
deserve that privilege of service, for privilege is
exactly what it is—the privilege of service, the 
privilege of doing a noble job nobly. It’s hard to ex-
plain that phrase “privilege of service.” But if 
you’ve played baseball or basketball or football 

or volleyball, you have a glimmer of its mean
ing, for you know what it means to work to
gether toward victory. If you’re a true Air Force 
professional, you feel a calling to serve and to 
do a noble job nobly. 

When the officers I know retire—and I’ve 
been to many, many retirements—I often think 
of the scriptural verse that says, Well done, 
good and faithful servant (Matt. 25:21). These 
airmen have done a noble job nobly. They have 
been true professionals. 

Over the top? Too maudlin? Excessively 
dreamy? Not to the people I’ve been honored 
to know for 12 years. And not, I hope, to the 
members of the air and space forces I will be 
privileged to know in the future. 

James H. Toner 
Colorado Springs, Colorado 
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Once mastery of the air was obtained, all 
sorts of enterprises would become easy. 

––Sir Winston Churchill 

Crimson Sky: The Air Battle for Korea by John R. 
Bruning. Brassey’s Inc. (http://www.brasseys 
inc.com), 22841 Quicksilver Drive, Dulles, Vir
ginia 20166, 2000, 224 pages, $18.95 (soft-
cover). 

In Crimson Sky, John R. Bruning gives us a 
glimpse into the lives of US Air Force and Navy pi-
lots who fought against North Korean, Chinese, 
and ar 
(1950–53). At its heart, the book is about people 
rather than the strategy and tactics they used. The 
author’s research and interviews with Korean War 
veterans and their families allow him to describe in 
detail many different individuals and their actions 
in 20 of the most interesting aerial operations dur
ing the war. These include the first kill by an Amer
ican jet fighter and the first combat search and res
cue mission by a helicopter. Bruning also answers 
many of the questions regarding the involvement 
of the Soviet Union in this conflict. 

Although Crimson Sky covers some of the classic 
F-86 and MiG-15 battles over MiG Alley, it delves 
further into many of the lesser known, but no less 
important, aspects of the air battle over Korea. 
Bruning does an excellent job of detailing just how 
rapidly aerial combat changed between World War 
II and the Korean War. Fighters and bombers that 
were the best in the air in 1945 found themselves 
outclassed by the new jet aircraft in 1950. Particu
larly interesting is the fact that aircraft from three 
different eras of aviation all flew and fought in 
Korea—propeller-driven biplanes from the 1920s, 
fighters and bombers from World War II, and the 
first generation of jet aircraft. 

My one criticism is that, rather than describing 
the aerial battles in chronological order, some 
chapters present an air battle from the perspective 
of one unit and then again from that of a different 
unit—a technique that I found rather disjointed. 
Nevertheless, Crimson Sky should be a welcome ad
dition to any collection on the history of military 

aviation. I recommend it to anyone interested in 
the personal stories, rather than technical details, 
of the air battles in the Korean War. 

Capt Kevin D. Smith, USAF 
Winnipeg, Canada 

Reach for the Sky: The Story of Douglas Bader, 
Legless Ace of the Battle of Britain by Paul 
Brickhill. Naval Institute Press (http://www. 
usni.org/usni.html), 2062 Generals Highway, 
Annapolis, Maryland 21401-6780, 2001, 396 
pages, $17.95 (softcover). 

Reach for the Sky first appeared in 1954, when 
Bader’s name was still fresh. Unfortunately, this edi
tion, part of the Naval Institute Press’s Bluejacket 
Books series, includes no update; nothing that 
brings Bader’s story to a conclusion; and nothing 
about his postwar career, humanitarian involvement, 
and knighthood. At his death in 1982, Sir Douglas 
Bader was a British legend—almost a saint. 

Brickhill, who writes classic popular biography, 
defines the young Bader as a decent sort who got by 
with a little help from his friends—at least until he 
learned to fend for himself. As a child, he was a bit 
of an outsider, a loner. When his parents went to 
India, he was too small to accompany them. After 
they came back, his father went off to World War I 
and didn’t return. Then his mother remarried, and 
as the stepson of a cleric, Bader had more talent 
than money. To prove himself, he developed a drive 
that attracted people who helped him, financially 
and otherwise, to fulfill his potential. 

He was reasonably intelligent and a good stu
dent (when interested) but marginal in math, 
which he hated. Above all, Bader was a superb ath
lete, a star in all sports he chose. Although his first 
exposure to flying was casual, he quickly developed 
a passion for it and enrolled at Cranwell, the 
British military academy. Young Bader flourished 
in the clubby atmosphere typical of the Royal Air 
Force (RAF) between the wars, excelling at rugby, 
boxing, and cricket (in which he was scheduled to 
compete for England). 

Then disaster struck. Not only an exceptional 
athlete, he also was a skilled pilot. But, like many 
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young men of his generation, he was a daredevil 
who enjoyed aerobatics, regardless of the official 
prohibition of this practice, and in 1931 he 
crashed. He survived but lost one leg immediately 
and the other shortly thereafter to life-threatening 
gangrene. His career was over, and his story could 
have ended there as well. 

But it didn’t. He refused to use a cane, teaching 
himself to walk unaided on his two metal legs, 
dance, play squash and golf, and drive a car. Above 
all, he taught himself to fly again. The RAF wasn’t 
all that keen on having him back since there wasn’t 
much of a market for completely disabled former 
pilots. So he retired, went to work for Shell Oil 
Company, and got married. But he stagnated—fly
ing lingered in his blood. When the war came, 
however, a bit of maneuvering and help from the 
old-boy network got him back into a cockpit. 

After triumphing over adversity and regaining 
his destined place, the legless pilot then excelled 
as leader, fighter, and innovator. Bader rebuilt a 
demoralized squadron, devised new fighter tactics 
and formations, and fought gallantly in the Battle 
of Britain. After colliding with a German Me-109, 
he sat out the remaining three years as a prisoner 
of war at Colditz Castle, near Leipzig, Germany, re
peatedly testing the reputation of the fortress as an 
escapeproof prison. At the conclusion of World 
War II, Bader returned to Shell (the downsized 
RAF had lost the clubby atmosphere) and spent 
time with other people without one or more limbs, 
motivating them not to let a handicap become a 
disability. Brickhill’s book became a movie, and 
Bader wrote his autobiography in 1973. 

Bader’s is really a good story of determination, 
courage, and refusal to accept what others define 
as the limits of the possible. The absence of foot-
notes or a bibliography, unsurprising in a popular 
biography, is acceptable, but the failure of the pub
lisher to add at least a preface or some other up-
date of Bader’s life is quite disappointing. Never
theless, Naval Institute Press has made another 
classic readily available. And that is significant be-
cause Reach for the Sky is a story that everyone 
should read. 

John H. Barnhill 
Tinker AFB, Oklahoma 

On the German Art of War: Truppenführung trans
lated and edited by Bruce Condell and David 
T. Zabecki. Lynne Rienner Publishers, Inc. 
(http://www.rienner.com), 1800 30th Street, 

Suite 314, Boulder, Colorado 80301, 2001, 320 
pages, $57.00. 

Since 1945, many people have theorized why the 
German army of 1939 swept across Europe from 
September 1939 to mid-1942, with the retreat from 
Moscow in December 1941 as its only major setback, 
and then conducted a relatively orderly retreat from 
various fronts back to Germany from mid-1943 to 
April 1945. In 1948 Edward A. Shils and Morris 
Janowitz believed that the primary factor was the co
hesion of the basic units of the German army of 
1939. Later, Omer Bartov gave greater importance 
to the bolstering effects of Nazi ideology in keeping 
the average German soldier fighting and the army 
units together, despite the horrible combat condi
tions on the eastern front. Condell and Zabecki’s 
book provides another fundamental reason for the 
German army’s success in combat: its operational 
and tactical doctrine, found in German Army Regu
lation 300, Truppenführung [Unit Command], written 
in 1933–34. 

An English translation of this field manual on 
combat operations is the heart of On the German 
Art of War. Truppenführung represents the culmina
tion of lessons learned from the army’s operational 
experience in World War I, especially the shock 
tactics used in the offensive of March 1918, im
provements through field exercises and maneu
vers, and “General Staff” debate and discussion 
during the 1920s. Essentially, this manual is the 
equivalent of the US Army’s FM 100-5, Field Service 
Regulations: Operations (1940); in fact, FM 100-5 
drew heavily upon its German counterpart. In 
1952 US Army Europe had several German gener
als, led by Franz Halder, formerly the German 
army’s chief of staff, compare the two manuals. 
Their study, appendix E of On the German Art of 
War, revealed a strong correlation between the two. 

James Corum’s foreword and the editors’ intro
duction cover the origins of the operational and 
tactical doctrine found in Truppenführung from be-
fore World War I through the early 1930s, espe
cially the influence of Gen Hans von Seeckt, army 
commander from 1920 to 1926. The introduction 
also summarizes the strengths and weaknesses of 
the doctrine found in the manual. As the editors 
write, “Its purpose was not to give German military 
leaders a ‘cookbook’ on how to win battles, but 
rather it was designed to give them a set of intel
lectual tools to be applied to complex and ever-
unique warfighting situations” (p. 9). The intro
duction gives Truppenführung a more favorable 
review than it warrants but still provides great back-
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ground into the manual’s origins, theoretical basis, 
and impact. 

From reading the manual itself, the reader 
gleans a number of major doctrinal themes. It re-
iterates the importance of communication among 
various command levels and emphasizes the need 
for combat leaders to follow orders, but it also en
courages flexibility, depending on the current 
combat situation. Furthermore, the manual con
tains many references to airplanes and tanks— 
even devoting a full chapter to each, although 
such weapons were still in their infancy because of 
treaty restrictions following World War I. Finally, 
the manual envisions the German army division as 
a combined infantry/artillery unit with various 
other subunits (e.g., antitank, reconnaissance, and 
services) attached. This organization would enable 
German armies in the Soviet Union to combine 
and recombine subordinate units into effective 
battle groups as the war of attrition devastated 
larger army units and then conduct a generally or
derly retreat from the eastern front. Of special 
note are the many references to horse cavalry—the 
subject of a separate chapter—and horse-drawn ar
tillery. (Despite progress in motorization, the Ger
man armies involved in Operation Barbarossa still 
required 500,000 horses.) 

On the German Art of War is a must read for any-
one with either a professional or casual interest in 
German military history, especially those who wish 
to understand how the German army enjoyed such 
success at the operational and tactical levels of war-
fare in World War II. It also provides some under-
standing of why the German army produced great 
field commanders, such as Erwin Rommel. At the 
same time, given the great effort expended on the 
operational and tactical levels of warfare, the Ger
man army of the 1930s produced only a handful of 
senior army commanders with a true knowledge of 
the strategic level of war. Although the reader can 
find occasional references to Clausewitz in Trup
penführung, as well as indications of his influence 
on that document, the focus of the manual—and, 
therefore, that of German military education, 
training, and army leaders—is the actual conduct 
of combat at the lower levels of warfare. Unfortu
nately for Germany in both world wars, success at 
the strategic level of warfare mattered more than 
success at the operational and tactical levels. 

Lt Col Robert B. Kane, USAF 
Maxwell AFB, Alabama 

The Dynamics of Military Revolution, 1300–2050 
edited by MacGregor Knox and Williamson 
Murray. Cambridge University Press (http://www. 
us.cambridge.org/titles/catalogue.asp?isbn=05 
2180079X), 110 Midland Avenue, Port Chester, 
New York 10573-4930, 2001, 218 pages, $28.00 
(hardcover). 

In the aftermath of Operation Desert Storm, 
Department of Defense (DOD) officials debated 
implications of the technological and operational 
changes manifested in that conflict, using terms 
such as military-technical revolution, revolution in mil
itary affairs (RMA), or simply military revolution. 
Current DOD fashion dictates transformation as the 
preferred moniker for describing revolutionary 
change. Like the originators of past dialogue re
garding revolutions, however, “transformational
ists” engaged in the current conversation regard
ing military change would do well to spend time 
studying lessons from history to guide them in 
their quest for decisive military advantage. 

In The Dynamics of Military Revolution, 1300–2050, 
editors MacGregor Knox and Williamson Murray 
join six distinguished historians who have made it 
their professional business to think and write about 
how social, political, organizational, and technologi
cal change can produce shocking asymmetrical bat
tlefield results. This volume carries on in the tradi
tion of such military classics as the three-volume 
Military Effectiveness (Unwin Hyman, 1988), Calcula
tions: Net Assessment and the Coming of World War II 
(Free Press, 1992), and Military Innovation in the In
terwar Period (Cambridge University Press, 1996)—all 
efforts supported by the Pentagon’s Office of Net As
sessment. The separate chapters contain some of the 
best examples of analytical history available—the au
thors understand the importance of military revolu
tions and have the depth in their chosen subject 
areas to evaluate how such events occurred in the 
past. Taken as a whole, this book offers a cautionary 
tale for both military professionals and policy mak
ers—no matter what era one chooses, history reveals 
that relying solely upon technological advances 
rarely guarantees revolutionary change (or even last
ing battlefield success). Moreover, revolutions tend 
to destroy as much as they create; as such, revolu
tionary change may not be something that every 
generation should pursue—especially in an age of 
strategic, operational, and tactical ambiguity. 

One characteristic of the debate surrounding 
revolutionary change in the late twentieth and 
early twenty-first centuries concerns settling on an 
accepted definition of what constitutes a military 
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revolution or RMA—and what distinguishes one 
from the other. This work places military revolu
tions within a broad context of “radical military in-
novation . . . that fundamentally changes the 
framework of war” (p. 6). By fundamental change, 
the authors mean that social, political, and military 
cultures and organizations become swept up in 
“uncontrollable, unpredictable, and unforesee
able” patterns of change that render former sys
tems and methods obsolete or irrelevant (p. 7). 
Because they are truly cataclysmic events, they tend 
to occur infrequently—societies resist allowing 
such genies out of their bottles for obvious rea
sons. On the other hand, RMAs can occur either 
separately or within the context of a larger military 
revolution. As the authors argue, these “lesser 
transformations . . . appear susceptible to human 
direction, and in fostering them, military institu
tions that are intellectually alert can gain signifi
cant advantage” (p. 12). 

Given these definitions, it comes as no surprise 
that of the eight cases chosen by the authors, only 
three—the French Revolution, the American Civil 
War, and World War I—qualify as military revolu
tions. The remaining cases—Edward III’s military 
accomplishments in the fourteenth century; Louis 
XIV’s operational and institutional reforms in sev
enteenth-century France; Prussia’s adaptation of 
the Dreyse needle gun, railroads, and expanded 
armies in the eighteenth century; the pre–World 
War I battle-fleet arms race between Great Britain 
and Germany; and the German quest to learn from 
defeat after World War I—all represent RMAs that 
conferred at least temporary advantages upon 
those who sought to incorporate new technolo
gies, doctrines, and institutional reforms in eras of 
technological change and strategic uncertainty. 

I would be remiss if I failed to mention a signif
icant gap in the coverage of the subject in an oth
erwise excellent work—the omission of a chapter 
on the air and space power RMA. To be sure, Brig 
Jonathan B. A. Bailey briefly discusses the impor
tance of aerial observation and reconnaissance to 
the artillery revolution that occurred during World 
War I. Likewise, Williamson Murray employs his 
masterful familiarity with German combined-arms 
methods and doctrine to discuss how the Third 
Reich’s failure to link revolutionary tactical and 
operational successes to overarching strategies for 
winning the war gave the Allies time to turn the 
RMA back on the Wehrmacht and Göring’s Luft
waffe. The editors discount air and space power 
developments as an RMA, based upon the asser
tion that operations in the third dimension repre

sent evolutionary developments rather than revo
lutionary changes in the conduct of war. In 
Brigadier Bailey’s words, “The tumultuous devel
opment of armor and air power in 1939–45 and 
the advent of the information age in the decades 
that followed amount to no more than comple
mentary and incremental improvements upon the 
conceptual model laid down in 1917–18” (p. 132). 

The editors also dismiss efforts by the Royal Air 
Force and US Army Air Corps to find a war-winning 
formula based upon unescorted strategic bomb
ing. Nonetheless, post–World War II perceptions 
of air and space power’s dominating character per
manently recast political and military perceptions 
regarding the utility and use of military power to 
accomplish national strategic aims. Conventional 
strategic air attack, nuclear strike forces, satellite 
surveillance and reconnaissance, rapid global air 
mobility, precision air-to-ground weapons innova
tions, and, finally, the integration of sensor and 
shooter systems previewed during the Gulf War 
could easily represent individual RMAs under the 
constructs advanced in this book. Viewed as a 
whole, air and space power certainly deserves at 
least equal treatment to that granted fourteenth-
century longbows and seventeenth-century “mod
ern military communities” in a discussion of RMAs. 

The Dynamics of Military Revolution, 1300–2050 is 
a first-class work that should be on every profes
sional’s reading list. It clearly describes conceptual 
boundaries of revolutions, tests hypotheses by ap
plying concepts to relevant cases, and projects con
clusions about revolutions into the future to pro
voke thought about the best course of action for 
planners and policy makers. Perhaps the editors 
omitted air and space power from their survey be-
cause few authors are willing to tackle the subject. 
If so, the ongoing quest to transform US military 
institutions affords an unparalleled opportunity 
for air and space power professionals to step up to 
the plate and place their profession within the his
torical context it deserves. 

Lt Col Anthony C. Cain, USAF 
Maxwell AFB, Alabama 

Jungle Ace: Col. Gerald R. Johnson, the USAAF’s 
Top Fighter Leader of the Pacific War by John 
R. Bruning. Brassey’s (http://www.brasseysinc. 
com/index.htm), 22841 Quicksilver Drive, 
Dulles, Virginia 20166, 2001, 320 pages, $26.95. 
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Jungle Ace is an engaging biography of an over-
looked pilot in a seldom-covered conflict. Gerald 
Johnson served in the famous 49th Fighter Group 
and the 9th “Flying Knights” Fighter Squadron for 
most of the war; he also served in the 54th Fighter 
Group in Alaska. Johnson flew 265 combat mis
sions, shot down 24 enemy planes, and became 
commander of the group after he rose to the rank 
of colonel. Tragically, he was lost in early October 
1945, when his B-25 flew through a typhoon and 
disappeared without a trace. 

These facts, however, fail to convey the full 
measure of the man whom Bruning depicts with 
much skill and flair. Jungle Ace differs from the 
many biographies that stress the combat flights or 
achievements of their subjects at the expense of 
their personalities. The author uses a wealth of 
personal effects, such as the letters between John-
son and his wife, his form-five reports, and the 
memories of 49th Group pilots and friends of the 
couple, as well as many unit records and some sec
ondary sources. Unlike oral histories or books 
based upon wartime journals, Jungle Ace does not 
use numerous transcriptions or extensive quota
tions. Instead, the author weaves a narrative tale of 
Johnson’s personality and actions as if he were 
writing a novel rather than a historical record. 

Bruning examines a number of events from 
Johnson’s youth that helped shape the future ace’s 
personality and confidence, including the influ
ence of his father. This background stood him in 
good stead later on, giving him the endurance to 
weather many difficult moments yet still function 
as an effective leader. The author also does an ex
cellent job of depicting the men around Johnson, 
including his good friends James “Duckbutt” 
Watkins and Wally Jordan, as well as fellow fighter 
pilots such as Thomas McGuire Jr. and Dick Bong. 

The book’s one shortcoming, aside from edit
ing errors of the quite for quiet variety, is the lack of 
emphasis on Johnson’s method of leadership. His 
concern for his fellow pilots becomes obvious, and 
his morning pep talks soon become infamous, es
pecially the one before a ground-attack mission 
against the Ipo Dam area. However, the reader 
does not get a good sense of Johnson’s daily re
sponsibilities, including the ways he dealt with per
sonnel, planned missions, and so forth—in short, 
the activities that made him an outstanding flight 
or group commander. Many books cover ground 
leadership; one that gives us greater insight into 
what it takes to be an air commander would be 
very helpful. 

Despite its flaws, Jungle Ace is both useful and 
entertaining, bringing to mind Robert Scott’s God 
Is My Co-Pilot in that both deal with the character 
of World War II pilots who fought the Japanese, 
both cover a relatively unknown air campaign 
(Bruning covers Leyte especially well), and both 
give good accounts of the principal characters and 
the men with whom they flew. Gerald Johnson 
died because he gave up his parachute to a pas
senger on his plane—a tragic occurrence yet typical 
of the man the reader comes to know. 

Garner Johnson 
Lincoln, Nebraska 

Hit to Kill: The New Battle over Shielding America 
from Missile Attack by Bradley Graham. Public 
Affairs (http://www.publicaffairsbooks.com), 
250 West 57th Street, Suite 1321, New York, 
New York 10107, 2001, 464 pages, $27.50. 

The Phantom Defense: America’s Pursuit of the 
Star Wars Illusion by Craig Eisendrath, Melvin 
A. Goodman, and Gerald E. Marsh. Praeger 
Publishers (http://auburnhouse.com/praeger. 
htm), 88 Post Road West, Westport, Connecticut 
06881-5007, 2001, 190 pages, $24.95. 

Following World War II, the United States and 
Soviet Union pursued ballistic missile defense 
(BMD), an effort America continued after the col
lapse of its arch rival. Thus far, BMD has generated 
high hopes and much cost but has delivered little 
militarily; at the same time, it has created un
precedented criticism. (One positive effect was the 
role that President Reagan’s Strategic Defense Ini
tiative played in the implosion of the Communist 
superpower.) The demise of the Soviet Union and 
the subsequent reduction of a nuclear threat have 
not dampened the American quest for BMD. On 
the contrary, at the moment, the United States is 
engaged in the broadest and most concerted effort 
yet attempted to produce defenses against ballistic 
missiles. If successful, such a defense will reorder 
strategic thinking. Regardless of success or failure, 
it will carry a considerable financial and political 
price. Therefore BMD is an important issue that 
will affect the military, country, and world order; 
clearly, it deserves the great number of books and 
studies thus far published. 
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One problem for any student or author con
cerned with this subject is the fast-moving pace of 
events. Both books under review talk about 11 Sep
tember 2001, but events have moved forward rap-
idly since then. Both mention President George W. 
Bush’s intentions but not his decision to abandon 
the Antiballistic Missile (ABM) Treaty, the agree
ment to further reduce US and Russian strategic 
nuclear weapons, Russia’s entry into NATO as a 
junior “partner,” or the massive increase in US mili
tary spending, particularly on BMD. Be that as it 
may, both books are important to the discussion 
because they collect the story in an easily accessible 
form. 

Bradley Graham’s study is a detailed narrative 
based on interviews with top decision makers, in
cluding former president Bill Clinton and current 
president Bush. The author gives adequate back-
ground and then focuses on the last 10 years of the 
story, primarily the Clinton legacy. He handles the 
technology well but is strongest when dealing with 
the political process and the players. The principal 
problem of Hit to Kill is its length—the story is lit
erally buried in detail. This flaw is more annoying 
than fatal and is more than offset by Graham’s 
major strength—his balance. Hit to Kill comes 
close to the center on this issue, a trait that sharply 
contrasts most of the writings on this subject. As 
Graham correctly observes, BMD “has aroused a 
fervor akin to clashes over theology. There is an al
most religious ferocity to the intense partisan po
litical wrangling, and religious terms are often in
voked. Proponents talk of the morality of erecting 
a national defense. Opponents speak of the sanc
tity of the ABM Treaty” (p. xxxi). How true. 

This type of emotion shows clearly in The Phan
tom Defense, which does not attempt to be even-
handed. It is a lawyer’s brief for BMD critics, fea
turing the most notable of them, MIT professor 
Theodore Postel, described in the acknowledge
ments as “perhaps the nation’s foremost authority 
on national missile defense” (p. xi). (An appendix 
includes three critical letters he wrote to the White 
House.) The book is hard hitting, sprinkled with 
some very harsh language. Eisendrath, Goodman, 
and Marsh do not disguise their views, writing in 
the introduction that “national missile defense, 
proposed against an exaggerated threat, incapable 
of being effectively deployed, destructive of arms 
control agreements, and likely to provoke a new 
arms race, destroys the national security it is de-
signed to enhance. It is irrational as a policy, and 
inappropriate as a reward for self interested 
groups” (p. xix). The authors are clear in what they 

espouse: multilateralism, arms control, and diplo
macy. 

Both books are detailed, yet students of the sub
ject will be disappointed by their lack of scholarly 
apparatus. Graham provides citations (of a sort) 
for some (but not all) of his writing, a practice that 
is inadequate due to the considerable number of 
direct quotations. He does not include a bibliogra
phy. The Phantom Defense has no citations but does 
offer excellent and extensive bibliographic materi
als. Both cover the various perils of BMD (cost, fea
sibility, effect on allies, and a potential arms race). 
Nevertheless, for all their detail, neither discusses 
several important issues. Critics of BMD state that 
because deterrence has worked in the past, it will 
work in the future. The first assertion is true, albeit 
mainly against one superpower, but the second is 
questionable. If Hitler had possessed nuclear-
tipped V-2s in 1945, would he have been deterred? 
If coalition forces had closed on Baghdad in 1991 
and Saddam Hussein had had ballistic missiles 
armed with nuclear warheads, would he have been 
restrained? The books also fail to mention pre
emption, an alternative approach for dealing with 
a hostile power armed with nuclear ICBMs. What 
are the implications of such a policy? A third issue 
almost never mentioned by any authors, certainly 
not by critics, is that without BMD, countries 
armed with nuclear ICBMs could inhibit the actions 
of the United States. Is this why some countries, es
pecially poor third world countries, spend precious 
resources procuring ballistic missiles and nuclear 
weapons? Graham briefly mentions this considera
tion, but Eisendrath, Goodman, and Marsh do not. 

In brief, BMD is an important, fast-moving sub
ject about which much has been written and on 
which much more will undoubtedly appear. Al
though some readers may fault these two books, 
with some justification, each is valuable in its own 
way. I recommend Hit to Kill as a balanced refer
ence for events of the past 10 or so years, with the 
caveat that it is rather dense. The Phantom Defense, 
more limited and certainly one-sided, serves well as 
a reference for critics’ objections to BMD. Both 
clearly demonstrate the problems of being so close 
to the events under study. In any case, they provide 
a starting point for a study of this important issue 
(see also the reviewer’s Hitting a Bullet with a Bullet: 
A History of Ballistic Missile Defense, Research Paper 
2000-02 [Maxwell AFB, Ala.: Airpower Research In
stitute, 2000]). 

Kenneth P. Werrell 
Christiansburg, Virginia 
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Intelligence Services in the Information Age: The
ory and Practice by Michael Herman. Frank 
Cass Publishers (http://www.frankcass.com), 
5824 NE Hassalo Street, Portland, Oregon 
97213-3644, 2001, 252 pages, $59.50. 

This collection of essays with a very British fla
vor addresses intelligence issues and challenges of 
the information age—subjects that will prove ex
tremely useful as the US intelligence community 
grapples with its problems. The book’s efforts at 
pointing out contrasts between British and Ameri
can intelligence gathering, analysis, and recruit
ment of mid- and top-level managers make it valu
able to both historian and practitioner alike. 

Herman deals with three overarching issues: an 
information-rich world, national-level intelligence 
strategy, and the interaction of intelligence with 
ethical foreign policy. All of these topics are inter
esting, but the individual contributions prove 
harder to follow. Because scholarly research and 
writing in the area of intelligence are still relatively 
young, years will pass before we have conclusive 
works in hand. Thus, we must consider this set of 
essays a step in the right direction. One chapter, of 
great interest to this reviewer, deals with the con
stant debate within the intelligence community on 
the merits of single-source versus all-source intelli
gence by examining British estimates of Soviet 
weapons development. Its discussion of transat
lantic relationships crucial to the United Kingdom 
since World War II should give pause to American 
intelligence researchers. However, the inclusion of 
memoirs of the British cabinet, although amusing, 
does not seem to add to the scholarly research of 
intelligence workings or capabilities. 

The book examines intelligence as an input to 
national-security policy making, data gathered by 
diplomatic means, and the growth of battlefield in
telligence that accompanies the emergence of a 
revolution in military affairs. A leading intelli
gence scholar, Herman has produced some new 
research here that readers should study closely, es
pecially in the climate following the terrorist at-
tacks of 11 September—specifically, who produces 
what, and what influence or relevance does it have 
as national policy is formulated or implemented? 
The book also challenges intelligence to transform 
itself from a national-security input for a nation 
state to a support for international bodies such as 
the United Nations, which currently has no infor
mation-gathering or analysis apparatus of its own. 
Notably, a long-standing European view holds that 
UN monitors in Iraq got into trouble when intelli

gence for on-site inspections was supplied from 
one side and then revealed to the Iraqi leaders. In 
short, Intelligence Services in the Information Age is a 
valuable book and a must read for people who 
study intelligence policy and problems. 

Capt Gilles Van Nederveen, USAF, Retired 
Washington, D.C. 

Controlling Non-Strategic Nuclear Weapons: Ob
stacles and Opportunities edited by Jeffrey A. 
Larsen and Kurt J. Klingenberger. USAF Insti
tute for National Security Studies (http://www. 
usafa.af.mil/inss), US Air Force Academy, 2354 
Fairchild Drive, Suite 5L27, Colorado Springs, 
Colorado 80840, 2001, 356 pages. 

In November 2000, the National Security Policy 
Division of Headquarters US Air Force sponsored 
a conference in Warrenton, Virginia, to consider 
issues concerning nonstrategic nuclear weapons 
(NSNW), also known as theater or tactical nuclear 
weapons. The conference drew experts from the 
military, academia, and think tanks such as RAND. 
Controlling Non-Strategic Nuclear Weapons distills the 
fruits of their deliberations into 14 essays that ad-
dress problems, objectives, and solutions related to 
NSNWs. 

For example, Lewis Dunn focuses on how the 
Strategic Arms Reduction Treaties (START) have 
not kept pace with Russia’s financial ability to de
stroy over 10,000 NSNW warheads. No longer 
equal to the United States in superpower status, 
Russia is beginning to look into how NSNWs can 
address deficiencies in its conventional forces, 
which are eroding from a lack of financial support. 
Furthermore, the US antiballistic-missile program 
tends to make Moscow less inclined to destroy 
NSNW stockpiles. 

Andrea Gabbitas points out the crucial problem 
of NSNWs that are not equipped with permissive ac
tion links—locks that safeguard these weapons from 
being deployed by unauthorized persons. The ab
sence of these links makes it easier for rogue states 
that are hungry to join the nuclear cartel to detonate 
or reverse-engineer these weapons. Gabbitas also 
highlights the difficulty of defining NSNWs. Mount
ing these tactical weapons on submarines or long-
range bombers gives them strategic offensive capa
bility. Simply defining NSNWs as nuclear weapons 
capable of striking the United States from Russia is 
too limiting; Turkey and Israel, for instance, argue 
that Syrian and Iraqi Scuds fitted with nuclear war-
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heads are strategic weapons. Furthermore, Russia 
maintains that tactical warheads in Europe are strate
gic weapons capable of striking deep inside its terri
tory. Gabbitas postulates that any meaningful discus
sion of the subject requires a definition of NSNWs 
that includes agreement on range, yield, target, na
tional ownership, delivery mechanism, and capabil
ity. 

Stanley Sloan looks at the North Atlantic Treaty 
Organization’s (NATO) nuclear strategy in the cur-
rent environment. France has proposed that its nu-
clear arsenal form the basis of a European Union 
(EU) defense policy. Another factor involves con
vincing Moscow that NATO expansion does not 
mean an extension of nuclear risks to Russia. Addi
tionally, even though Great Britain’s and France’s 
tactical nuclear warheads could relieve the United 
States of much of the burden of responsibility for 
continental defense, Germany and other nations in 
NATO are uncomfortable entrusting nuclear policy 
to the British and French. In a related article, David 
Yost notes that Russia would be more amicable to de
stroying its NSNWs if the United States withdrew its 
remaining tactical weapons from Europe. He also 
takes a detailed look at the complexity of Russian 
arms control and the effect of Washington’s agree
ments with Moscow on EU security. 

Finally, James Smith, director of the USAF In
stitute for National Security Studies, examines how 
NSNWs will affect the US Air Force as the lead 
agent on this issue. Indeed, one of the factors con
tributing to the appointment of Gen Richard 
Myers, USAF, as chairman of the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff was his familiarity with space, missile, and nu-
clear technologies. 

In sum, Controlling Non-Strategic Nuclear Weapons 
highlights the delicate issues President Bush faces 
in an area that has not received much attention 
due to the asymmetric war on terrorism in which 
we are currently engaged. I especially recommend 
this book to all readers involved in missile and 
space systems as well as to those who have concerns 
about nuclear proliferation. 

Lt Youssef H. Aboul-Enein, USN 
Washington, D.C. 

Minuteman: The Military Career of General Robert 
S. Beightler by John Kennedy Ohl. Lynne Rien
ner Publishers, Inc. (http://www.rienner.com), 
1800 30th Street, Suite 314, Boulder, Colorado 
80301, 2001, 291 pages, $59.95 (hardcover). 

Prof. John Kennedy Ohl’s Minuteman makes a 
significant contribution to our understanding of 
the role of the National Guard in World War II. 
Using a few letters, interviews with relatives, and of
ficial reports, Ohl performs yeoman’s work by piec
ing together the life of Gen Robert S. Beightler, a 
unique and interesting man. The author shows the 
National Guard at both its best and worst, high-
lighting the nature of America’s militia. 

Despite the voluminous number of books about 
World War II, we have few biographies of division 
commanders. Numerous biographies and autobi
ographies (in the case of Gen Omar Bradley, two au
tobiographies!) of corps, Army, and Army group 
commanders have appeared. Granted, many of 
these men, like Bradley, commanded divisions dur
ing their ascent to flag rank, but we have very few bi
ographies and studies of the anonymous men who 
led the 89 divisions that mobilized during World War 
II. A book about Beightler (pronounced “bite-ler”), 
one of only two National Guard adjutant generals to 
command divisions in combat, is long overdue. He 
commanded the 37th “Buckeye” Infantry Division 
from mobilization in 1940 through demobilization 
in 1945. 

In many ways, Beightler was a typical guards-
man. He enlisted in the Ohio National Guard in 
1911 for many of the same reasons as did other 
turn-of-the-century militiamen: adventure, cama
raderie, and socializing. Like many who remained 
in the Guard, Beightler rose rapidly in rank after 
his first enlistment and dedicated as much time to 
the military as his civilian career allowed. During 
World War I, he became adjutant of the 166th In
fantry Regiment, but after the war, his career di
verged radically from those of other guardsmen. A 
successful civil engineer in civilian life, he could af
ford to take unpaid leaves of absence from work to 
attend the Army’s Command and General Staff 
School in 1926 and the Army War College in 1930, 
as well as serve four years on the War Department 
staff, where he met many regular Army officers 
with whom he would work in World War II. Un
doubtedly, this education helped him during mo
bilization, when he put theory into practice. 

His active duty time during World War I and at 
the War Department did nothing to dampen his 
parochialism regarding the National Guard, how-
ever. Many times he fought decisions by the War 
Department that he felt adversely affected the 
“Ohio National Guard flavor” of his division. For 
instance, in 1942 the department assigned the 37th 
Infantry Division’s 147th Infantry Regiment to garri
son duty. To the War Department, regiments were 
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simply the building blocks of divisions—just as in
terchangeable as machine parts. But to guardsmen 
like Beightler, regiments were integral to the char
acter and spirit of the division. He tried unsuccess
fully for the rest of the war to regain his wayward 
unit. In other instances, Beightler hesitated to re-
place inefficient commanders due to his prewar as
sociation with them, and he often saw conspiracies 
by regular Army officers to overhaul the leadership 
of his division and replace his citizen-soldiers with 
West Pointers. Interestingly, the same charge could 
be levied against Beightler since he favored his 
own prewar Ohio acquaintances over more com
petent and experienced candidates. 

Despite his shortcomings, Beightler proved a 
quick study and an efficient commander. Once 
during an exercise, the umpire quizzed him about 
the location of one of his battalions. Beightler, who 
at this time tended to tie himself to his headquar
ters and maps, was deeply embarrassed when no 
one could find the battalion. Thereafter, he went 
to the front frequently to check on his men, their 
conditions, and their commanders. He became 
one of the best division commanders in the war, 
leading his unit through the battles on New Geor
gia, Bougainville, and the Philippines, where the 
Buckeyes participated in the only true urban war-

fare in the Pacific theater when they helped cap
ture Manila. 

One finds only a few flaws in this short, read-
able biography. First, the maps are horrible. It is 
unfortunate that the author did not avail himself 
of a number of good maps that show the 37th In
fantry Division’s movements and battles. Second, 
because Ohl relied heavily on Beightler’s family for 
letters and interviews, one senses that perhaps he 
pulls a few punches. He certainly could have ex
plored the tension between the National Guard 
and regular Army that seemed to permeate his sub
ject’s mind. 

Professor Ohl has partially filled a void in our 
World War II scholarship, and one would like to 
see more biographies of division commanders— 
Gen Terry de la Mesa Allen and Gen Clarence 
Huebner, to name but two. Minuteman provides an 
answer to the question about why airmen should 
read biography: despite his parochialism, 
Beightler was successful due to his education, ex
perience, leadership, and willingness to share his 
men’s hardships—qualities that all military officers 
should take to heart. 

Maj James Gates, USAF 
Washington, D.C. 

APJ 

In this section of “Net Assessment,” you will find additional reviews of aviation-related books and CD-
ROMs but in a considerably briefer format than our usual offerings. We certainly don’t mean to imply that 
these items are less worthy of your attention. On the contrary, our intention is to give you as many reviews 
of notable books and electronic publications as possible in a limited amount of space. Unless otherwise in
dicated, the reviews have been written by an ASPJ staff member. 

Fortune Favors the Brave: The Story of First Force 
Recon by Bruce F. Meyers. Naval Institute Press 
(http://www.usni.org), 291 Wood Road, An
napolis, Maryland 21402, 2000, 256 pages, 
$32.95. 

In Fortune Favors the Brave, Col Bruce Meyers, 
USMC, retired, the first commanding officer of 
Force Recon and leader of Test Unit One, de-
scribes the developments and innovations in Ma
rine Corps reconnaissance that he witnessed dur
ing his long career as a Marine officer. After 
acknowledging the underpinnings of Force 

Recon—the amphibious reconnaissance of World 
War II—he describes the genesis of such tech
niques as parachuting from jet aircraft, deploying 
and redeploying recon marines from submarines, 
and developing aerial-extraction methods; he also 
examines their employment in Southeast Asia. The
author’s accessible narrative style makes for easy 
reading, and, for the most part, the concepts he 
discusses are easily comprehended. However, the 
book lacks a diagram showing the relationship of 
reconnaissance elements to the rest of the corps— 
something that would be especially helpful to read
ers not well versed in Marine Corps organization. 
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Despite that omission, Fortune Favors the Brave of
fers much insight into innovation and reconnais
sance as practiced by the USMC. 

Capt Rich Bellshot, USAF 
McGuire AFB, New Jersey 

The Wrong Stuff: The Adventures and Misadven
tures of an 8th Air Force Aviator by Truman 
Smith. University of Oklahoma Press (http:// 
www.oupress.com), 1005 Asp Avenue, Norman, 
Oklahoma 73019-6051, 2002, 368 pages, $17.95 
(softcover). 

No firsthand account of air combat can truly put 
the reader “in the cockpit,” but The Wrong Stuff 
comes razor close. Lt Col Truman Smith, USAF, re-
tired, writes about the life of a bomber pilot during 
World War II. During four months in the spring and 
summer of 1944, Smith flew his B-17 Flying Fortress 
on 35 grueling combat missions over France and 
Germany. Almost 60 years later, he describes each of 
those missions with remarkable clarity and blunt 
honesty, vividly describing how he faced down Ger
man fighters, flak, and his own intense fear in the 
skies over war-torn Europe. Not just a combat log, 
The Wrong Stuff also delves into daily life in a bomber 
squadron, relating humorous anecdotes from 
Smith’s experience in wartime England. Now re
quired reading at the US Air Force Academy, this ex
cellent memoir will appeal to anyone interested in 
combat aviation during World War II. 

Capt Rick Spyker, USAF 
Aviano AB, Italy 

China Pilot: Flying for Chennault during the Cold 
War by Felix Smith. Smithsonian Institution 
Press (http://www.sipress.si.edu), 750 Ninth 
Street NW, Suite 4300, Washington, D.C. 20560-
0950, 2000, 336 pages, $17.95 (softcover). 

Exotic locations throughout post–World War II 
Asia; vivid, larger-than-life characters; adventures 
good enough for the next Indiana Jones movie: 
China Pilot promises all this and more! Felix Smith 
flew for Gen Claire Chennault’s Civil Air Transport 
(CAT) for nearly 30 years, transporting supplies 
and troops for the Nationalists during China’s civil 
war, and then flew in French Indochina, Korea, 
and Vietnam for the CIA. China Pilot describes 
Smith’s experiences as a CAT pilot in amazing de-

tail, simultaneously providing the reader a memoir 
and history lesson. Smith introduces the reader to 
CAT’s pilots, a unique mix of former military and 
civilian aviators, and describes their missions in 
harrowing detail. His unique cast of supporting 
characters kept me turning the pages—their ex
ploits brought this piece of Cold War history to 
life. I recommend this entertaining and educa
tional memoir to anyone interested in Cold War 
history or military aviation. 

Maj Kristina M. O’Brien, USAF 
Hurlburt Field, Florida 

F-105 Thunderchiefs: A 29-Year Illustrated Opera
tional History, with Individual Accounts of the 
103 Surviving Fighter Bombers by W. Howard 
Plunkett. McFarland and Company, Inc., Pub
lishers (http://www.mcfarlandpub.com), Box 
611, Jefferson, North Carolina 28640, 2001, 336 
pages, $55.00. 

The F-105 was a beautiful, high-performance 
aircraft designed to deliver nuclear weapons at low 
altitudes and high speeds. Unfortunately for its 
reputation, its test came in a much different kind 
of war in Vietnam, where it took heavy losses and 
gained little glory. Of the 833 aircraft built, 397 
were lost in combat during that conflict. 

F-105 Thunderchiefs is a large-format, well-illus
trated tribute to this famous aircraft. Author W. 
Howard Plunkett provides a brief (19 pages) but ad-
equate operational history of the aircraft; however, 
the core of the book is the 270 pages devoted to the 
103 F-105s displayed throughout the world. The au
thor presents each aircraft’s history, primarily the 
unit assignments, in chronological order and in
cludes a photograph of each aircraft in its present 
condition. One appendix indexes these aircraft by 
location, and a second offers a short entry for each 
of the 118 F-105s that were scrapped. 

Clearly, Plunkett—a 20-year Air Force mainte
nance officer who served in a unit of F-105s for two 
years—was profoundly affected by his experience 
with this aircraft. F-105 Thunderchiefs is a labor of 
love, written by someone who loves the fighter for 
others who love it. Specialized as it is, though, this 
book is strictly for reference librarians and people 
interested in the existing F-105s. There is little 
here for others. 

Kenneth P. Werrell 
Christiansburg, Virginia 
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